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Plans Released for County Schools,
Architect's Drawing
Given for Three New
Elementary Schools
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We learned one thing
yesterday, almost the hard
way. Deflectors are put on lawn
mowers to deflect objects
thrown from under the mower.
The deflector on ours was
ragged and loose at both ends,
so we just pulled it off. That was
a mistake and a foolish one. The
mower picked up a small stick
about five inches long and
propelled it with terrifying
speed right at to. Of course, we
could not see it since it was
travelling at such speed and the
are we knew of it was when it
struck the right lense of our
glasses, shattering it. We
shudder to think what the
results might have been had we
not had them on. No damage,
except to the lense and our
nerves. Naturally we shut the
mower off and sat down
somewhere. The moral of this
story is, don't take the deflector
off of your mower and if you I
beim, consider yourself lucky
and put it back on.
Judge Robert 0
County
Miller looking trim.
A Swarm of bees almost took
—ever the front of Parker Food
Market this week. The bees
Mielearied in the middle of the
Waist in front of the food store
just about halting traffic in that
area. Ther riew Department
sprayed them with water and
forced them to move to more
convenient quarters. This is the
first time we ever heard of a
swarm of bees swarming on the
ipso ground like that. They
May pick a tree limb, or
----MU projection somewhere.
We get a booklet from Ryan
Milk Company which contains a
lot of facts about milk.
Following are some of the
milestones in the milk hisamy of
the United States.
1611 Crows_ arthe fee
Jiunestown Colony. -1624 Cows reach Plymouth
Colony.
1841 First regular shipment of
milk by rail—Orange County to
New York City.
1856 Pasteur experiments
start.
1856 Gall Borden received
first patent on condensed milk
from both U.S. and England.
1857 First successful condense_ry built by Gail Border' at
BurrvWe, Connecticut.
1878 Continuous centrifugal
cream separator invented
Dr. Gustav De Laval.
1884 Milk bottle invented by
(See Seen & Heard, Page 12)

Social Concerns Group
Meets At Center Thursday
The Social Concerns Committee met Thursday, July 5 at
7:30 p.m. at the Douglass
Community Center. President
Beth Broach lead the discussion
several issues of special interest to the committee
The date of the next meeting
of the committee, scheduled for
late August, will be given to
members both by telephone
and through the news media.
FREE PUPPY
Puppy, part Labrador,
female, is free to somone for a
pet. For information call 7537940 after five p.m.

The Weather
Mostly fair through Saturday,
with highs.today 87 to 92. Lows
tonight 65 to 70, and highs Saturday in the low 90a_
Winds variable, less than ten
miles per hour today. The outlook for Sunday is for partly
cloudy weather, hot and humid.

Richard Farrell Named

West fork
Church
Plans Bible School
The annual Vacation Bible
School will be held at the West'
Fork Baptist Church, located
near Stella on Highway
(Coldwater Road) from 1:311 to
4:30 p.m.
Classes for nursery thr
Intermediates will be
according to Rev. He
Roberts, director of the schoel.
Persons needing transportation
by call the pastor at 753-3053.

Richard W. Farrell, chair- here, secretary; and Carnie
man of the Department of Hendon, retired postal emMusic at Murray State ployee, who is beginning his
University, has become the 50th third consecutive year as
president of the Murray Rotary treasurer.
Chrtstnan, owner of
Club. He succeeds Harold T.
Hurt,an attorney, who becomes Oiriarnan Popcorn Company, is
a member of the club's Board of the oew member of the Bawd of
DireCtors, joining Hurt and Dr.
Directors.
Other officers installed at Jim Byrn, who is beginning his
Thursday's meeting to serve second year on the board.
A native of Marseille,
during the club's 1973-74 year,
Section Of Tennessee
which runs from July 1 through Farrell has been a resident of
the following June 30, include: Murray for the past 28 years,
River To Be Closed For
Ted Billington, a consulting and has been a member of the
1954
since
club
Murray
engineer and for the past three
years secretary of the club, vice. Billington is a native Calloway Construction Of Bridge
president; Don Henry, a Countlan, has lived in Murray
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — A
representative of the State virulallY all ef his litsta--0-.
11 1
--aaimemile section of the TenFarm Mutual Insurance Co.
(See astarY. P.II
illiesee River about 22 miles
'Muth of Paducah will be closed
ea Neer traffic for 72 hours
Ababa Tuesday to allow for
bridge construction over the
river.
The U.S. Coast Guard's and
District Office in St. Louis said
Friday that the shutdown will
begin at 6 a.m, and will include
an area about one-half mile
above and below th4 bridge
site. The full width of the river
will be involved.
Officials said Allied Structural Steel Co. workers will be
erecting the superstructure on
one of the Interstate 24 dual
bridges. The span is currently
being constructed on barges
along the left bank of the river.
During next week's shutdown,
the span will be floated into
place and jacked to the top of
the piers.
Coast Guard personnel win
sapervise in the area.

The installation of a new
board member and the opening
of bids highlighted the regular
meeting of the Murray Hoard
Education Thursday, according
to Superintendent Fred Shultz.
Perry T. Johnson was installed as a new bored member,
replacing Bethel Richardselt
who resigned recently. City
Judge Don Overby ada
ministered the constitutional
oath.
The payment of bills Thursday included the completion of
two contracts for work on the
field house-locker room facility
on the Murray High campus.
AND I PROMISE YOU THAT WHEN I AM ELECTED—This' Manning Masonry Company
young bird seems as if he might be giving a political speech. Of and the Earl Nanney Company
course we all know that...most politics! speeches are for the were paid $2,850 and $751
respectively for work done on
birds!
(Staff Photo by Mike Brandon ) the facility.

Burglars Hit Calloway
health

Center

Cmjnty

A brNit In last night AV the
Calloway County Health Center
located at 701 Olive in Murray
netted burglars over $1,000 in
office and medical equipment.
The incident was reported to
Murray City Police this morning at 7:42 a.m. by R.L.
Cooper
Police said that the burglar or
burglars had apparently entered the building through a
broken window in the southwest
part of the center.
Investigating officers said
burglary apparently
that the
occurred sometime after

parently made—their exit
through a door which was
located by the broken window,
police said.
"I would estimate about
$1,000 to $1,206 worth of
equipment was taken," Cooper
said.
City police are currently
investigating the incident.

Architects' drawnings and
schematic plans have been
released for the three new
county elementary schools,
according to William B. Miller,
superintendent of county
schools.
Plans call for schools of 45,000
square feet for the east and
north schools, and 40,000 square
feet for the southwest school.
Plans delivered by architects
Gresham and Kerr of Paductth
indicate that the north and east
schools will be similar in design
and construction, and the southwest school will be similar in
design, with fewer classrooms
to reflect the smaller student
population in that area, Miller
said.
The Calloway County School
Board, meeting this week,
decided to request that the
County Fiscal Court release hid
specifications for the "Nebo*
and ask for bids on the structures.
The Court will ask for bids

Revival Planned
At independerke

Revival services will be held
at the Independence United
Methodist Church, located east
of Almo, starting Sunday, July
8, through Saturday, July 14,
with services at 7:45 each
evening.
Rev. Richard Schorey, pastor
of the church, will be the
speaker for the services. His
sermons will deal with the story
of The Prodical Son.
The church minister has
Registration for the two- served as pastor
of several
weeks Summer Swimming churches
throughout the
Program will be held in the inidwest and
he started his
t.
,hth
.m.tutliarel
Center atha
0:30leifit
ld
Murray University Lobby,
The subject or sunnadtia sP' Monday, July 16, between 8:30
and 10:00 a.m. according to Dr.

Swim Program Will
Open Here July 11

State Survey ,nice
Sh
S

Parents ;rho have pre7—registered children should
ows Few Gas Mort as early AS Possible. be
program, which will
ender the direction of Mrs.
sibieY Wilferd, will run t(in
tations Short
July 16 through July 27 and will
be held in the Carr Health
WUISVILLE. Ky. (AP) — Building.
The latest survey by the BlueA registration fee of five
grass and Louisville Automo- dollars will be charged for this
bile Clubs indicate motorists Program, Dr. Hooks said.
traveling Kentucky's highways
will encounter few problems
finding gasoline during daylight Lovett Family Reunion
hours Monday through SaturTo Be Held Here Sunday
day.
Sixty—nine per cent of the
The Lovett family will hold a
stations surveyed across the reunion and dinner at ) the
Bluegrass state will be oper- Murray City Park on Sunday,
ating under normal conditions, July 8. A basket lunch will be
Triple A said, while 31 per cent served at one p.m.
plan to close at night or on SunThis reunion will be for all the
or both.
descendants of the late Alonzo
and Sarah Katherine Allen
Lovett.

Bids opened included one for
paving areas on school campuses, awarded to M. and H.
Paving with a bid of $25,376.11.
Chuck's Music Center 11111114
awarded a bid on a soumphene
and bass trombone, and
Wallach Music Comany was
awarded a bid for a set of drums
for the Murray High Band.
Taylor Publishing Company
was given the yearbook contract, with a bid of $4,000. The
gasoline crisis was reflected in
that only one bid was received
for gasoline, from Kentucky
Lake Oil C,ompany, for 33.9
cents per gallon, an increase of
three cents over last year.
A letter of resignation was
received with regret from
Kenneth Morris, Spanish
(See City Board, Page 12)

Rev. Richard Schorey
ministry as a youth evangelist
while in high school.
Special music will be under
the direction of Royal Parker.
The public is invited to attend, a
church spokesmen said.

July 30, with bids to be returned
by August 28.
In originally announcing the
new schools earlier this year,
Miller said that no new taxes
would be necessary to finance
the much-needed buildings. The
schools will be located in
strategic areas of the county,
and will cut the number of
county elementary schools from
six to three.
One of the schools will be
loafed on the Vilswell Road,
and will consolidate the Lynn
Grove and Hazel School
District; one will be located on
the Coles Campgrourxi Church
Road, and will consolidate the
Almo and Kirksey Schools; and
the third will be on the Pottertown Road to combine the
Faxon and New Concord
Districts.
In other action at the board
meeting, approval was given
for salary schedules for
teachers and non-professional
staff, Miller reported.
Rank III teachers, those
who have a BS. degree, will
receive 14,1110 with no ex- (See Scheele, Page 12)

Members of the Calloway
County 4-H Clubs are attending
a state-wide foods demonstration, 4-H talk meet, and
dairy judging contest being held
on the campus of the University
of Kentucky, Lexington, July 57.
These young people began
participating in training
meetings in April and continued
into July with the last meeting
being held on the Charles B.
Stark farm, south of Kirksey.
Four-H members attending
Sandra Stark, Stephanie
Wyatt, Marilyn Howard, Dawn
Sledd, Tim Coles, Greg McClure, Kerry Wyatt, Jerry
Tucker, Cindy Williams, Andy
Webb, Steve McCuiston, Larry
Lawrence, Larry Tucker, Krit
Stubblefield, Steve Howard,
Debra Tucker. Mary Morris,
Nada Frazier, and Jttn Hudspeth. Adult leaders are Kathy
Stubblefield and Mrs. Chalrles
Stark.
Debra Tucker will be competing in the state-wide dairy'
foods demonstration; Mary
Morris in the foods and nutrition
illustrated talk division; and
Knit Stubblefield, Sandra Stark,
Nada Frazier, Jim Hudspeth,
and Cindy Williams will
represent the Purchase area in
the state talk meet.

FOUR-H CLUB members attending state meeting on the University of Kentucky campus are, left
to right, first row, Sandra Stark, Stephanie. Wyatt, laeari/ya Beware, Dawn Sledd, Tim Coles, and
Greg McClure; second row, Kathy Stubblefield and Mrs. Charles
Stark, adult leaders, Kerry Wyatt,
Jerry Tucker, Cindy Williams, Atary, Webb, Steve McCukstoo; back row, Larry LawrenCe. Larry
Tucker, Krit Stubblefield, and Steve Howard. Not present when picture was made were Debra
Tucker, Mary Mon-is, Nada Frazier, and Jim Hudspeth
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e 48
How We Got To Phasmay
come to

Phase 48? Don't laugh, because it
that if we keep on at the present pace.
Arch Booth, executive vice-president of the
Chamber of Commerce of the United States, has
written the following "letter to his grandchildren,"
explaining how we got to Phase 48. While it is a
humorous account of our ndilemma, it also carries a
message that is dead-serious. Phase 48 may not be a
far away as we think. Here is Mr. Booth's letter:
WASHINGTON—Dear Grandchildren-You have
asked me to explain how we got to Phase 48, of our
temporary economic controls program. I will try.
Phase 48, as you may remember, resulted from
the failure of Phase 47. Phase 47 was, of course, a
response to the widely acknowledged faults of Phase
46.
Phase 46 but maybe I'd better go back to the
beginning.
It all startbd with the first wageprice freeze in the
summer of 1971. This freeze was supposed to halt the
inflation that resulted from President Johnson's
efforts to pay for both the war in Vietnam and the
Great Society welfare programs without a tax increase.
Like you and me, governments can pay their
debts by asking for a tax increase, which is like a
pay rise. Unlike you and me, governments can also
pay their debts by printing more money. When a
government prints money faster than a country's
businesses are able to make things to spend it on,
prices go up, because there is more money to buy
things with, but not more things to buy This is what
caused the trouble in 1971.
Freezes cause economic problems in the long run,
• because businessmen cannot tell what people want
"most when all prices are regulated by law rather
than by what people are willing to spend. Since the
,important men in the government are smart enough
l:to know this, they announced that the freeze would
oinly be "temporary."
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SUPREME COURT ACTION

Overall trend is good
phy cases last week is being criticized by civil libertarians. Yet in another case involving sex distinction
in employment, the court stood on
the side of the equal rights movement. Its ruling in a Denver school
desegregation case should please integrationists, while some of its
earlier rulings in that field have had
exactly the opposite reaction.
One recent decision went against a
criminal defendant who claimed
that his rights had been violated in
the manner in which he was prosecuted. Another upheld a defendant
on a point that will add a new restraint in the process of search and
seizure. While the new court generally has moved away from the overemphasis on the rights of criminal
defendants which characterized the
Warren court, it has shown no tendency to load the dice against the
criminal suspect, as its demand for
tighter regulation of wiretapping attests.
Its controversial decision suspending the death penalty *Os significant in that it recognized that the
issue of capital punishment is ultimately a legislative one. The court is
becoming more sensitive to the distinction between legislative and judicial functions, especially in the
realm of social progress.
The new members of the court,
appointed by one President,
though
••
whole. „
same
The new court obviously is a cap- frequently disagrees By the
only
justices
r
five
the
holdove
token,
nor
tive of neither the conservative
y.
majorit
5-4
1,6
as
up
line
rarely
derecent
Its
ty.
mentali
liberal
the
nt
Preside
that
signs
cisions reflect Kr,„Nixon's search These are good
for "strict constructionists" in his Nixon's appointments have made
appointments, but we are seeing our Supreme Court closer to what it
that this approach to judicial ques- should be — the cross-section of pretions can support a conservative vailing legal philosophies which can
point of view in some cases and a lib- keep the law tied to the enduring
principles of justice in a changing
eral point of view in others.
world.
apornogr
on
decision
court's
The

We will be a long time in Measuring the impact of the recent unusually productive "decision day" at the
U.S. Supreme Court. The series of
diverse rulings in key cases must be
studied carefully by school officials,
welfare administrators, publishers,
police and many others in public life.
It is certain, even at this moment,
that these decisions stand to affect
the lives of all Americans, one way
or another. ,This spate of opinions provides
material for a sharper assessment
of what the advent of the "Burger
(!ourt" is meaning to the United
States of America. A trend that began to emerge a year or two ago with
the seating of Chief Justice Warren
=DOSS•TIMia VILZ
Burger and three other justices ap81,
age
n,
pointed by President Nixon is now
Deaths reported are Charles A. McSwai
71,
age
becoming more easily defined.
ford,
Shackel
I.
'Puryear, Tenn., and Brent
l the trend is a good one.
Over-al
Five.
Murray Route
character of the court is
new
The
from
Rev. and Mrs. Johann Yang, orginally
no other reason than the
for
if
good
the
at
s
speaker
d
Peking. China, will be the feature
ng difficult to prebecomi
is
it
fact
to
WMU
River
Blood
the
of
75th anniversary dinner
on a particular
stand
will
it
how
dict
be held at the Murray Woman's Club House on July
question. The "activist" philosophy
11.
of the court under former Chief JusRev. and .Mrs,Glenn Armstrong of Louisville are—.
tice Earl Warren had given its deci5 the parents Of a baby girl, Glenna Elaine, born July
sions an inexorable thrust toward a
2. Mrs. Brownie Armstrong of Murray is the---r— greater assumption of power by the
paternal grandmother.
judiciary, at the expense of legislaMr. and Mrs. T. 0. Taylor and children, Pandy,
tive bodies in government, and a
M., are
Susan, and Mark Kyle, of Roswell, N.
concern for the rights of the indivisiting their parents, Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Taylor
vidual that seemed to smother—the
and Mr. and Mrs. Verble Taylor.
rights of society as a collective

Ten Years Ago Today

20 Years Ago Today
LIDO=•TIM= MR

M. G. Geurin, Jr., son of Mr. and Mrs. M. G.
Geurin of Murray Route Six, has now been reported
dead after being reported missing in action on
, December 1, 1950. Officials said he died of a heart
of the
atta0 on August 15, 1951, while in the hands
.
Korea.
nk,
!, enemy at Pykoto
Deaths reported are David Miller Boyle, infant
son, J. J. Risenhoover, and John D. Poyner, age 86.
Pvt. Hardy K. Outland who has been stationed at
t Fort Knox will leave after his furlough for his new
assignment at Camp Stoneman. California. He has
been visiting his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Mason

d and
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — lice is recorded, examine
ical acmathemat
for
reviewed
deKentucky
in
crimes
Major
more imcreased 8.1 per cent last year, curacy and possibly
leness as
the Public Safety Department portant for reasonab
'o interpretation of offense clas..as reported officially.
reThere were declines in five of sification," the public safety
seven "index offenses," but in- port said.
It said the verification excreases in forcible rape and
tends to personal visits to an
robbery.
From the standpoint of how agency when an error is susmuch crime occurs per 100,000 pected.
The report acknowledged that
population, the over-all rate
clipped 9.5 per cent from 1972, the total number of criminal
mainly because the state's ptp- acts is unknown, but said those
'ulation increased in conjunction reported "provide the first
means of a count."
with the lower crime volume.
However, it drew no conThe data shows:
—There were 323 murders in clusions as to how many crimes
Kentucky last year, a decline of go unreported compared with
those known to police.
8.2 per cent.
The highest "clearance" of
—There were 519 forcible
of
crimes was 91 per cent
major
increase
an
reported,
rapes
6.8 per cent.
—There were 2,739 robberies,
a rise of 8.3 per cent.
—There were 3,881 cases of
aggravated assault, a drop of
9.9 per cent.
—There were 21,381 reports
of breaking and entering (burglaries), a decline of 8.7 per
cent.
BY TOM PERKINS
—There were 20,072 cases of
'weeny involving amounts of
$110 and more, a reduction of 5.7 CHRIST IS
per cent.
—There were 9,260 auto thefts Christ is the Master
reported, a decrease of 14.8 per He is the King
cant
The Almighty
The information also includes That reigns supreme
as
such
offenses"
"non-index
manslaughter, other non-aggra- All men hear
vated assaults and larceny un- Most will believe
der 850, but these categories Multitudes live
are not counted in the crime And fail to receive
rate report.
The general decrease in Ken- Rock of ages
tucky's crime trend has been Foundation sure
know for months, but the de- Trusting His blood
tails have not been released up Fresh clean and pure
to now.
The 90-page report acknowl- Hope of the ages
edged that "an obvious con- Steadfast and sure
cern" is how accurate the in- In the sickness of sin
formation is from 300 enforce- Christ is the cure.
ment agencies providing the information throughout the state. Christ is the Way.
"Each report received by the Sweeping the land
Uniform Crime Reporting Sec- Placing the children
tion of the Kentucky State Po- In the Father's hand.

•

Mrs. James Hargrove and satIns, -Joseph and
Charles. will leave July 8 by train ,or New York City
where they will leave by plane to join their husband
and father. M. Sgt. Hargrove, Frankfurt, Germany.

Bible ThoughtforToday
He that hateth me hateth my tatb.er_ also.--John

15:2 T
r
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ff-mtgOry hate in our hearts against any other
man for any reason then we are also hating God who
,
is father.to all men.
^
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Isn't if The Truth!
by Carl Riblet, Jr.
- The man or woman who knows all about marriage
hasn't been born yet but the world is waiting for the--4event, an occasion that will mark the beginning of
say
the end to the war between the sexes; which is to
that there is a lot to be said for marriage, but say it •

strftly.
"How like a lottery those weddings are."
—Ben ,Jonson
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NEW HEADQUARTERS—The Kentucky Chamber of Commerce will meve-its headquarters to
Frankfort later this year, according to a receat announcement amoesecieg the move 'tom
Louisville, where the Chamber's offices have been located for r years, was J. Ed McConnell,
president.

THE
FAMILY",
LAWYER

for murder. That means police
identified the offender and acquired evidence to charge and
arrest him.
The police of Kentucky
eared b at-20.3 per cent
of all lodes dhow reported to
those Jost year, a slight gain
from the previous 20 per cent.
The lowest clearance, 9.2 per
cent, was fbr larceny and theft
over $50.
Narcotic and dangerous drug
arrests were listed in a separattkclassification, the figures
showing a rise of 42 per cent
between 1971 and 1972.
More than half those arrested
were under 21-three were under 10—and more than half the
arrests involved__ marijuana
charges.

GOSSIP

When children come to visit,
chances are you feet a sense et
responsibility for their safety.
But suppose a child comes onto
your premises withoui permission—or, perhaps, When you are
not even home. Could you be
held legally liable in case he gets
hurt?
Indeed you can, under the
"attractive nuisance doctrine"
now in force in most states. This
doctrine says you may be responsible for having something
hazardous on your property that
a child is not likely to see and
avoid.
As the name implies, the hazard must be one which youngSeers would ordinarily find attractive.
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Crafts Plannei
For Year By
Homemaisers
The
Calloway
Homemakers Craft C
met on Wednesday, .11
plan the crafts for 1
craft lessons.
The following on
selected:
Septembe t9;;A
Domes- Au
27, 11

October-Shada
Arrangement-Septe
1975 and September:
November-Pine
October 22, 1873
January-Macrame,
7, 1974
February-String Ax
23, 1974
March-Quilting-Feb
1974
April-Wooden Tra
25, 1974
May-Seed Pictures
1974
June-Seed Picture!
1974
A leader said if
flower craft is to be s
now is the time to gat
Ann's lace (chigge
dock (some gree
beginning to turn s
brown)... hang up w
down in dark closet.
are ready to arrange t
can be sprayed a cola
or accent the color in
the leader said.
Those attending thi
session were Mrs. W.1
Jr., Mrs. William Git
Gary Key, and 1st
Taylor. Mrs. Williar
2ou1d not attend but
ier ideas.

Garden
Statuary
Bird Beth
Candles
—Torn Perkins
By Wseda Mae Beane

gar

Attractive Nuisances

PAGE THREE

Gossip is a terrible thing,
That brings us all a lot of shame
It hurts the ones we talk about,
And makes a lot of people doubt,
That we are Christians strong and true,
That we are the ones that Jesus knew.

Permanen
Flowers

Mexican
Pottery

PIANTU

A nide word, a little deed,
No bigger than a mustard seed,
When told along from throng to throng,
God must wonder all along,
If we are as good as we should be.
Or know Him as our Lord to be.

The Gift and G
Spot of the La

kt 68 & 6

Our Jesus died for us alone,
For our sins to atone,
That we might see the light,
And always speak up for the right.

5 ML No. of(
Open 9 til

Our life is short, a span or two.
I often wonder now, don't you,
If we could take back what was spoken,
And give a lot of peole hope,
We would do it now I think, don't you,
But what is said we can't undo.
Our footprints in the sands of time,
I often wonder yours and mine,
If we have helped another bear his cross,
Or let him think that we don't care.
Hidden Love
By Waeda Mae Beane
Love is a flower, a tiny rose, a drop of dew

One case involved a-tree house
A tear that falls when you are sad and blue
in a family's back yard, where
A love so fair so young so new
came
often
children
ng
neighbori
it must be hidden somewhere in you
Yet
wobwas
house
tree
The
to play.
to grow or see, the sun
Never
youthful
a
day
one
bly,. and
Like the ending of the day
climber lost his footing and sufIt must always be locked in with a gentle key
fered a bad fall.
Es-en though the parents were
not home at the time of the ac- "Butye
n-..a1e a littk"fififf day
"
-:
cident, a court subsequently hcld
this love you hide away
When
they
said
court
The
them liable.
cannot grow in the gentle sun
should have realized, with a ha,- -Rut it
is
it
a love that should never have begun
that
For
children,
to
alluring
aril so
But do not be sad or weary though
the% were inviting trouble.
Furthermore, the thing MUM
For experience you have gained
he not only attractive but also a
And you have not had this love in vain
some
in
faulty
is,
nuisance --that
'a ay.
In 'another case, a boy was inkwell when he fell off an old
couch in a neighbor's garage. Rut
'here %%its,nothing wrong with
the couch. It was therefore not
an attractive nuisance, a court
ruled later. and the householder
did of have- to.pay damages. ,r
Of course, the age of the ik•
Jim IS ag., IMPO:Kt4Mt element in
frehave
Courts
the situation.
quently turned down claims of
children over :12, saying they
%%ere old enough to have real-.
ni,ed and avoided the partictd5r
ha/rd that brought thern to
grief.
Me law es-R.(1
home owner to spend major sums
of money to cler away Minor
clangers. It is not his duty, III
one judgd put it, to make hls
premises "childiaoof.",

MO
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Look For
Theatre Ads In
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Friday, July I
Weekly twilight scramble golf
will be played at 5:30 p.m. each
Friday at the Oaks Country
Club. Nine holes will be played
• each week through July and
August. Persons are urged to
sign up at the pro shop.

Homemakers
The
Calloway
County
Homemakers Craft Committee
met on Wednesday, June 19, to
plan the crafts for this fall's
craft lessons.
The following crafts21.141
Selected:
September Domes - August 27, 1973
October-Shadow Box
Arraagiiment-September 20,
1973 and September 24, 1973
November-Pine Cones.
October V, 1973
January-Macrame-January
7, 1974
February-String Art-January
29, 1974
March-Quilting-February 25,
1974
April-Wooden Trays-March
25, 1974
May-Seed Pictures-April 22,
1974
June-Seed Pictures-April 22,
1974
A leader said if the dried
flower craft is to be successful,
now is the time to gather Queen
Ann's lace (chigger weed);
dock ( some green, some
beginning to turn and some
brown ).,. hang up with heads
down in dark closet. When we
are ready to arrange them, they
can be sprayed a color to match
or accent the color in the room,
the leader said.
Those attending the planning
session were Mrs. W.B. Platter,
—Willia.m Grasty, Mrs.
Jr., Mits
Gary Key, and Mrs Alfred
Taylor. Mrs. William Gargus
:rould not attend but called in
ier ideas.

Sunday, July 8
Jeffrey Homecoming will be
held with preaching at 11:30
a.m. followed by basket dinner.
Troy C. Parrish of Dexter Route
One is treasurer.
DEAR ABS'?: I am a wife and mother. I have a lovely
home, two wonderful children and a marriage of 20 years
which is rapidly deteriorating. Our sex life is a complete
washout. We no longer enjoy sex together, yet we are both
too loyal to each other to look elsewhere.
We cannot communicate. We simply cannot express
ourselves well enough to tell each other what is wrong. In
fact, I don't think either of us knows what is wrong.
In 20 years we have both changed so much that I am
not the same girl he married, and he is not the man I
married.
We don't fight, argue, yell or fuss at each other. We get
along fine, as friends, but deep down, we are both empty.
We stay together for two reasons: 11 We don't want to hurt
our children. 21 A known evil is better than an unknown
evil. [We're both afraid we might be worse off apart than
together.]
I am 42. He is 48. I wonder how many other couples
EMPTY IN MEMPHIS
have the same problem?
DEAR EMPTY: The most authoritative statistics say
about so per cent. I say that's coaservative. There is much
more to a marriage than you are getting, which is not news
to you, or you wouldn't have written to me. If your husband
Is as eager to revive your marriage as you, ask your doctor
or clergyman to recommend a good counselor or therapist.
DEAR ABBY: This is my second marriage. We consented to have my husband's son stay with us "for a little
while" while he was in the process of getting his third
divorce.
The son has been with us for a year. He is quiet and
unassuming, pays his room and board money regularly,
but I feel that our privacy is more important than his
convenience.
I have suggested to my husband that he ask his son to
get a place of his own. My husband insists that we can't
"kick him out." I don't see it that way The son is 40. Am I
ANONYMOUS
wrong!
DEAR ANONYMOUS: No. Suggesting that be find other
quarters is not the same as "kicking him oat." I/ after you
make the suggestion be refuses to leave—then kick him out.
DEAR ABBY: Here is a real sticky wicket for you.
How do you say no graciously when it involves the cousin
of your fiance?
On several occasions this girl [she is 16] has asked me
if she could be a bridesmaid when Doug [not his real
name] and I get married.
I avoided committing myself by saying I haven't
thought much about it because we weren't officially engaged yet. [True.] Doug and I plan to annotiece cog engagement next Sunday, and I know this girlie-'going to
bring up the matter of being a bridesmaid again.
I intend to have my very close friends for my bridesmaids but I bate to hurt this girl's feelings. I talked it
over with Doug and he said he wouldn't be offended if I
told her no. But how can I tell her and keep peace in the
HATES TO HURT
family?
DEAR HATES: Tell her the truth—that you are having
your ekes* bleeds for your bridesmaids. Period.
CONFIDENTIAL TO ROLLIE IN DES MOINES: Yes, a
meter does have a male organ, but it is very small. I
-suppose a best would submit that it is adequate for her
nese, but by Inman standards. Ws nethiag to crow about.
Sillnillerebeek
praline Veva feel bear.
16.161111.
Ilas
ARMY:
to
wrkte
reply.
personal
Poe•
Calif. UM. Endow stampot sellooddreseed eurelepe.
please,
Hate to write letters! Seed al to Abby, Box eves, Los
Aagetes, CaL MN, for Abby's booklet, "How to Write
Letters for All Oecasiosts."

Wanda Billington
Honored At-Bridal
Breakfast Recently

MURRAY-CALLOWAY County Seeder Citizens board one of the army buses to take them on a tour
of FertCampbell.Thirty-seven pergolas from here took part in the guided tour of the army be...

Mrs. Olga Freeman Reviews Book At Meet
Of Chapter M of P.E.O. Sisterhood

Senior Citizens
ake Tour Of
Fort Campbell

Chapter M of P.E.O. met in
the home of Mrs. Alfred Lindsey
on July 2,for its final meeting of
the summer.
The Murray-Calloway County
Mrs. John C. Quertermous,
Senior Citizens visited Fort
president, presided. Mrs. Harry
Campbell on Thursday, June 28.
performed
Sparks
M.
A bus was chartered from
secretarial duties. Mrs. Henry.
Murray to Fort Campbell where
,,iP served as treasurer
hirK"
LL Dallas Thacker. special
Mrs. Larrie
pro tern and
guide, joined the group.
Clark gave the devotion, Isaiah
The Senior Citizens tran52:7-10.
sfeered over to a camp bus and
The corresponding secretary,
then toured Hermitage Hall
Mrs. Edward Nunnelee, read a
where they enjoyed the
be
to
request for a new chapter
museum, depicting uniforms
organized in Jackson, Tenn.
and leaders of World War I and
The chapter voted to grant
World War II.
permission for organization of a
A highlight of the day was
new P.E.O. chapter in Jackson,
visit to the helicopeter field
Tenn.
where the group entered a large
The speaker for the evening,
helicopeter used for tran
Mrs. Olga Freeman, was insporting cargo; also, two
troduced by Mrs. Lindsey.
oiga Freeman
helcopters of a different type.
program
the
Continuing
The tour continued with
theme for the year, "This is the, period of ten years. The title visit to the muti-craft shop
Life," Mrs. Freeman, gave a was thrust upon Mrs Fletcher where a potter illustrated the
most delightful review of Wei when she was being interviewed working of a potter's wheel.
"Merry Widow," by Grace Meer by a television MC in Baltimore
At noon a delicious chicken.
Fletcher. Mrs. Freeman said as the author of "What's Right lucnh was served in one of the
that the book had been designed With Our Young Peoplemess hallo,followed by a tour of
for laughter, but even so there
The speaker quoted Mrs. the army barracks.
are many instances in
Pletcher- "He f the MC) cast
The visit at Fort Campbell
give one pause for reflection.- `one dubious glance at my ended with a tour of the Milton
was
I
rimless spectacles, saw
E. Lew Service Club.
Mrs. Freeman compared no Helen of Troy and looked for
A one hour stop was made at
Mrs. Fletcher to one of ow own a valid reason for my being Hopkinsville Shopping Mall on
Loctue
before his cameras. 'This lady the return trip to Murray.
P.E.O. sisters, Mrs.
Hart, who is presently on a tour looks like a schoolteacher but...'
with
a
wrong
of the Holy Land. Mrs. Fletcher What's
Those making this trip were
who was widowed at sixty schoolteacher' I interrupted, Ruby Barnes, Vernon Turner,
refused to be pushed aside. She bristling. Too late he realized Alma Cooper, Wallace Dowdy,
issued her own Declaration of there might be some irate Edna McReynolds, Lal/a Boyd,
Independence and pasted, it school teachers in his TV Charlie Marr, Olive Hagen,
and
fumbled Meda Jackson, Artis Fuqua,
upon her dressing table mirror. audience
Some excerpts from it are as desperately. 'she looks like a Dollie Haley, Ruby Harris,
follows: (1) Refuse to be bored. school teacher but she just got Meme Mattingly, Mina Waters,
(2) Do the things I like NOW.(3) home &am b.! fourthr-Vp Gussie Adams, Elizabeth
Remember the unimportance around the world in sis'Yesit'a James, Hildered Sharpe, Quint
Site's a merry widow
of THINGS
Guier, Lora Wilkinson, Ethel
The "Merry Widow" is a
Refreshments of punch and Walker, ruby Murphy, Ovie Sue
humorous account of Mrs cookies were served by the Galloway, Lillian Fans,
Fletcher's trip to the Orient and hostess, assited by her char- Napoleon Parker, Lucy 'Tutt,
four global trips spanning a ming young daughter, Mary. A Ocus Carraway, Cletie Black,
lovely basket of daisies cen- Sarah Sanderson, Lucille Potts,
tered the dining table.
Vera Culp, WWiw Mae Morton,
Members present were Gladys Young, Clete Young,
Mesdames James Berhow, Dixie Palmer, Janice Griggs,
Maurice Christopher, Larrie 11041 placement student hhitray'
‘Clark, Olga Freeman, Charles State University, Thyv
'Hinds, L.J. Hortin, Alfred Crawford, assistant dirft.: td,
Lindsey, Henry McKenzie, and Verona Grogan, director of
Col. Cecil Hill, U.S.A. Edward Nunnelee, Hugh the Mtirray•Calloway County
( Retired) and Mrs. Hill were Oakley, John C. Quertermous, Senior Citizens.
the guests of honor at a tea held Harry Sparks, and Paul Sturm.
on Sunday, June 10, at the home One visitor, Mrs. Bernice Lutes
Madisonville, Was
of Mr. and Mrs. Tass Hopson on from
present.
Kentucky Lake.
The pert meeting will be held
Mrs. Hill was the former
In
the home of Mrs. L.J. Hortin •
her
Mary Burford before
7:30 p.m. with
marriage on February 20 For on October 1, at
the special event Mrs Hill Mrs. A.C. LaFollette as coThe home of Mrs. Larue
hostess.
chose to wear a multi-colored
Thompson was the scene of the
print linen dress With a corsage
combined May and June
of pale pink asters.
meetings of the Paris Road
Mrs. J.A. Outland, cohostess,
Homemakers Club held on
and Col. and Mrs. Hill received
Tuesday, June 19, at one o'clock
ts as they arrived.
in the afternoon.
_
GIRL
MOORE
tea table was exquisite
Mrs. Mary Alice
Moore,
Morgan
Mrs.
and
Mr.
with a pale green linen hand
Street, Murray, president, presided, and Mrs.
eitibroidered with delicate 514 South 6th
secretaryNesbitt,
of a baby girl, Ina
parents
the
are
white and yellow daisies A gold
treasurer, gave her reports.
six
weighing
LeeAnn,
Erica
compote centerpiece filled with
born on The same officers were
white daisies was flanked by pounds seven ounces,
a.m. at retained for the coming year.
7:20
at
2,
July
Monday,
single gold candlesticks with
The devotional reading from
County
Murray-Calloway
the
ivory tapers.
11:28 and Proverbs
MaLhew
Mrs. Albert Wilson presided Hospital.
28:18 was by Mrs. Lucille
as
employed
self
is
father
The
served
over the tea table and
Grogan.
punch from a crystal punch a painting contractor.
"Living With Tensions" was
Granparents are Mr. and
bowl. Coffee was poured from a
the theme of one of the lesson.
and
Mr
and
Moore
Aubrey
Mn.
gold tea service. Gold plates
all Oven by Mrs. Mary Alice Gee.
held tea sandwiches, dainty Mrs. William K. Robertson
The other lesson on "Small
grandparents
Great
cookies, candies, mints, and of Murray.
Repairs" was given by Mrs.
M
ffalie
Mrs.
are
nuts.
Brandon and Mrs,.Mrs.
Topsy
Mrs,
Mr.and
and
Providence
Artistic arrangements of
,
Herndon.1 Lula White.
roses from the bride's rose Richard Robertson of
craaft
r w
'e
sso
ArThe
s plrees
on
.nted
is
grandmother
great
great
A
garden were placed throughout
"TinMrs.
Hernof
Robertson
Ethel
Mrs.
the house.
Margeret Roach
Many local friends called don.
Other, members present, not
during the afternoon. Out of
previously mentioned, were
town guests were Mrs. V.M.
Mrs. Reble Steely, Mrs. Ola
PADUCAH PATIENT
Beach.
Hillis. --LAMM
*Minsk Mrs. Lucille' Hart,
James W. Jones ii"-13ei
California, Mr. and Mrs. A.M. Route One has been a patient at Mrs AlTce Steely, Mrs. Mavis
Cornell, Miss Ruth Ann Cornell, the Western Baptist Hospital. Gibbs, Mrs. Amy Wilson, and
and Miss Caren Boston of
Mrs. Marjorie Scott.
Paducah
Owensboro

The home of Mrs. Bernice
Wisehart, 203 Waodlawr
Avenue, Murray, scene of a
bridal breakfast at nine thirty
o'clock on Saturday morning,
held in honor of Miss Wanda
Faye Billington, August llth
bride-elect of Ronnie Lynn
Walker.
Miss Marilyn Wisehart, Miss
Martha Wisehart, and Mrs.
Bernice Wisehart were the
gracious hostesses for the
breakfast.
The honoree was presented in
a corsage of red roses. She wore
a black and white checked pant
suit and red blouse for the occasion.
An assortment of keedWits.t
foods including bacon, eggs,
fruit, coffee cake, donuts, and
beverages were served_fram
two tables decorated in red,
white, and blue. Roses arranged
by Mrs. Cecil Paschall were
used at the center of the tables.
Thirteen close friends of the
honoree enjoyed the delicious
breakfast.
The honoree was presented
with a cream pitcher and a
place setting farm her chosen
pottery by the hostesses.

—

Monday,July
Ladies Steak Night will be
held at 6:30 p.m. at.Iite Oaks
Country Club. Reservations
should be made by Sund5y be
ce
caal n g Mesdames
Thomas, E. C. Wallin, W. B.
William
or
McCuiston,
Williams.
Vacation Bible School will
open at Palestine United
Methodist Church at nine a.m.
Quota Club will have a
smorgasbord and auction at the
community room of the Murray
Federal Savings and Loan at
6:30 p.m.

PERKINS GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Perkins of '
•
Mayfield Route Two announce
the birth of a baby girl, Shand' "-Carol, weighing seven pounds,
born on Thursday, June M, at
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The new father is employed at
B.F. Goodrich Company,
Calvert City. The new mother is
the former Pat Mills.
RETURN TO GERMANY
Mrs. Clyde Dale Tidwell, and
son, Steve, left last week by
airplane from Nashville, Tenn.,
to join their husband and father
who is serv'.ng in the U.S. Army
In Germany. They had been
here for nine weeks visiting
their parenWandendparents.
Mr. and Mrs. Woes Fulton. Mr.
Tidwell joihed them here for a
two weeks visit earlier.
ATHLETE'S FOOT
HOW TO TREAT IT—
Foal it
Apply quick-drying
take hold to check itch. burning Jo
MINUTES. In 3 to 5 dam Infected
•kla sloughs oft. W•tch HEALTHY
•Idn replac• It. If not delighted IN
ONE HOUR, y•ur 59 b•ick at •ny
drug counter. NOW at Holland
Drug Co.

Dresses
4.04pertswear
i# bog Skirts
V tentfiraftss
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Howard And Brown Lead
Tigers To-A Victory
Frank Howard was the desig- --ft,whe said. "Sure, I'd like to
nated hitter He hit a home play in the field—but if I wasn't
a designated hitter, I would
run.
My
But that was off a left-handed hardly be playing at all..
pitcher. Frank Howard does not job as a designated hitter is to
hit the ball. And as long as I
bat against right-handers.
That's Gates Brown's job. So get the opportunity to play,
he pinch hit for the designated that's the important thing."
In the other games on the abhitter. And he hit a home run.
The two homers came far breviated American League
apart. Howard's was a two-run schedule, Boston beat the New
shot in the fourth inning. But York Yankees 9-4, Texas tamed
without it, Brown might have the Chicago White Sox 7-2 and
never gotten the chance to bat Kansas City outslugged Minin the bottom of the Ilth in- nesota 12-10. Baltimore, Milning...and unload a two-run waukee,Oakland and California
shot of his own to power the were idle.
Average means a lot to Carl
Detroit Tigers to a 7-5 victory
ki of the Red Sox,
Yastrzems
-Indians
Clevelani
the
over
who has spent most of the year
Thursday night.
"It's a garbage rule," Detroit in the mediocre .260 range. So
Manager Billy Martin had said he's been putting in extra time
of the innovative designated-hit- in batting practice. It paid off
ter experiment during spring against the Yanks as he trigtraining. "I'll love it when it gered a seven-run fourth inwins a game for us, but I'll still rung—Boston's biggest of the
season—with his Ilth homer of
think it's a garbage rule."
Brown doesn't agree. "I like the year and capped it with a
the rule and I've always liked run-scoring single.

Dave Nelson went three-forthree, scored two runs and
drove in one to help Sonny Siebert gain the Rangers' victory
over the White Sox. "It was a
struggle all night," said the 38year-old Siebert, who needed
eighth-inning reief help. "This
is the worst stuff I've had all
year. It's nice to pitch fiat way
and have a big lead to work
with."
The Royals had a plethora of
heroes in their slugfest against,
the Twins. John Mayberry,
Freddie Patek and Lou Piniella
each had two-run hits—but
Cookie Rojas outshone them all
with a two-run double and a
three-run homer.
In the National League, the
New York Mets beat Montreal
7-3, Philadelphia downed the
Chicago Cubs 7-4, Atlanta defeated Houston 7-4, Pittsburgh
nipped St. Louis 3-2, Cincinnati
edged San Francisco 4-3 and
San Diego silenced Los Angeles
3-0.

Four Games Are Held Standings
I i Women's League
beliC3C14=•=aCe=e=.047C.=•C•O

Elsewhere in the National
League, the Cincinnati Reds
nipped the San Francisco Gi-

Perhaps in preparation for
their expected move to Wash-

Mike Brandon

ants 4-3, the Atlanta Braves
trimmed the Houston Astros 74, the Philadelphia Phillies
downed the Chicago Cubs 7-4,

next season, the San
Diego Padres continued bugging the Los Angeles Dodgers

ington

has announced the
Murray State baseball coach Johnny Reagan
season.
next
for
recruits
top
of
his
four
of
signing
people is Mike
The most familiar name on that list to local
May.
Cathey,a star at Murray High who graduated in
for the American
Cathey is presently hitting at a .400 pace
this past season.
school
high
in
.388
Legion and he hit a steaming
the best throwing
Cathey is noted in the area for having one of
arms in the region.
School star Don
The big package from Illinois is Centralia High
offer from the St. Louis
Walker who has just turned down a pro
Cardinals. in his high
Walker is a pitcher and firstbaseman who hit .500
Year in southern
school senior season. He was the Player of the
Illinois:
hitter by
He is 5-11, 180 pounds and described as a power
Reagan.
As a pitcher, Walker was 5-0 for Centralia High School.
Dana
Another big prize from the Land of Lincoln is pitcher
on
season
this
record
12-1
a
sported
Pearson of Cobden. Pearson
the mound.
chose
The southpaw hurler was drafted by the Cardinals lidt
State.
instead to attend Murray
The other big recruit is Terry Brown of Hagerstown, Maryland.
.440 on his local
Presently, the pitcher-outfielder is hitting
by Reagan as
described
and
pounds
160
and
5-10
legion team. He is
a good power hitter.
a 54
As a pitcher during his senior year, the righthander had
_

mark.

There are a lot of rumors going arc...nd about who

will be back

and who will not.
So, here goes my hat into the ring.
n
First of all, basketball player Greg Carringto

the Pittsburgh Pirates edged
the St. Louis Cardinals 3-2 and
the New York Mets beat the

Thursday night.
cellar-dwelling
Padres may be lame ducks in
San Diego, but they flap their
The

lowly,

Montreal Expos 7-3.
Dave Concepcion's fifth hit of
the game, a run-scoring single
with two out in the bottom of

wings something fierce when it
comes to playing the Dodgers.
With Steve Arlin pitching a

the ninth, lifted the Reds over
the Giants. Relief pitcher Don
Gullett started the winning rally against Elias Sosa with a

two-hitter for his second conFred
secutive shutout and
Kendall rapping a home run,
the Padres completed a threegame sweep by a 2-0 score. It

one-out infield hit and Pete
Rose also singled.
The Giants built a 3-0 lead on
Bobby Bonds' two-run homer-

was their sixth triumph in 10
meetings with Los Angeles and
extended the first-place Dodgers' losing streak to six games.
The series was reminiscent of
a four-game September sweep
that knocked the Dodgers out of

his 24th of the season, tying
tied him with Pittsburgh's Willie Stargell for the major league
lead-and Chris Speier's solo

the race in 1969. But despite the
latest defeat, they didn't lose
ground since their closest pur-

shot. The Reds tied it in the
sixth on Concepcion's run-pro
clueing single and Tony Perez'

awrs in the West Division-San
Francisco and Houston-also
'hat. The Giants are 3,-2 games
i and the deout, the Astros 5,

two-run double.
Home runs by Dave Johnson,
Darrell Evans and Mike Lam
powered the Braves over the

fending champion Reds, who
trailed by 11 at the start of
July, are only six back.

Astros. Johnson's homer, his
20th of the season, was a threerun blast in the second inning.
Evans' homer was his 23rd.

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
National League
of Murray State
East
W. L. Pct. G.B.
to
clear in the
very
that
made
lbursuraction in Division I and held the Hutson offense
Carrington
back.
be
not
will definitely
48 35 578 Chicago
2 last conversation we had.
1
of the Womens Softball League only three hits.
41 39 .513 5/
St Lbuis
37 40 .481 6
Ball State
Glenda Rudolph and Shirley Montreal
found Dexter and Acers winTo settle another rumor, Darnell Adell will be back
2
1
38 42 .475 B/
a
but as of
Adell
have
Wilferd both belted home runs Philadelphi
to
love
ners.
would
2
1
/
Louisville
8
of
.474
41
University
37
and the
Pittsburgh
for the
play
to
Murray
34-113- .442 11
Dexter took the first game for the Acers.
in
New York
back
be
the present time, Adell will
West
In Division II, Burger Chef
from Kelley's with a close soore
Racers.
_607
13
51
Los Angeles
basketballof 11-9. Kellys held the lead the defeated W.O.W. 9-4. The score San Francisco 48 37 .565 3/
2
1
Another person who is beint discussed a lOt is
2
1
46 39 .541 5/
was close for much o the game Houston
first two innings 2-0.
Barrett.
baseball player Steve
44 38 537 6
Atlanta Braves. He will
Dexter came back with a very until the last inning when Cincinnati
2
1
36 49 424 15/
Barrett was a draft pick of the
Atlanta
The third week of Twilight
into
Basketball could be
29 53 354 21
Burger Chef pulled away
strong third inning and scored
Son Diego
definitely be back and ready to play baseball.
Golf will be tonight at 5:30 p.m.
Thursday's Games
coming in.
guards
the lead by scoring three runs.
freshman
six big runs. Kelleys big inning
tall
the
of
because
a different story
Murray-Calloway
Texas 7, Chicago 4
the
at
T. Colson wag the big hitter
was in the fifth when they
Pittsburgh 3, St Louis 2
Club.
Country
hits
Houston
three
wasn't
that
7,
Atlanta
scored five runs but
fir Burger ebet Mth
Pairings are as follows:
New York 7, Montreal 3
Dexter while Jobs, Hart, and Smith
enough to break the
CinCinnati 4, San Francisco 3
_
.
Tee One—Vernon Cohoon,
0
Angeles
Los
each had three hits 'tor the
3,
lead.
Diego
San
Marilyn Adkins; Clyde Adkins
Friday's Games
The second game saw Abe
(Reuss 10-5 and GrifHouston
Billie Cohoon.
and
The second game found\fin 0-2) at Montreal (Torre, 4-6
Acers adding another Victory
Tee Two—Jiggs Lassiter,
their record by defeating Peoples Bank victorious over and Strohniayer 0-1)
Don
Thurman;
Lynette
Cincinnati (Norman 58) at
Hutson Chemical 17-7. The Banclitos 15-2. Peoples had the Philadelphia (Ruthven 3-5) N
Billington,.
Peggy
Robinson,
clinenAcers jumped to an early lead lead the entire game but
Atlanta (Schueler 3-4) at New
An even larger turnout
A Scramble golf tournament
Tee Three-Bill Thurman,
(KoOsrnan 7-6) N
with two runs scored in each of ched the win by scoring six runs York
dinner.
Chicago (Jenkins 8.6) at San
dinner highlighted joyed the family
family
a
and
Rae Emener; Bob Billington,
Debbie
The
inning.
fourth
the
innings.
in
four
entire
N
first
the
Diego (Kirby 5-8)
The next dinner for the
the activities at the Oaks on
Frances Miller.
Pittsburgh (Walker 4-6) at
Smith was the heavy hitter.for
7:foxrth,inning was a good inning
membership will be held on
(Sutton 9-5) N
Fourth.
July
Angeles
Los
Tee Four-E.J. Haverstock,
hits
three
with
four
Bank
Peoples
for Hutson as they scored
this
welcome
to
Day
St Louis (Gibson 7-8) at San
Labor
pargolfers
Eighty-five
Mary Watson; Louis Ryan, Sue
while Kemp led Banditos with Francisco (Barr 6-7) N
runs off of Acers errors.
year's new members,
ticipated in the golf tournament
Brown.
Saturday's Gaines
The Acers slammed 15 hits two hits.
The Men's Watch play is now
Atlanta at New York
and a winning score of 64 was
Payne,
Five-Jim
Tee
Men's
The
St Louis at San Francisco
and
progress
posted by the team of Purdom in
Catherine Garrott; Dick Orr,
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Bill Robinson and Greg I.uzinski homered and Steve Carl-

ton weathered
rally as the

a late

Chicago

Phillies turned
Cubs. Carlton was

back the
touched for 11 hits but finished
what he Started for the first
time in six games. The lefthander, who won 27 games and
the Cy Young award in 1972,
boosted his record to 8-9.
Richie Hebner hit a two-run
and

single

a

game-winning

homer to lead the Pirates past
Cardinals. Nelson Briles
and
hits
seven
scattered

the

blanked

the Cards after

the

Stargell, hit on
first inning.
the right elbow by a pitch in
the first inning, left the game
in the fifth when his arm stiffened. X rays were negative
and there was no word if he
will miss any games.
Rusty Staub and Wayne Garret delivered two runs apiece
with seventh inning singles as
the Mets rallied for five runs
and snapped a four-game losing
ibliak by beating the Expos.

erican

scores:

League

gealwas-14 New York 4; Detroit
7, Cleveland 5 in 11 innings;'
Kansas City 12, Minnesota 10;'
Texas 7, Chicago 2.

;9•• 7,

TENNIS
WIMBLEDON, England
Fourth-seeded Alex Metreveli
of Russia topped Alex Mayer of
Wayne, N.J. 6-3, 34, 6-3, 6-4 in

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

rnen's singles semifinal play at
the WiVledon Tennis Championship..
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Lame Duck Padres Are
Flying Past Dodgers
By HERSCHEL NISSENSON.
Associated Press Sports Writer
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Legion Blows Lead And,i
Tellenton 12-6

Oaks Golf
Tourriameitt
Wally Young will defend his championship July 14 and 15,
at the Oaks Invitational Golf Tournament at the Oaks
Country Club., in ?u-ray.
Over $2,000,in prizes will be awarded to eight winners in
each of the six flights.
•
Last year Young won the tournament by shooting rounds of
70 and 74 for an even par 144. Scott Nall Jr. was the runnerup
with a one over par 145.
Entry fee for this year's tournament will be 820;
The fee will included a practice round, lunch Saturday and
Sunday, and a dance at the Murray State Student Union
Ballroom Saturday night. The 18 hole course should be in excellent condition and a
large turnout of area golfers is expected to be present for the
annual event.
-The tournament last year was held in late August but has
been moved to mid-July this summer in order to avoid
conflict with other area tournaments.
Entries for the two day Oaks Invitational should be sent to
tournament chairman, Bobby Eike, 1505 Sycamore Street,'
Murray. Kentucky. 42071.

Bob Goalby Leading
At Milwaukee Open
MILWAUKEE AP) — Bob
Goalby had a quick and easy
explanation for his spectacular,
seven-under-par 65 that had-pd
him in front after the first
round of the 8130,000 Greater
Milwaukee Open Golf Tournament.

iit
s;
0;

- "The worm turned, and it
turned pretty good," the 42year-old Goalby said Thursday
after taking a one-stroke lead
over Larry Ziegler, Buddy Allin
and Mike Morley, tied at 66.
"It was just one of those days
where I got a few breaks," said
the 1968 Masters champion who
has been fighting his customary
slow start this season.
Romero Blancas was two
strokes off the pace with a 67,
while a group at 68 included
Dale Douglass, Deane Beman,
Bob Dickson, Hubert Green,
Jim King, Rocky Thompson,
Ras Allen, Wilt flomenuilt and
Roy Pace.
The touring pros took advantage of near-perfect playing
conditions—warm as 'sunny
shoot
with a slight briese—to
—
some of the lowest scores of the

year. More than half the field
of 144 was at par or better on
the 7,010-yard Tuckaway CounClub course.
And Jerry Heard scored the
season's first double eagle. He
holed a four-iron second shot on
the 505-yard, par five 12th hole.
Most of the game's glamour
names are skipping this tournament Jack Nicklaus, Lee Trevino, Arnold Palmer, U.S. Open
champion Johnny Miller and
Masters titleholder Tommy Aaron are in Scotland for next
week's British Open.
Here arwtheibeat first-round
scores:
31-34-65
Bob Goalby
33-33-66
Bud Allin
32-34-66
Mike Morley
34-32-86
Larry Ziegler
33 34 67
Homero Blancas
35-33-68
Roy Pace
34-34-68
Rik Massengale
33-35-68
Wilt Homenuik
32,36-68
Bob Dickson
34-34-68
Deane Beman
36-32-68
Ras Allen
36-32-88
Hubert Mizell
37-31-.0
Dale Douglass
33-36-68
Rocky Thompson
34-34-66
Jim King

Saturday Night Boxing
Ready To Make Comeback
NEW YORK(AP) — Boxing
and television join hands for a
live nationwide home telecast
of fights on a weekly basis for
the first time in almost a decade Saturday, with the launch'
Mg of a seven-bout series in
Madison Square Garden's Felt

Junior Golf
Held At Oaks
Club Tuesday
--

•
•

Junior golf was held at Oaks
Country Club Tuesday.
Prizes went to Kevin
D'Angelo, Tim Berkley, Steve
Hussung and Mark Boggess.
Rodney Key won the prize for
most golf, Kevin Shahan for
chip-in, and Chuck McCuiston
for blind hole.
Winners in the girls' play
were Tressa Brewer, Tammy
Miller and Edwina Key for most
golf.
Junior golf is held each
Tuesday at 9 a.m.

Forum.
Both ABC-TV and Madison
Square Garden Boxing, Inc.,
hope the limited venture might
turn into something more permanent. Both are cautious, but
hopeful.
"We're exploring," said John
Martin, program administrator
for ABC's Wide World of
Sports. The fights will not be
part of the Wide World show.
"A lot of boxing's future is
tied up in this series," said
Teddy Brenner, boss of Garden
Boxing.
"Boxing has always done
well for us," said Martin, noting the occasional championship fights seen on Wide World
and also pointing out the great
interest created by boxing at
the Olympics in Munich
The home telecasts of fights
on a national hookup stopped
because of overexposure and
related problems. The last fight
to be seen on one of the several
weekly shows was between
Dick Tiger and Don Fullmer in
a 10-round middleweight fight
won by Tiger in Cleveland,
Sept. 11, 1964.
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SHOTGUN WINNER—Bill Nall deft presents Frank Fail a shotgun that n as the first prize in a
fuad raising event for the Calloway County Cubs'softball team. The tickets sold on the shotgun were
to help Nail's team meet operating expenses involved. Fazl's winning ticket for the Browning-light
Twelve Gauge shotgun was drawn at the All-Star softball game July 4.
(Staff Photo by Mike Brandon

Final Round Set
-FofW4whIë&n
Jean won handily.
Their total score over the
years, however, is four victories for Chris and two for Billie Jean.
The men's final Saturday will
be b1
/
4..nreen two players from
Communist East Europe—
fourth-seeded Alex Metrevell,
the first Russian to reach the
Wimbledon final, and secondseeded Jan Kodes of Czechoslovakia.
Kodes had a tough fight
Thursday in ousting Britain's
Chris' opponent, the formi- Roger Taylor 8-9, 9-7, 5-7, 6-4,
dable Billie Jean King of Long 75, while Metreveli had an easBeach, Calif., also was chasing ier victory over Alex Mayer,
a record—shooting to become the law student from
Wayne,
the first women since Helen N.J., 6-3, 3-6, 6-3, 6-4.
Wills Moody to win five singles
The 21-year-old Mayer, who
titles at Wimbledon.
had upset top-seeded Ilie NasChris and Billie Jean, seeded tase of Romania and eighth.
fourth and second respectively, seeded Juergen
Fassbender of
have met once before on grass, West Germany en
route to the
in 1971. On that occasion, Billie semifinals, appeared to have

By JULIE FLINT .
Associated Press Writer
WIMBLEDON,England( AP)
— Chris Evert of Fort Lauderdale, Fla., was out to make tennis history today by becoming
Wimbledon's youngest woman
champion since Maureen
"Little Mo" Connolly.
Little Mo won her first singles here in 1952, when she was
only 17 years, nine months old.
Chris is 18 years, seven
months.

Asir% Romp Cubs
In Little League

By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sportswriter
Into every man's life a little
rain must fall.
For Murray American Legion
coach Denny Potts, it came a
cloudburst last night at Benton.
The only problem was that the
cloudburst was of misfortune
and not rain.
Murray watched a 4-0 lead go
out the drain,settled for a 5-5 tie
and then the hosts scored seven
times in the eighth inning to
come away with a lopsided 12-6
win.
The loss to Benton marks the
fourth time in five games that
Murray has lost to that team:
Murray is now 6-14 for the
season with a Saturday twinbill
with Russiellville remaining to
be played before the league AllStar game next week.
Charlie Rains got four runs
backing in the second inning
when Murray unleashed three
solid hits.
After two men were out, Dan
Thompson belted a long triple to
left. Mike Thurmond and Gary
elD‘ck each walked and the sacks
ft left full for Johnny Hewitt.

Hewitt promptly drilled an
outside fastball into rightfield
for a two run single, sending in
Thompson and Thurmond.
Keith Pyle reached on a walk
lost his magic touch against the
and
then catcher Mike Cathey
28-year-old Metreveli.
Playing before a crowd that laced a two run single, giving
included Princess Anne; her Murray a 4-0 lead.
Benton put two hits and a
cousin, Princess Alexandra,
and other members of British walk together in the fourth
high society, young Mayer ap- inning to score their first run of
peared flustered and overawed. the game.
He doublefaulted 12 times,
In the fifth, two more hits and
frequently missed chances with a costly error opened the gates
volleys and smashes, and for another pair of runs and the
couldn't cope with Metreveli's Murray lead staW at 4-3.
cross-court backhands.
Despite his poor showing In - The typingIVIVtame &VW
the semifinals, the NCAA Ap_' ALIEN_ Aditinning _when
champion from Stamford Uni- Benton pitcher Greg Smith
versity was not downhearted. doubled in third baseman Mite
lie said: It has given roe a Shelton who had walked.
good idea of Wimbledon. I see
Smith got caught in a runwhat's it like now. I've got a lot down between second and third
to learn and I'll be corning and somehow received a bloody
back next yea""
nose when he was hit in the back

with the ball. Smith did manage
to return to the mound in the
seventh inning.
With two out in the home half
of the seventh, Gary Mitchell
reached on a costly Murray
error. Then Dare Frizzell
showed why his nickname is
"Boomer" by smashing a deep
drive into left from a runscoring triple.
The top of the eighth opened
for Murray with Gary Dick
legging out an infield hit.
Hewitt reached on an error
by the shortstop and Pyle
singled sacrifice fly.
The two Murray runners
advanced on a wild pitch to
second and third but Howard
and Conner were retired to end
the threat.
Greg Smith perhaps, getting
a little revenge for his bloody
nose, unloaded and sent Rains'
second pitch of the inning deep
into left and over the fence for

the tie-breaking run.
After allowing another single,
Rains left and gave way to Dan
Thompson who had been
playing centerfield.
Thompson was belted for five
runs and three hits before
Johnny Hewitt moved in from
left to put out the fire.
Murray scored once in the
ninth and left the bases loaded
when the game finally came to
an end.
Rains worked seven innings
and gave up 11 hits and four
earned runs while fanning three
and walking three.
Thompson smacked three hits
to lead Murray while Hewitt
picked up a pair of singles.
Pyle, Cathey,Howard,
Wilkerson and Dick all had a hit
apiece.
The home season will come to
an end Saturday night when
Russellville is at Holland
Stadium for a 6 p.m. twinbill.

Eaton's Wins Pair
Of Softball Games
Thursday night action in the
Men's Softball League found
Douglas a winner over
Wallace's 10-8

pulled away in the sixth with
four runs including a home run
by Watson.

Miller was the heavy hitter
Douglas jumped to an early for Eatons with three safe hits
lead scoring four runs. while Taylor and Stalls each
Wallace's had a strong 4th in- had three hits for the losers.
ning scoring 6 runs but Douglas
The nightcap found Parkerscored four more runs in the McKinney whipped by Eaton's
Sixth inning to clinch the win. with an overwhelming score of
_ Wilford slammed a home run 35-1. Eaton's slammed 38 hits
for -Douglas. Wilford, Jones, and held Pitt.' to 1$ hits.
and_Nichols each had three hits
Watson and Stalls were the
for Douglas while Bogden, heavy hitter* for Eaton. with
Colson, Franklin, and Andrews fin hits albeit atttimes at
all had two hits for the losers.
Huey had three hits for
The second game was a close
game between Eaton's and Parker. Eight home runs were
Dexter with Eaton's slipping by slammed by Eaton's, including
three by Satterwhite, and Stalls,
with a score of 8-7.
Dexter held the lead for the one by Gibson, and one by
first five innings until Eatona Perry.
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Nashville, Tenn.

Mark Smith joined the hand- while J.J. Chavis, Mike
a
a
full of players to join the five hit Stephenson and Tommy Chan, .4
-414
it
a
club last night as he paced the all singled for the losers.
•
Tim Lane smacked two
Astros to a 24-8 Little League
•
win over the Cubs.
singles and a pair of doubles to
Smith slammed four singles lead the winners while Terry
and a double in leading the 30 hit Vance and Jeff Oakley each
a
doubled once and singled twice.
assault of the Astros.
Rick Smith and Randy
Danny Richardson had two
a
Mayfield each had four hits, singles while Randy Orr, a
a
with Mayfield having two flobertwon and Kevin Shahan
doubles and two singles and added singles.
Joel Smith fanned nine bat- la
Smith having a double and three
a
ters and held the Phils to only it
singles.
Dan Rogers also had four hits six hits in the nightcap.
as he slammed a homer and had
Mickey McCuiston and
three singles.
Ronnie Gibson each singled 'a
a
Don Rogers had two singles twice for the Phils while Kevin
a
and a double while Jim Scar- Barrett singled and Brian
•
borough singled three times.
Chapman doubled.
a
Bill Wilsoft had two homers
For the winners, Greg
a
while Craig Redden doubled McReynolds doubled and
a
and singled and Tony Herdon singled while Smith and Don
a
a
also
singled twice. Eric Lovin
McCuiston each singled twice.
a
a
hit safely for the Astros.
Other hits included a triple by
Robert Whitmer smacked Keith Tabers, and singles by
a
a
four hits in the four trips to the Ken Brandon and Terry Work- man.
plate to'pace the losers.
Tim Graham singled and
a
homered while Mickey Spann
ANYONE CAN PLAY WHETHER YOU HAVE EVER PLAYED BEFORE OR NOT!!
and Kenneth McCuiston singled
twice. Other hits included
Como* and see how easy it is to play and Save
singles by Mark Young and
TboreWf7616011ing
Ladies League
Larry Cunningham and a
Save Hundreds of $$$$ on this Gigantic Organ Sale.
3
a
Team Standings
by Kevin Chapman.
3
W..t
s.— Free Bench-with4vorrOrgion
The first game played in the Daisies
15 5
Delivery
Free
a
it 9
a
Little League last night saw the Go Getters
10 10
Superstars
BUDGET
YOUR
SUIT
TO
TERMS
Yanks
8-1
whipping
the
Twins
Ding A Linos
10 10
If
8 12
behind the seven strike out Rockets
is 14
Hail
Stormers
pitching of Alan Gibbs and
High Teens Game (SC)
Thomas Kendall.
419.
Super
Stars
Tom Kendall singled twice for
Rockets
4311
the winners while Gibbs and Super Stars
582
539
Kim Kendall each doubled and Daisies
High
(SC)
Team
Series
Mike Pitman and Sammy Smith Daisies
1152
Hours: 9:00 A.M. Till 9:00 P.M. All 3 Days
each singled.
1145
Superstars
a
(MCP)
High
Team
Series
paced
the
Kenny Bogard
16ASuperstars
Thrs Sale Brought To You By
e
Yanks with two singles while Da,sies
3
1602
Eric Story doubled and Jerry- . High Individual _GaMe.110
173
5.
Norma Robertson
Runyon and Gary Emersoit, Ltrida
172
Bray
each singled. --, High individual Game 01.co1
11
226
La
_Two games played in the Lynda Reed
NormoRobertson .
-2.19
la
Pony League found the Orioles
High Individual Series.(SCI '
a
416
whipping the Mets 15-6 while the Linda Bray
442
Reed
a
Dodgers shelled the Phils 15-4. Lynda
High individual Series (HcP1
Tim Lane, Terry Vance and Lynda Reed
631
SOIL
ya already have an organ,Stop by and say hellosnd see Orr TRAIN CABOOSESHOWROOM.Paul Robertson all hurled on the Linda bray '
a
Top Averages
REMEMBFAIL.:JUST 3 BIG DAYS ATTHESE SALE
mound —for the Orioles and Linda bray
a
PARKED
-AT
THE
BEL—Ant
'SHOPPING
CENTER
-liinljthe Vets to just four Norma Robertson Elbefene Mc•Callon
•
5.
hits.
Bonnie Hale
,,,b-imnibriovicookhowdbliwdbodikodwowdgia 1,4 iiiallifintillialildliniVallfalfdallaldlidbaleallsiblillidalelflatrallinginalhfalitalialinitlfa bs
Anna Owen
double
Linus Kodinan had a
Mary Harris

•
GIGANTIC KIMBALL ORGAN SALE
In Murray, Ky. —Bel Air Shopping Center Parking Lot

Only 2 Days Left! Fri. 8 Sat., July 6 8 7
OUR BIG RED AIR CONDITIONED

KTM BAtr-CABOOSE,

WsItBe Parkettin the Bel Air Shop*. tenter Parking_ Lot

—* YOU CAN'T MISS IT *
It's red and its big and the prices are at train load prices.
See and Hear The ...

KIMBALL SWINGER ORGAN

BOWLING

(Financing On the Spot

Nothing Downi

tWe Take Trade-Insi

-KURTZ- - -ORGAN & PIANO COMPANY
"The Music People From Nashville, Tennessee" WE SERVICE WHAT WE,gu.
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* Your Individual Horoscope
Frances Drake

Approved

FOR SATURDAY,JULY 7, W73

PORTLAND, Ore. ( AP1 —
The National Education Association Wednesday approved a
proposal that prospective teachers serve a one-year internship
before being certified to teach.
Reverence For Human Life
The recommendation was one
Liie is divine in its origin,
of several task force reports
submitted to the 9,000 delegates mysterious in its nature, and
attending the NEA's annual magnificent in its possibihties.
convention. The convention The sacredness of human life
was decreed by God. Because
ends Friday.
The delegates also approved life is man's most valuable and
a proposal that the blanket use precious possession, various
At:group standardized achieve- scriptures stress the imment tests be replaced by sam- portance of appreciating and
pling of various school popu- safeguarding it.
Exodus 12:13
lations.
This commandment may be
The only controversy was
generated by a report calling rendered more clearly, "Thou
for bilingual and bicultural pro- shalt not commit murder."
grams for Asian Americans in Murder, which is the taking of
the schools. The delegates de- human life for malice or
feated by a margin of about 5 revenge, is wrong. It is not only
to 4 an attempt to delete the a sin against one's fellowman,
portion of the report which but it is also an affront to God.
said: "America is a racist He has forbidden hatred and
revenge which issue in murder.
society. NEA is anti-Asian."
The task force on teacher No man has any right to take
preparation said teacher educa- that which he neither gave nor
tion would require radical re- can restore. The individual does
form if teachers and students not have any right to take
ate to be served. It recorn- personal vengeance upon an
Minded that special centers be offender. Instead., he should
set up in selected public school regard life as a precious trust to
districts to provide field ex- be cultivated and used and not
periences for prospective teach- to be destroyed.
This commanchnent refers
ers.

SCORPIO
(Oct 24 to Nov. 22) ineeV
You may discern a hint of
things to come where your
personal ambitions are concerned Accept advice and
support from interested friends.
SAGITTARIUS
( Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
Look searchingly for answers
to problems in which you may
have become involved. Don't
shut your eyes to them. A bright
outlook is yours for the seeing.

from persons you were not
counting on. Gains also indicated through correspondence.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Strongly auspicious influences should lend fresh vigor
and zest to your activities.
inCapitalize o$ your
ventiveness.

You have considerable inventive power, backed up by
technical perfection; would
make an outstanding scientist.
You sometimes lack confidence
in yourself, however, and must
learn to conquer your doubts
and fears if you are to achieve
the fine potentials which are
Innately yours. You also have
an artistic bent and could paint,
write or compose music. In
architecture, rist work would
show an estraordlnary eye for
line and proportion. Other fields
suited to your talents: the law
and medicine. Birthdate of:
Marc Chagrin, modern painter;
Vince Edwards, actor.

wrangling, ARIES
friction,
only to human beings. In it there the
'
404which (Mar. 21 to Apr. 30) IY1
strife
is no application whatever to quarreling, and
You enjoy taking aggressive
the killing of animals for food. existed among the believers of action, and here is just the day
In order to support their eat-no- the dispersion were notorious. for it! Aim for your objectives
YOUR PERSONAL. HOROSCOPE
FOR 1573 For • personal 14 PICK
inset program, there are those James opened this chapter with in a swift, we manner, but be
1:Kk NOM, *1~191, love boa
forecast
who go so far as to say that we a question which was designed sure exactly where you are
merrilipt. send $1 00 plus IS cents
BORN TODAY are en- coin
YOU
potted.* and handling to
tor
the
to
readers
his
probe
to
against
prohibition
have here a
heading.
Horoscope Book Department, Boo 173
dowed with unusual sensitivity, 010
Chen.** Station. New York. N r
ths taking of all aninial life. depths. He referred to the TAURUS
knowledge.
stamina and love of
10011, meat'ening this newspaper
That their conclusion is un- general condition of hostility ( Apr. 21 to May 21)
Print yOUr NAME. ADDRESS er"
CAPRICORN
You are practical, imaginative, ZIP..eri0
DATE OF BIRTH Ito be tuft
as
of
believers
ranks
the
within
evident
control
clearly
is
under
warranted
Keep emotion's
and have a great you get the rIgnf forecast for you,
to
conventional
(Dec.
22
Jan.
20)
ifi6
sign)
outbad
zodiac
the
to
and
"wars,"
from the tact that God Himself
and do not make drastic or
Curb a tendency to be overt/ reverence for the traditional.
told the people what animals breaks of their hostile feelings, needless changes on the spur of critical. Don't look for flaws in
they could eat (Leviticus 11). which followed their heated the moment. Be especially every issue that arises. EmAccidental killings are not arguments, as "fightings," He careful in romantic in- phasize tolerance and opmurders. This writer knew a understood fully that such volvements.
timism.
Cfristian locomotive engineer things have their source in lust, GEMINI
PHONE 753-1272
AQUARIUS
who was unable to stop his train or an unsatisfied desire for (May 22 to Jim 21)
ONS A SPECIALTY!!
day!
PRESCRIPTI
Mercury
stimulating
to
19)
(
21
Feb.
A
Jan.
to avoid killing a tramp who praise and preeminence.
You may receive helpful
It Can't Be Had
In spite of their longings for Especially favored: writings,
was walking between the rails.
advertising, com- backing in a business venture
But such a regrettable incident irugidtion, honor and power, promotion,
generally. Also, a
was not murder, for murder these self-centered church munications
members did not get the things fine period for making travel
implies malice.
which they coveted. Things plans.
Matthew 5:21-21
CANCER
With passing reference to the which people covet are seldom ( June 72 to July 23) 40it:4)
sixth commandment, Christ obtained, and, when they are,
If you attempt to gain your
proceeded to trace the sin of they do not bring the desired way
unconventional
by
longings,
Their
murder to its very root. In doing satisfaction.
cause discord.
could
it
methods,
"41111iNI.
so, He made the person who struggling, and warring do not You are generally conservative
0N111111111,
thinks murderous thoughts or produce the desired results. in your leanings, but there's a
to
belongs
what
after
possesses murderous wrath as Listing
tendency toward indiscretion
guilty as the one who commits a others causes wars.
now
James'answer to his thought- LEO
murderous deed. He thus cut
which
with
question,
provoking
r q
right through the outward
(July 24 to Aug. 23) ati
Don't "follow the crowd"
aspects of the matter and he opened this chapter, was to
out that an angry hatred the effect that such an unhappy when your own gifts of
in the heart is the root of all condition was the result of their leadership are so great. With
carnal desires which they tried your usual ingenuity and
murder.
Since murder is the result of to gratify by other methods than originality, you can put this day
sager,Christ warned all that to prayer. The real remedy for the far out of the ordinary.
istanger have a place in the life undesirable conditions which VIRGO
ii
is simply paving the way for prevailed among them writ (Aug. 24 to Sept. ?A) NP‘
A vital period. Most enmiwder. Christ taught that to earnest prayer to God.
We deeply honor the confidence placed in us at a time of Sorrow Our careful attention to every
should prosper, but
detail combined with the highest professional standards and modern facilities insure complete
keep from killing is obedience to Resorting to war in order to get deavors
act.
or
speak
you
before
satisfaction to all those we serve
the letter of the law, but to keep what is desired is wrong, but think
And do avoid extremes. As with
from hating is obedience to the looking to God and asking Him
Cancer, avoid tendencies
do.
spirit of the law. Anger not only for it is the right thing
tow
I John 3:15-111
names one to harm others, but
bizarre.
ard the uh°rth°d"' the
bizarre..
the
in
hatred
of
presence
11se
effect
k boo a very injurious
Kenneth Churchill Imes.
LIBRA
has
one
that
- one's own life. One cannot heart is evidence
Tommy Lee Walker, Owners
Oct. 23)
to
24
Sept.
(
play with evil and not reap not come into possession of
as well as your innate
Tact,
eternal life and has not ex- sense of balance, will be im=desirable results.
Sincerity, Dignity and Economy"
Being angry means having a perienced the transforming love portant now. Set the tempo best "Service With Reverence,
"Authgri.d to Service Kentucky Funeral Directors Burial Assn. Policies
desire to do another a personal of God. Our love as Christians , suited to YOUR interests and do
Injury, which is the wrong at- must express itself in a prac- I not permit others to disrupt it.
titude and for it one must give tical manner. We must, as wa
an account. Calling another have opportunity and ability,
"Race," which is an expression seek to alleviate distress and
of contempt implying that he need. It is not enough for us to
has a mental deficiency, and is say we love, but we must prove
both useless and worthless, it by our actions and deeds. The
indicates a desire to injure his test of love is not in saying, but
reputation. To say to another, in doing. We help others by our
"Thou fool," which is an ex- deeds, and not by pious good
pression of condemnation wishes. If one truly loves, he
implying that he has a moral will extend his compassion
defieincy, indicates a desire to toward those in need. If he
Injure his character. God does closes his heart to the appeal of
not want us to injure others the needy, the love of God does
physically, mentally, morally, not dwell in hint As certainly as
giving is an evidence of love.
1 or spiritually.
hoarding is an indication of a
James 4:1-2
' Taking note of the fact that lack of love. Love is always
demonstrated by helpfulness
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Problems Can
Be Reconciled

20%
OFF
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CloSeS41446-77:_- _
No Exchanges, No Refunds,
Alterations Extra

-IFUrintwoor
Walk Shorts
* Sport Shirts

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky's Legislative Research Commission hopes inecologists
dustrialists and
working together can develop a
plan to reconcile the state's
economic needs with its environmental concerns.
The commission is setting up
an "action council" that will
consult both in trying to find
ways to protect the environment without suffocating economic growth.
In the next year it will try to
answer such questions as
When does ecological damage
done by strip mining outweigh
the value of jobs it creates, and
how can environmental disputes be resolved fairly when
environmental groups may not
have money for research to
back their claims.
The action council will work
on a plan to settle conflicts between desired economic development and ecological concern,
and will use its findings in re(.
ommendations to the 1974 legislature .
LRC reserircher Jeffrey Kell
will head the study team, and
John P. Nelson of the University of Louisville economics
faculty is taking a year's lease
of absence to serve as principal
research aide.
Private companies such as
the General Electric Co. arict
the Texas Gas Transmission
:COrp. have Mined the Sierra Clbh, the League of Women
Voters, the Kentucky Coal Association and others in offering
to help with the study

"The regular Annual Meeting of Members of the
West Kentucky Rural Electric Cooperative Corporati9n will be held this year on Saturday, July 14,
at the South Marshall High Scholk_

The program will begin at 7:00 o'clock p.m.,
daylight saving time. Entertainment will be furnished by the Smith Brothers. The guest speaker
will be Robert Abernathy of Murfreesboro, Ten:
nessee.
AU members of the West Kentucky Rural Electric'
Cooperative Corporation are urged to attend this
meeting."
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PIANO SERIES BEGINS
NEW YORK (API— A new
subscription series at Alice Tully Hall, beginning in October,
will be titled "The Twentieth
Century Piano."
The series, which will embrace solo piano repertoire
from Berg, Schoenberg and Webern through Berio, Cage and
Stockhausen, will comprise four
Tuesday eveniing concerts.
French pianist Marie-Francoise Bucquet will be playing in
New York for the first time.

TWQ FIRMS FUND
NEW PROGRAM'IN SF
SAN .FRANCISCO I API —
Gifts from two San Francisco
firms will provide funding for a
program which will permit, for
the first time, attendance at
regular San Francisco Symphony dress rehearsals.
The gift of $35,000 each from
Crown-Zellerbach and Falstaff
Brewing Corp. underwrites the
costs of -Wednesday Dress Rehearsals at 10 am." There will
be six rehearsals open to the
-public. A Musician will provide
patrons with a briefing on rehearsal procedures and musical
highlights of works to be performed.
Cost of a rehearsal ticket is
$3. Any money grossed will go to
the orchestra's pension fund.

Music Shuts

little resemblance to the original.
The only thing left unchanged
is that the black couple moves
next door to the white couple.
Their ages, economic status,
cultural backgrounds and just
about everything else was
changed. In the English version, the blacks were Janniicans, so that in addition to
being black they were also foreigners.
The process of altering such
shows makes you wonder why
the networks bother. Why not
start with a home-grown product to begin with? I have the
feeling that the networks display more courage with the imports. Not only are they proved
successful but the executives
can tamper with the realism
and sophistication to bring it
down to tolerable levels.

'Love Thy Neighbor'
Is Instant Success

CBS
1.1••.•

.

,
14••••
P•cture
Tonight
Shim

,

9:40 P.M. — Movie: Channel 8
LOS ANGELES (AP) —
"Beau Geste" — Guy StockWhen can a hit show be a probwell, DouglMcClure. Third
lem to a television network?
Percival
re.makethe of
Christopheri.
When it occurs in the sum.Wren's classic
mertime and the hot weather
. Ffench Foreign
novel of
replacement is due to go off in
Legionin a . lbnely Sahara
September to make room for
outpost.
the new fall season.
4:00 p.m. — Movie: Channel 4
''Love Thy Neighbor" is an
"Taman Escapes" — Johnny
Americanized version of an
Mau/Teen
Weissmuller,
English show that ABC exO'Sullivan. Tarzan .is taken
pected would run for six epiprisoner by a big-game
sodes and then be forgotten.
hunter who wants to put him
Unexpectedly, the premiere
oa exhibition in England.
show placed fourth in the 108;00 p.m. — Movie: "Countcity Nielsen ratings.
down," Channels 5, 12.
The second week it was elevStarring James Caan and
enth. If it maintains Its paoe,
Hobert Duvall, In a mad dash
ABC may have no choice but Ito
te beat the Russians to the
shelve another show and kepis
moon, three astronauts are
"Love Thy Neighbor."
ordered to stop their
"We may have done the /*simulated space training and
work a disservice," said writercompete to be the first U.S:
producer Arthur Julian. "What
astronaut on the moon. The
we should have been was a nice
astronauts, competitive in
little success so it would have
their work and their private
encouraged ABC to bring us
lives, become united in their
common mission. Joanna' back in January. But a 39 to 41
per cent share of the audience
Moore also stars, and
is something they now have to
Michael Murphy is featured:•
deal with. You've got to make
8:00 p.m. — Movie: Channel 29.
room for that."
Barbara Rutting, Dieter
That "Love Thy neighbor'' is
Bombe Scotland Yard ina hit is surprising. The show's
vestigates several murders
premise strikes me as being
at a strip-tease bat located in
dated. The idea of blacks movthe Soho section.
ing into a-white neighborhood is
8:00 p.m. — Movie: Channels 4,
something you would have ex.11. "Operation Kid Brother,"
pected to be the basis of a comistarring Neil , Connery,
edy about tour years ago.
Daniela Bianchi and Adolfo
But as executive producer
Celi. A famous plastic
Herman Rush points out, no
surgeon and hypnotist is
network would have put on
instrumental in preventing
such a show four years ago.
an international crime cartel
The Friday night show is
from blackmailing the world
crisply written, attractively
Into surrendering half of its
staged and its stars are persongold supply.
able. Ron Masak and Joyce
1000- p.m. — Late Movie:
Bulifant are the white couple
Channel 12(11 3) on Channel
and Janet McLachlan and HarSi "Seven Bridees for Seven
rison Page are the black
Brothers," starring Jane
couple.
Powell and Howard Keel.
Fortunately, as much as the
Musical romance in which a
black-white differences, the
young bride discovers she is
show draws its laughs from the
expected to keep house and
economic and cultural differcook for her husband's six
ences of the two couples. Page
unmarried brothers.
plays a well-educated executive
It:00 MID—."Bedlam" Channel
3 Boris Karloff, Anna Lee.
and Masak is a blue-collar
worker who works for the same
Horror Melodrama of 17th
company.
Century insane asylum.
Li:00 MID — Movie: Channel 29
"Nye Thy Neighbor" is. an
Enghlh import, but on the At"Crimson Canary" — Noah
Beery, Lois Collier. When a
lantic crossing it took on a discafe singer is murdered, the
tinctly American look. Like
suspects are the jazz
previous imports — "All in the
Family" and "Sanford and
musicians playing at the
Son" for instance — it beam as
club...-
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'Ile Cheri film stars Kris
Kriltofferson as Billy and
Janes Coburn as Pat..Garrett.

4 •N`lit
•101,..••••••

Keys F. Keel
Tommy Murptry
Anita McCallon

PHONE 7
Field 0 ce Manager
. . Field Representative
Secretary

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

305 NORTH 401 STREET

MURRAY iDFFICE

RCA 1the go!head people

•••

My line of credit itIth P.C.A. means
I can buy with cash. It sure helps me buy
at better prices and my annual payment is
set up to fit my incom.. That means a lot
to a farmer this day in time.

The area behind the tiny
adobe village of Chupaderos,
25 kilometers outside Durango,
Mexico, was most recently
brought alive to serve as one of
the major sets in the MGM
production of "Pat Garrett and
Billy the Kid," showing through
Wednesday at the Cheri
Theatre.
Academy award-winning art
director Ted Haworth, who
designed the release, pointed
out that the main attraction of
Chupaderns was its proximity
to Durango and its geography,
which bears a stark resemblance to the American southwest of the last century.

'Pat Garrett And Billy The
Kid' Showing At The Cheri

James Coburn,starring as Pat Garrett, is ready to kill Billy the
Kid's friend If he doesn't reveal Billy's whereabouts in MGM's
"Pat Garrett and Billy The Kid," showing through Wednesday at
the Cheri Theatre in Murray.
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FREE RIDE—Joey Rerroat,4, gets a lift on the back of a tricycle driven by Stephen Malone,6. The
hot weather didn't seem to be slowing the boys down very much. Joey is the son of Dr. and
Mrs. Joe
Rerroat,and Stephen is the son of Mr.and Mrs. Bobby Malone.
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Danielle Goclet, Francisco
fires. What happens when
Rabat. Beautiful woman tries
by: "An Attractive Family."
one fireman starts to read
to rescue a fortune in jewels
information
other
" No
books he is supposed to burn.
and rid herself of an unavailable.
11:30 p.m. Movie: Channel 5.
wanted suitor.
29.
Channel
Movie:
11:00 p.m.
"Autopsy of a Crinuriial."
"Charlie Chan At Treasure
Island." Sidney Toler, Cesar
Romero, Charlie is called in
to solve the murder of author
poisoned aboard a plane.
11:00 p.m. Movie: Channel 6.
"Fahrenheit 451." Julie
Christie, Oskar Werner. In
'an unspecified country, at an
underterminate period of
time, reading of books is
strictly forbidden and
readers are hunted down by
RflEASID THRO 0111T0 ARTISTS
authorities. In this society
the function of fireman is to
burn books, not to extinguish
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American singer in Trinidad
and her husband's brother
work to find the murdered
and fall in love
10:30 p.m.—'Voyage to the
Bottom of the Sea," channel
3. Walter Pidgeon, Joan
exWhen
Fontaine.
perimental atomic submarine discovers the Van
Allen Belt radiation circling
the earth, has been burning
for days, it speeds to the
Marianas to explode the belt
into outer space.
10:45 p.m.Movie: Channel 4.
"The Creeping Unknown."
Brian Donlevy, Margia
Dean. Space rocket, returns
to earth with only one man, in
a state of shock. Followed
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Saturday, July 7

4:00 p.m. Movie:Channel 8,"Up
From The Beach." Cliff
Robertson, Irina DemIck
Normandy 1941: American
sergeant having rescued a
welcoming committee of
French citizens becomes a
reluctant nursemaid,
shuttling them between the
invasion beach and their
town which is under attack.
8:00 p.m. Movie: Channel 4, 6.
"The Honey Pot," starring
Rex. Harrison, Susan
Hayward, Cliff Robertson,
and Capucine. A rich, elderly
man (Harrison) calls his
three 'former mistresses
together to decide which of
inherit his estate.
them
8:00 p.m. Movie: Channel 29.
."Affai$ In Trinidad." Glenn
Ford, Rita Hayworth. After
her hasbaqd is killed, an
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haunt his wife. Cameron
Mitchell and Sharon Acker
guest-star.

Sunday Highlights
Sunday, July 8
12:30 p.m.--Movie: Channel 5.
"Poppy." W.C. Fields,
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"THREE FOR A PARTY" X
**************

LAT SHOW FRI.-SAT. 11:30

Joseph E Levine presents An AvOD Embassy him

From the prochwer ot-LoveStary"*
...for those who love adventure. *

* CINEMA 2 *

* 'SIMON WARD

T SHAW
* ROBER
salord RoMaAph Churclun
ANNE BANCROFT

* One of
* the 10
Best
* Films
* Ever
* Made!

MATINEES
DAILY
753-0881

********

Boyash of Romania — is famous for the cedar picnic furniture its members create.

smiths, and one tribe — the

CINEM A 1 *

*******

'Emergency' May Have
Last Laugh At 'Family'
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Ginger
SHOWING OFF some of the desiins she has created is
fashion for
says
Rogers
Miss
Kade
Anke
model
with
Rogers,
able, mix and matchable.
travel must be

Romany language. Wet are Illiterate and see scant seed to
learn to read or write.
But now, the only 'Gypsy
school in the nation has been
started here. It is sponsored by
the State Division of Vocational
Rehabilitation and funded by a
$155,000 three-year grant.
Phonics, reading. spelling
and math are taught adult men
for two hours two nights a week
in a grade school Gypsy men
come from as far away as
Portland and Seattle to learn.
The Gypsies are supicious of
the Gadjoe. or outsider, meaning anyone who is not a Gypsy,
Yet about 20 youngsters from
approximately 60 Gypsy families attend regular elementary
school here, a practice which is
also unique nationally. The children often, have trouble with
English. their second language.
but are exceptionally quick in
arithmetic.
The adult school includes an
hour on the fundamentals of the
used car business Four years
ago, a dynamic Gypsy leader
named Miller Stevens convinced a group of men to enter
vocational training in managing
used car lots. Now five of them
own their own lots here witii
some Small Business Administration help.
Stevens. the national leader
of the American Gypsies. was
the first Tacoma Gypsy to own
a used car lot.
"Now I have my own license
to sell cars, but today insurance
companies still demand cosigners before they will bond
Gypsies." he said
Running a used car lot when
you can't read or write can
raise problems. and officials of
the State Department of Motor
Vehicles Dealer Licensing Office have been working with the
Gypsy dealers to help them
keep appropriate records

discrimination his people suffered.
Stevens says there are about

asked the
uons Board for relief from the

Gypsies Learning
New Way of Life
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channel
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railway tracks, once a railway
baggage area, there will be a
variety of shops.
Additionally, there will be a
town hall theater featuring oldtime stage productions and a
huge model railroad display
now being assembled by the
Chattanooga Model Railroad
Club.
'We learned that the arch
that frames the front:entrance
is the largest brick arch of its
kind in the world,- Casey said.
"The dome on this building
reaches 85 feet from the floor
and as far as we have been
able to determine it is the highest free-standing dome in existence,"
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Choo Company has assembled
a fleet of passenger train cars
that have been converted to hotel rooms — all decorated in
Victorian style.
About 175 yards from the old
passenger terminal gate is a
new Hilton Motor Inn that features a year-round swimming
pool complete with waterfall
and slide for young swimmers. !
•'Every night we will have an
old fashioned lamplighter who
will light the gas lamps," Casey said He will be followed
by a Dixieland band, and we
also will have a Chattanooga .
shoe shine boy who will give ,
free shines to our customers." • ,•
Along the sides of the old

NOSTALGIA TRIP—It's All Aboard the Chattanooga Choo
Choo" at the old Southern Railway terminal in Chattanooga,
Tenn., below. The station hasl)een put back in use after an
extensive remodeling pro)ect by a group of local
businessmen, which includeckapening of a new restaurant,
top picture.

Wednesday, July

Close work
Dr. M.L.
DALLAS
Moo of the Oak Ridge
Natiodal Laboratory says
technology exists • in which
'scientilits can ermine a single
fetal !cell for; indications of
genetie disease.
Mods said an indi%iduallv
selecteid living , cell from the
amnicitic fluid vthich surrounds
the fetus can,belexamined. This
%avid allow tests to be
condicted within days of
concal3tion. rather than the
•three! or four monthwait
curreittly needed.

By BYRON DAVIS
Associated Press Writer
CHATTANOOGA,Tenn.(AP)
— What do you do with an old
railroad station that collects
dust, rust and pigeons?
In Chattanooga, B. A. Casey
Jr. heads a group of 24 businessmen that has spent more
than $4 million to redecorate
and rembdel the old Southern
Railway ' terminal in the 1600 •
block of: Market Street near
downtown. This :groan of investors recently opened the terminal's new restaurant, designed to accenunodate 2,000
persons. Casey,i who is board chair
man of the Chattanooga Choc
Choo ',Cdmpany, said the old
terminal: building has been restored with one idea:in mind:
the preservation of the Victorian :concept cf architecture
and -design.
"Man of our investors joined
in this project because they
thought this development would
be a catalyst for the restoration
of our dpwntown area," Casey
said. "This has already proven
to be true because since we
started work a year ago, much
of the area surrounding us has
been boaght by other businessmen with an eye to future development.'' •
Casey, 39, said he got the
idea to restore the old station
in 1970 When he heard it was
scheduled for deMolition.
"We nave tried to build what
the ordihary person cannot see
without :paying a great deal to
Said. "We
go to urope,"
. plan to have fountains, gardehs, gaslights seid ballrooms.
all right where anybody can
come atid see them."
On tracks once occupied by
passengler trains from New
York, New Orleans and Cincinnati, the Chattanooga Choo
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Phone 753731
Att Hostess
So. McCoar-t

Thursday Nice—Friday Nile—Saturday Nite
Boogie Music...Rock Music...Blues Music
ENJOY AN EVENING AT RAY'S

Cover chs42 ea.

a

South 1 ulton Tenn)

Phone 733-3772
Hostess
Linda Adams

And we are here to serve its
moving population. If you have
lust moved into a new home,
call the Welcome Wagon hostess.

Key note
HOLLYWOOD IUPI I —
Anita O'Day one of the top
singer* of the big-hand era, has
signed for a key role at MOM in
"The Outfit- starring Robert
Duvall and Karen Black.

12 WIN BMI
STUDENT AWARDS
NEW YORK (AP) — Twelve
composers,ages 16 to 25, shared
in awards of the Student
Composers competition sponsored annually by Proadcast
Music Inc.
They are: Donald Crockett,
21, La Canada, Calif.; Sydney
Goodwin, 21, DeWitt, Ark.;
Gary Hardie, 24, Newhall, Calif.; Denis Lorrain, 25, Montreal; William Matthews, 22,
Coralville, Iowa; Christopher
Rouse, 23, Philadelphia; Brian
,Schober,21, Roselle Park, N.J.;
Charles Sepos, 22, Massillon,
Ohio; Philip Stoll, 16, Ann
Arbor, Mich.; Bruce J. Taub,
24, New York; Wayne A. Walker, 20, Canoga Park, Calif., and
Mark Edwards Wilson, 24, Los
Angeles.
Prizes totaling $15,000 and
ranging from $300 to $2,500 are
awarded. The judges determine
the amount of each award and
the number to be given

and rid herself of an unwanted suitor.
10:30 p.m. —Late Movie:
channeLs 12(11:30 on channel
5)"I Lowe Melvin," starring
Donald O'Connor and Debbie
Reynolds, The story of the
happy musical adventures of
a photographer and his
beautiful model. Una Merkel
Allyn Joslyn, Jim Backus
and Barbara Ruick are
featured. Robert Taylor
guest stars.

GOOD BANDS EVERY

Olsen 7: pm

(RAYS MINCE

4:80 p.m.--Movie: channel 4
"Abbot and Castello in the
Foreign Legion" Abbott and
Costello, Patricia Medina.
Bud and Lou, in the fight
game, rush off to Algeria for
a wrestler and land in intrigue, harms the desert and
the Foreign Legion.
7:811 p.m.--Movie: channel 5
"Godd Neighbor Sam" Jack
Lemmon, Flatly Schneider,
Provine. AdDorothy
vertising man who suggest
family-man approach to
straight-laced client, finds
himself posing as his wife's
best friend's husband in
order for her to collect
$15,000,0Q0 inheritance.
7:30 p.m.--Movie: channels 3,8
"Firehouse" (orginal 90minute,. drama
made
especially for ABC starring
Richard
Roundtree of
"Shaft" fame, Vincent.
Edwards, Andrew Duggan,
Richard Jaeckel and Val
Avery. Conflict erupts in an
old closely knit engine
company of a big city fire
department when a black
recruit and an angre, white
veteran clash during a wave
of suspected arson in a ghetto
area.
7:20 p.m.—Movie: channels 4,6
Dollar
Million
"The
Misunderstanding," a "Cool
Million" drama starring
James Farentino as Jefferson Keyes. When a check
for a million dollars bounces,
Keyes sneaks back ins small
North African country to find
away to make up for the loss.
8:1111 p.m.—Movie: channel n
"Saul and David" Norman
Wooland, Gianni Garko
Biblical story of the
relationship between Saul
and David.
le:N p.m.—Movie: channel 29
"Autopsy of a Criminal"
Danielle Godet, Francisco
Ftabal Beautiful woman tries
to rescue a fortune in Jewels

3:30 p.m.--Movie: "Espionage
Agent" channel 3 Joel McCrea, Brenda Marshall Girl,
once connected with spy ring,
and young husband, exdiplomat, are assigned by U.
S. to track down heads of a
spy rind.
4:01 p.m.--Movie: channel 5
"Kon't Knock The Twist"
Chubby Checker, Gene
Chandler. Television
executive ordered to turn out
a twist spectaOular within
four weeks to beat an opposite network, turns to his
friend, Chubby Checker,
King of the Twist for help.

9:00 a.m. —Movie: channel 8
"Man In The Dark" William
Sylvester, Barbara Shelly
Wealthy, blind composer
foils the plans of his unfaithful wife and her lover to
murder him.

Wednesday, July 11
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Old Southern Rail Station
Given New Lease on Life
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NBC hung in there with
"Emergency!" arid may at
least get a chuckle—if not the
last laugh. In recent ratings periods "Family" has slipped out
of first place and "Emergency"

At midseason NBC came in
with "Emergency!," and ABC
switched over its veteran comedy "Bewitched." Archie Bunker
took the magic out of "Bewitched" and kept the firemen

has become firmly rooted in
the top 20.
Robert A. Cinader, producer
and co-creator, offers a simple
explanation for its survival and
success.
"No television show has universal appeal," he reasoned.
"Even 'All in the Family'
doesn't appeal to everyone. You
look for the areas where it
doesn't appeal. Ana that's to
the action-oriented kids. you
design a show around kids.
"We're successful because
it's the only show designed to
counterpunch by going Lao the
one area where 'All in the
Family' has its lowest audience
level. The others tried to beat
them at their own game—with
comedy—and lost."

Sunday, July 8

of "Emergency!" at the bottom
of the ratings ladder.
This past season NBC stuck
with "Emergency!" and ABC
tried anew with its tongue-incheek Western, "Alias Smith
and Jones." They went down
the tube and at rnidseason ABC
tried for a wedge in Archie's
audience with the provocative
"Here We Go Again." That
didn't work either and in the
fall ABC will try for wholesomenset and music with "The
Patridge Ihntsily."

By JERRY BUCK
Associated Pres'Writer
LOS ANGELES (AP) — In
January 1872, in desperation,
NBC put up a new show against
the hit "All in the Family."
The industry figured it was aptly named—"Emergency!"
"All in the Family" had been
giving the opposition its lumps.
First, in the 1971-72 fall season
it knocked off two dtuation comedies, NBC's 'rho Partners"
and ABC's Bobby Sherman
show.
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No objectionable preview will be shown with
this Disney program. Our contract with
Disney requires that we charge 75' for
children 5 thru 11 yrs.

NOTICE!!

WaItIjlsney World

.••• AprID
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Magic
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•

Open 7-30-Start Dusk
TC)NIT tisru SAT.
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DEAN NANCY NARY KEENAN GEORGE
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sc
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iea

Hwy
79

Shop At Green Acres
WEST TENNESSEE & WESTERN
KENTUCKY HOUSING HEADQUARTERS

Shopping For
A New Home?

haunt his wife. Cameron
Mitchell and Sharon Acker
guest-star.
400 p.m. Movie: Channels 3,8
"Taming of the Shrew."
Elizabeth
Taylor
and
Richard Button star in
Franco Zefferelli's tale of
Shakespeare's comedy, a
glimpse of Elizabethan
wornans' lib,
10:38 p.m. Movie: Channel 29.
"Alaska Seas." Robert
Ryan, Jan Sterling,
Manager of Alaska salmon
cannery cooperative, gives
chance to ezpartner, just out
Of jail.
10:39 p.m. Movie: Channel 6.
"Cash McCall." James
Garner, Natalie Wood.
Young financial genius. ,
becomes interested in
plastics company whose
owner is being forced to the
wall, and renews romance
with owner's daughter.
19:46 p.m. "Whatever Happelted To Baby Jame"
Channel 3. Bette Davis, Joan
Crawford. Psychopathic
relationship between two
sisters, one a former child
vaudeville star, the other a
crippled ex-silent star of the
screen, who are bound
together in hate in a house of
fear.

Sunday Highlights

•

,
Sunday, July 8
12:91 p.m.--414ovie: Channel 5.
"Poppy." W.C. Fields,
Rochelle Hudson. Fields, a
carnival barker with a young
ward, pasig her off as an
heiress to a small town
mtkte.
4:10 p.m. Movie: Channel 8.
"Heaven
Knows, Mr.
Alliison." Robert Mitchum,
Deborah Kerr. Marine
corporal aka up on a Pacific
island finds the only other
inhabitant a Nun. Together
they outwit the Japanese who
land on the Island and later
assist
o
ii
.rt U.Maritaking
Marines in
island.
7:10 p.m.. Movie: Channel n.
"Trunk to Cairo." (1987) A
Audie Murphy, George
Sanders. Undercover agent
is assigned to wreck a rocket
factory in Cairo where a
German
Scientist
is
developing atomic weapons.
7:34 p.m. Mystery Movie:
Channels 4,6. "The Night of
the Wizard" starring Rock
Hudson as San Francisco's
Commissioner of Police
McMillan and Susan Saint
James as his wife, Sally. The
McMillans witness the appearance of a murdered
man's ghost returned to
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"Service Built Our Business"
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE US ON A
NEW OR USED CAR

•

PARKER FORD, Inc.
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Highlights

by Catherine Crocker, an
eastern lady who runs away
from an intolerable marriage,
and into the middle of a train
robbery master-mined by
Grobart.
About her Reynolds comments, "She's a brilliaet actives, so alive that she gives
added dimensions to her
characters, which is almost the
antithesis of Grobart. We've
both tried to develop our roles to
the fullest..."

•"I

n
0

in this tale about causing
9:00 a.m. — Movie: Channel 8
havoc in the Navy.
"Where The Sidewalk Ends"
8:00 p.m. —Movie: Channel n.
Gene
Andrews,
Dana
"Walk Don't Run" — Cary
Tierney Detective who hates
Grant, Samantha Egger. A
crooks with a vengeance,
middle-aged electronics
girl
involved
with
a
becomes
expert in Tokyo during the
during a murder case and
Olympics is forced to share
finds himself accidentially
an apartment with a young
murder.
committing a
woman, since his hotel suite
will not be available for 2
3:30 p.m. — "The Big Punch"
days.
Channel 3 Wayne Morris,
Gordon MacRae, Prizefight 10:00 p.m. — Movie: Channel
29. "Between Midnight and
movie with action in the ring
Dawn" Mark Stevens, Edand out.
mond O'Brien Two young
4:111 p.m. — Movie: Channel 5
cops capture a dangerous
"Devil Bats Daughter" —
racketerr, incurring his
Rosemary LaPlanc.he. Eerie
enmity.
scince fiction mystery.
4:00 p.m. — Movie: Channel 4 10:31 p.m. — Late Movie:
Channel 12(ll:30 on Channel
"Tartan and the She-Devil"
5) "An American in Paris,"
— Lax Barker, Monique Van
starring Gene Kelly, Leslie
Vooren. The beautiful capCaron and Oscar Levant The
tain of a band of ivory thieves
story revolves around the
enslaves a warrior tribe and
adventures of an ex-GI who
leads them into territory
stays on in Paris after the
teeming with huge elephants.
war to try his hand at
8:00 p.m. — Movie: Channels 3,
painting. Nina Foch and
8. "Sailor Beware" — Dean
Georges Guetary also star.
Martin and Jeiry Lewis star

Monday

Man Who Loved Cat
Dancing," showing at the Capri
Theatre through Wednesday, is
billed as Burt Reynolds' first
screen love story.
Reynolds portrays an embittered ex-army officer,
haunted by his past, who is
described by Reynolds as "a
very tough person to get inside,
very difficult to make Likeable."
Jay Grobart, played by
Reynolds, is a man whose
taciturnity is gradually melted
"The

Man Who Loved Cat
Dancing—Burt's 1st Love Story

.

-tw

FRIDAY—JULY II, 1973

Sara Mlles and Bart Reynolds fight for their lives In MGM's
western adventure "Tbe Man Who Loved Cat Dancing," showing
through Wednesday at the Capri Theatre he Murray.
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By DARRELL ROWLETT
Kenny Price has always been
a big fellow. In 1949 when he
graduated from Morgan County
high school in Kentucky, the 8'
3" youngster weighed only 185
and played varsity basketball.
However, throughout most of
his life he has been the jolly
"Round Mound
of Sound," as a
TV Guide writer recently
pointed out.
Actually, Kenny gave himself
that name. He
decided years
ago that he
should be able
Rowlett
to live with his
size if he put his head straight.
The nickname came with a song
he wrote titled "The Round
Mound of Sound." He's not as
big as he once was. He's down to
280 from 315 pounds last year at
this tiene.
"I've got one of the biggest
echo chambers in the world," he
laughed in a recent interview,
grasping his midsection with
two hands. He vocalizes from a
massive diaphram.
"I was taught how to sing." he
noted. Kenny studied radio and
television on the G4 bill at the
Cinncinati Conservatory of
Music following the Korean
War,
One might call Price a lay
fat man." He is large and he
does seem happy with himself.
His childhood dreams of
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didn't.
Kenny's latest single, title..!
"30 California Women," was
written by Bun Wilson, a
comedian who jokes about his
native Puryear, Tennessee, and
Doc Richardson.
Kenny Price can't afford-to he
sensitive about his size. On his
new RCA album,a St. Louis dug'
jockey wrote, among other
things, that,"It's not that Kenny
hasn't tried to do something
about his weight. Each morning,
Kenny chins himself five
times—once for each chin."

Kenny Price

know I'm there. It's weird. It's
not me. It's than," he said.
Price is a perennial clown.
However, most of the jokes he
tells are about himself and the
perils of being io large. In a well
fed society, there are a great
many folks who can identify
with him.
-When he fit steps on stage he
usually warms up the audience
by saying, "I bet you think I'm
a big fat man. Actually, when I
was born I weighed V pounds."
After the audience laughs, he
inserts, "Don't laugh. Man

.12,
1 21
**-=
1
4
!
1 !!z. **f

becoming a major recording
artist were realized several
years ago with "Walking On
New Grass" and "Happy
Tracks," but he is nr, overnight
success.
Price had 18 years experience
on Cincinnati's "Midwestern
Hayride" when the television
show folded a year ago. L, ,t ill
makes his home across the Ohio
River from Citincinati in
Florence, Kentucky.
Kenny had just finished one of
his rare Grand Ole Opry
appearances when thL; writer
spoke with him. He was
- with a
handicapped at the
badly bruised thuml he had
received building a rabbit hutch
for his eight-year-old daughter
Jennifer.
The RCA singer and his two
sons, Christopher and Kenny,
have restored a 1948 Chevy
pickup truck that he likes to
drive around the small town.
Kenny claims that he really
hasn't changed since finding
success and financial lecurity,
but admits that his success has
changed people's attitudes
toward him.
"I can go get that '46 Chevy
truck and put on a pair of bib
overalls and an old slouch hat I
wear working around the house
and I can go uptown and people
will come around and talk to me.
But I can go home and put on a
pair of pants and a shirt and
drive uptown in my Lincoln and
they act like they don't even
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By HAL McCLURE
JERICHO, Occupied Jordan
AP) — The Bedouin tribesmen
stood in front of a black goatskin tent and angrily shook their
fists in the direction of their
Hollywood bosses.
"'They say we didn't bring
enough lamb for the wedding
feast Scene," explained Director Torn Cries.
"We only brought one lamb
down from Jerusalem, and they
said that wasn't enough for a
feast, that no respectable wedding feast would have only one
Lamb."
He ordered his assistants to
quickly get two more lambs.
-The Bedouin are really throwing themselves into the part,'
he sighed.
Gries was directing the film
version of "QBVII," Leon Uris'
best-selling novel, on location
near the shores of the Dead
Sea. The court scenes in the
$2.5 mullion movie have already
been filmed in London. The picture is being produced by ABC
Television for showing on television next year.
The six-hour movie is the
longest TV film ever made for
American television. A shorter
version will be shown in movie
houses.
Except for a hitch or two like the lamb-hungry Bedouins
— the shooting has been going
extremely well, Gries said.
QBVII, based on Uris' truelife court experience in Britain's Queen's Bench VII, stars
Ben Gazzara, Lee Remick, Leslie Caron, Anthony Hopkins, Sir
John Gielgud, Anthony Quayle,
Dame Edith Evans and Jack
Hawkins.
The 50-year-old Gries directed "The Hawaiians,' -Will
Penny,""100 Rifles" and many
television shows.
Producer Douglas Cramer
pointed across the sere lunar
landscape to the blue Dead Sea
less than a mile away. "This is
a wonderful location. That's the
Persian Gulf."

Bedouins Put
Real Action
In Filming

British day school, and when
she returns the girl has
vanished.
8:3e p.m. —Movie: Channels 5,
12. "Call to Danger,"
starring Peter Graves. The
kidnapping of a crimesyndicate turncoat in the
midst of his secret testimony
before a Federal Investigating coMmittee calls
for an equally bold scheme
by the U.S. Juptice Department to get hint back alive.
Diana Muldsur and John
Anderson co-star, with
special guest.
10:011 p.m. — Movie: Channel
29. "Three Hours to Kill" —
Dana Andrews, Donna Reed.
Stagecoach driver, accues of
killing fiancee's brother,
escapes but returns years
later to uncover real killer.
10:30 p.m. — Late Movie:
Channel 12(11:10 on Channel
5) "On the Town," starring
Gene Kelly, Frank Sinatra,
Betty Garrett and Ann
Miller. A sailor on leave falls
in love with a canteen winner
whose photo he has seen on a
subway card.
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Baptist
immanuel Missionary
Morning Worship
11•.rn.
Evening Worship
6:30p.rn

I

EOM

West Fork
11 a fin.
Morning Worship
6 30 p m.
Evening Worship
First Baptist
10 45a m
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
6 30 P.m
Spring Creek
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

11 ii.m.
8 p.m.

Nerthside
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

11 a.m
7p m

Sinking Springs
11 a.m.
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
7:30pm.
Hazel Baptist
11 a.m.
Morning Worship
730p.ni.
Evening Worship
Poplar Springs
118.m
Morning Worship
6:30 p.m
Evening Worship
Grace Baptist
10 eS a.rn
Morning Worship
7p.m.
Evening ~snip
Skied River
Ila.rn.
Morning Worship
• 6730p.m
Evening Worship
K'chitty Baptist'
lamm
Morning Worship
Worship
7:30p.m.
Evening
Memorial Baptist
10:50 a.m
Morning Worship
7 00 p m
Evening Worship
New Mt. Carmel Missionary
11 -008.m.
Morning Worship
7:00 p.m
Evening Worship
Flint Baptist
11 a m
Morning Worship
7:3012 m
Evening Worship
Cherry Censer
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

11 a m
7p m

Elm Greve
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

11a m
7 p.m

Salem Baptist
11 a
Morning Worship
7:15p.m.
Evening Worship
Sugar Creek
11 8.m.
Morning worship
7:15 p.m.
Evening worship
Owens Chapel
Morning Worship
11:00AM
Evening Worship
3.30 PM

Boots & Shoes t-or Any
Ai- tivity Under The Sun

ilL
h Of Christ
Churc
Now rembleaes

Lens Oak Primates
7:00 PAIL
1st. Sunday
10:30 A.M.
3rd Sunday
Faith Baptist
11 A.M.
Morning Worship
630 P.M.
Evening Worship
Locust Grove
1100a.m.
Morning Worship
- 7:00p.m
Evening WOrship
Chestnut Street General
10:00a.m
Sunday School
11:00a.m
Morning Worship

Almo Heights
11..m.
Morning worship
730p.m.
Evernng wOrship
Ave.
Orme
United, Ile
10 am
Sunday School
7p.m
Evening Worship
United. New Concerti
loam.
Sunday School
Worship Services 11 a.m., 7 p.m.
Calvary Temple
10 a.m.
Sunday School
11•rn . 7:Is
Worship Services
m
First Assertibiy Of Gee

•••

10 00
11 -00

it. John's E 194scope(
10:30
Sunday School
li:30a.m
Morning Worship
Immanwel LettieTtsivm
Sunday Scnogi
1030. m
Milwrionq Worsh ip
Arilventist
6ay
Seventh
10.03 a.m.
Sabbath School
9:30• m
Worship service

. ture
Furni
&
Peck's Auto
Upholstery
I

Ph. 753-7494

606 S. 4th

Safi
1101 Arcadia
-

KELLEY'S TERMITE & PEST
CONTROL

i

I

i

Corvette Laries.,__Inc.__
.
Phone 753-2202

J.W. WILHAM-MGR.
*HOUSE BOAT RENTALS*

MASSEY-FERGUSON SALES AND SERVICE

"West Kentucky Transportation Center"
Your Full Line Chrysler Corp. Dealer
753-1372
4th at Poplar

Phone 753-1319

Industrial Road

Ph. 474-2211 Ext. 179

-Commercial-R esidentialOriginal Equipment Auto Glass
753-7117
1202 Johnson Blvd.

SALES AND SERVICE
Admiral & Whirlpool
Ph. 753-3037
Uncle Jeffs Shopping Center

r

Rudy Lovett Distributing
Co., Inc.

Ameticen
Motors
- coin a Treas Motor Sales

FAMOUS FISH DINNERS
On Hwy. 60 at Aurora
Phone 474-2202

1210 Main

•

i

ir.--46.

TOM ANDREWS • YOUR
Steaks - Chops - Seafood Plates - Sandwiches
Steak
Specials: mon., Sirloin Steak - Tue., Ribeye
Wed., Ground Sirloin- Thurs.. Chicken - Fri., FHA
No. 12th Ext. 641 - Call In OrSeri tO7T7.4419
or
.

--

•ric
-Elect
s
Well

•
•

Murray, Ky
753-3734
W

'

.
.i.t., . '
• ,

.7 !:;ii

753-3351

..

Hutson Chemical Co. , Inc.

ze)

.

SPAGHETTI
HENNY PENNY CHICKEN - PIZZA Cent Delivery on All Orders
25
----,...Y',---Phone TS.1,2997
Chestnut
8
12th
11-'
75i-//
Ph6ne
r

POol 'Office Equipment & Supplies
\- '
.'77-------r
,

i

SALES . SERVICE & RENTALS .
Typewriters . Adding rArchissoket....
Calculators
753-4141
115 So 4115

Ward-Elkins

LUBIE & REBA'S

.

- Re-A-91Mit:fittOIDA tlfE-Ind YT Aa

- -- ----

403 Maple

Phone 753 1713

MACK & MACK
Service Dealer
Sales andOutboard
Motors

50 Varieties of Roses
-Shrubbery 8 Supplies
All Types of Bird Houses

Hogs bought daily
WM E DODSON, OWNER
16

The Beauty Box

_.
SS Alf Shopping Center

thirAFLos

j

Kentucky Lake Oil CompanyJOBBERS OF SHELL OIL PRODUCTS
SMILE
vii,

_

Pai3r2rAi,
yvE.RY

Phone 73,3-9313

-

'
. ,

111115 Pow - Its Srock E. of S. Ittit - PluMe753-1489
11

mayfietd
247-1417

Lynhurst Resort
Col and Mrs. Thomas Brown-Owners

i•-•
- _ --

DEALER
YOUR URI-ROYAL TIRE

Murray
753 1323

I

Pagliai's

Carroll Tire.

753-7131

705 Chestnut

L
,
•
Authorized Mercury
oat Repairs
v
AS
,,,,
T
F
,___
'
.
Fiberglass 8 Aluminum Boat
9LRIE
Fagtel
--- -'--- ------enb.weAS-----111r,
West End EgefilitS ferry.thvy ea
5-10 W. Main
Ph . 474-2344
Aurora
r

West Kentucky Rural Electr
,. ic
.
^
Co-Operative Corp.
.

e

'

.
'
t
Gian
Food
Storey's
.

)

WANDA NANCE-OWNER

7S3419“

500N 4th

i

SALE EVERY TUESDAY AT 1 P.M.- PH. 753-5334

' rh.:7116634
Benton, Ky
1

Mrs. Mona Purdom-RN•Admin.
"A HOME OF DISTINCTION FOR THE
SENIOR CITIZEN" '
Physician On Call At 411 Times
753-7109
1505 Stadium View Drive

"FOR ALL YOUR FERTILIZER NEEDS"
----- Murray, Ky.

1

Fern Terrace Lodge

Guy Spann
Real Estate Agency

Trenholm's Drive-In

;

753-1717-- ,

Murray, Ky.

Murray Livestock Co.

Shirley Garden Ce.nter ''

.-...i,'<v•

Lots and
Residential Commercial - Farm - Building
Lake Property-Buying - Selling- Leasing
Phone 753-7724 .
51$ W. Main
._

MEMBER F.T.D.

pt 4,
-

Joe Morris a Sons
Mobile Homes t

__.
gialf!!!'

•

Paschall Truck Lines

COMPLIMENTS

V

,

' Luble & Reba Parrish, owners
1100 Chestnut Street -Phone 753-8488

•.

COMPLIMENTS

Phone 753.6168

501 N. 4th

Murray's Most Complete Department Store
753.7175
Central Shopping Center

Chestnut St
753-1215

Phone 753-8220
,.

Plumbing, Heating and Air Conditioning
Commercial and Residential-Sales & Service
Repairs & Installation-Gas 8 Sewer

/
-------

FLOWERS FOR ALL OCCASIONS

502 N 4th St

I

SUPER BURGER

ROSES

.DIVISION
GRAIL
Highest Cash PricesallStorn, Wheat A Soybeans
E.W. Outland, Supt.
Holmes Ellis, Mgr

Claude Vaughn*

--

Shirley Florist

FTD

Jones Brothers
Body Shop

BERT. ALTON AND NED JONES
..
COMPLETE AUTO BODY REPAIRING
. InSurance chitin work. Free estimates.753-7150
'
Ph.
NWT.MTS. (Hazel Hwy.)
_
... ., _.„
. ;....,...

753.3080
i

I

e
Grecian Steak Hous
HOST

.,:i

So, 12th 8. Story
753-4655

500 Main
7534231

-_.

Serving Murray State University
753.7334

Your Johnson Motors Dealer
Sales-Service-Parts
Complete Boating Supplies
94 E. At Murray Bait Co.

--

"IT'S FINGER LICK 191' GOOD"
Try Our Delicious Beef and Ham Sandwiches
Sycamore at 12th Call in Orders 753-7101

Wayne Darnell Outboard
Marine

"THE EXTRAORDINARY BANK"
Member FDIC

.SALES . SERVICE

ay --PPL --1144411k :.
Hwy 94-I nu. 1..murr
.-. ..

- ,.

paints ph

PARK RENTAL

=

Moore

Wallace's
Book Store

A Choice Selection of Relishes. - Vegetables and Desserts
Fast Service . Open Sundays
Phone 753-2700
Hwy. 641 North

Peoples Bank of Murray, Ky.

John D. Grogan Mobile Homes
•

.

753438S

2 MI. From S Points ettlii. 16th Ext.

Katmai,pied ckieka murroy4anthits_tte.Corp., Inc. ,

Colonial House
Smorgasbord
Salads- Meats

TIDWELL PAINT & FLOOR
A
COVERING
Benjamin

A
urant
.t4je!f Resta

zm . ,4
5ae

-

1413 Olive Blvd.

Distributing Gull Products
Tires-Batteries-AccessorieS
Murray, Ky.
South 2nd St.,
Ph. 642-4624, Paris
P91753.3571, Murray

Ambassador-Hornet-Matador-Gremlin-Jeep
,
Top Duality Used Cars. Phone 753-6448
Five Points

.

"BIBLES 8
RELIGIOUS
BOOKS"

Murray's Only Authorized Sylvania Dealer
Complete Repair Service On All Makes
w

1

Lassiter & Frankhoustr
Glass Company

/'
i
Orten.
rvICIP
Se
ll
e
asatts

-

Kenlake Marina
Ky. Lake State Park

Dunn Furniture, TV &
Appliance

-

Taylor-Mollersu inc.

753-3164

WS Coldwater Rd

-

--Stokes Trector--&-imptement Co._

®0000/Cali

Veer Complete Tire Service Center
For Passenger-Truck L Farm Tires

00111MTIONING
HEATING - SHEET METAL - AIR
MUM 710-4122
tth at Chestnut

753-1751

209 S 7th

7534025

Highway 641 North

-

Freed Cotham Co.,.Inc.

Garrald Boyd-Owner
-Complete Automatic Transmission Service-Front End Alignment-Complete Tune-up 8 Repair Service-

BURGER
QUEEN

Ewing Tire Service

JAS. D. CLOPTON 131V

Sholor's Auto Repair

"BOWLING AT ITS IIRST"

Air Conditioning-tleating-Commertial Refrigeration
SERVICE THROUGH KNOWLEDGE
Phone 7334181
•02 Chestnut

With Over 20 Years Experience
Radio-Stereo•T V.
753 2990
1400 Dodson Ave.

753 7992

Five Points

Randy Thornton Service Co.

Tucker TV Sales & Service
Your ,..Z.".!..-vi.r" Dealer

Palace Cafe

"Every Day You Delay Lets Bugs Have
Their Way".
753-3914
100 So. 13th St.

Ph. 733-5209

Mayfield Hwy. 121

753-2411

753-0476

Waymen Chapel
AMIE Church
Morning Services 10:/5 AM.

•Oaks
. . _____
-......
Mobile Horn. Courts

The J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home

..

W

YOU
THE CLEANER THAT'S INTERESTED IN

1415 Main Street

-

.._ _

Crafts Unlimited

MR 8. MRS. WM. A. JONES, OWNERS

Boone's Incorporated

Gmben Methodist
Worship Services at II• rn lit &
3rd Sundays. 7 pm 2nd 11. 4th
Sundays
Lynn Drove
Worship Service at t 45•.en. lit
•3rd SursdaYS, 11 •-m 2nd A Ills
Sanillay
Cole's Camp Ground
10 130•.m.
Giliprship Service
Dexter-Hardie United
Worship Service 10.00 •.m.
lit & 2nd Sundays, 11:00 a.m.
3rd A 4th Sunday, 6:30 p.m.
let L 3rd IL 4th Sunday
Mt. Hebron
Worship Service 10:00 a.m. 1st.
Sunday-1'F 00..on. 3rd. Sunday:
Sunday School 11:00 •.1111. bit
Sunday-10:00 a.m. Ind., 3rd.
4th Sunday
Mt. Carmel
Worship Service 10 00 a.m. Ind.
Sunday: 11:00 a m. 4th Sunday
Sunday School 10:00 am. let, 3rd
& Itt Sunday: 11:00 a.m • 2nd
Sunday

Warman Chapel A.M.IL_
worship Services II• on., 7pin:

first Chrtillan
10:304.m., 7
Worship Services
m
Murray Christian
p.m
Worship Services 10 • 45 a m.,7

First Methodist
6 4$ A 10- 50•.m.

Russells Chapel united
10 a m
Sunday School
11 a m
Morning Worship

St. Lee Catholic Church
11•m.,
Sundily Mass 111
pm.
Saterded-Mass
Christian Science
118.m.
Worship Service
Jelelyan's Witnesses
.m.
03.1
Walcntower
30 4.0h.
.
Bible Lecture

Christian

t

Worship

Church el Jesus Christ
Of Latter Day Sa.ntS
10 sill:
Sunday Schnell

Liberty Crniteerl
10a m
Sunday Sch001
II a.rn
Worship Service
leselli Meson,Greve
10a.m.
Sunday Serbini
11 amt.
Worship Service
,
*A Greve
Wean.
Sunday SCRIM
Worship Sertdaill Slam..7h.m.
Moat Messed
11 a.m.
Morning Warship
7 p.m.
Worship
Evening
First Pr•Slertfrrialli
9:30•.m.
Church Sichooi
10:45 6.111
Worship Service

-

K
UM*.
11 00 a.m.
Morning Worship
7:000 m Evening Worship
Coldwater United
m. lit L
a
1100
Worship Service
2nd Sunday: 10:00 a.m. 3rd & eh
'Sunday School 10:00 a.m. 1st L
2nd Sunday! 1100 a.m. 3rd A 4th
Sunday
Temple Hill United
10 a.m.
Morning Warship
11 a.m
Sunday School

Other
Denominations

Presbyterian
ond

753-91105 .
Sycamore& eth

Independence United
10:004,m,
Sunday School
Morning worship
11:00a.m.

Second Street
lla.m.
Morning Worship
3 p.m.
Worship
Evening
Friendship
10 00..m.
Sunday kftel
11:00 ctn.
Morning Worship
Coldwater
10:50 a.m.
Morning Worship
6 p.m
Worship
Evening

t. ...Lise* awireal Wean
••••

Bethel limited
11:00a. rn.
1st Sunday
P. m•
2nd 8 4th Sundays
tn.
30a.t
3rd Sunday

West Metre,'
hO SO•.m.
Morning Worship
6 p.m
Evening Worship
Union Greve
10 SO•.m
Morning Worship
6 309.m.
Evening Worship
Seventh•Poplar
10 45..m
Worship Service
fp m.
Evening Service
New Concerti
10 SO am.
Morning Service
7 p.ns.
Evening Worship
Plesant Valley
ant.
II
Morning Worship
69.M.
Evening Worship

hen you pray do you position yourself es
bold men of God her through
OW
the centuries? Do you lineal,
sod& or, do
head, close your eyes
you disregard these accepted conformities
and bort your prnyers erect? Do yost prey
with sincerity of soul or do you petition
to be heord of men as did the Pharisees?
Are you a -Standout?'
If so, you may have spiritual paralysis
the
sincerity-of-soul
You may lack
necessary to move motuneures with
your prayers. You may be •
pauper in things religious. Jean and
the Prophets had ideals. They believed...
they lived they prayed so God would
hoar. They had religion with emotion.
Do you feel God when you pray?
Or, we you• PhIllaSIIC Szendoss?

Pentecostal

&reeks Chapel United
7:00p. m.
1St Sunday
9- 30a m
Sunday
Ind
00 a m.
11
ird &4th SVAR474

University
'11:30• m
Pitiarning Worship
p.m.
Evening Worship
Green Rade
104$ a.m.
Morniiiu Worship
7 pm.
Evening Worship

THE
ANDOUT,

Murray Church
10a m
Sunday Schooi
11 a m
Service
Worship
Locust Gave Church
11• m
Morning Worship
7p.m.
Evening Worship

Church School
Worship Service

II •.m
6 30p.m

Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Nazarene

Vernon's
,Boot,Shoe & Western
Stare and Shoe Repair
lWomens and Men)
p
Close-Out Sale-Moving To New Locations.
ear

-

Palestine United
1st
Worship Service 11 a.m
Sunday, 10 a.m. 3rd Sunday
Unitein
Martins Chapel
Idam.
Sunday School
11 e.M.
Worship Service
Oreg.
South Pleasant
10 : 45 cm.
Morning Worship
7:00p.m.
Evening Worship
United
Geed Shopiherd
1030
a.m.
Sunday Sc-hool
930a.m.
Worship Service

,-:-..'"
,,

Scotts Grove
11 00 • m
yvorship Ser vice
Evening worship
7.300.m

H

Methodist

AN INVESTMENT IN YOUR FUTURE

-a

--Pheavi:d4.22As_and_834-13711

641 Super Shell

VI

,..

FREE PICK UP AND DELIVERY
Open 400 a m Close 12:00 p.m
13 h Street-Phone 753-9131
- Southt

Susie's Cafe
_
_.„.._- Memel
Rote Gili18104)

I

-
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Children's Center Lets Kids
'_:_Creative _Talents
'Loose

_
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Grassland Business On
Farm Undergoing Change

LEXINGTON, KY.—It is of harvest allow for the best
make their own anirtiais, dollar
likOaat
impossible to think of survival of alfalfa, red clover
By MARIA BRAM' • •
games and puzzles.
"farm" without a and white clover.
word
the
availLEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
aren't
Some of the toys
A 15-acre field which had been
grass and cows
of
picture
a
over
taken
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is
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turn-of-the-century
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Cage,"
ture
forage crops and feeding them 25 years before being renovated
here.
constructed from the bottom
to livestock is a well-established in March of 1972, will be shown
colof
bits
bright
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halves of two paper cups and
business on Kentucky farms but to visitors. The field was
n
childre
ored paper dangle from the
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mesh.
wire
some
and seeded to 10
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outgo
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then
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t
varietie
along
differen
coming
are
s
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change
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over
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rapidly.
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worm
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part—a
esting
Thomp- three varieties of white clover.
C.
Warren
and paste is in the air.
some kind.
st
forage
on
speciali
son,
Extensi
Sciand
Arts
Living
It's the
In the afternoon the field day
Classes in drama and filmat the University of Kentucky will move to the H.P. Bird farm
ence Center, a place where
making are also offered at the
points
ture,
College of Agricul
on Highway 83, one mile east of
center, and even those as
out that these changes range Auburn. This is a beef cow-calf
young as five years-old are
from new rnethodis for im- operation which makes use of
being introduced to the mysproving pastures to new both spring and fall calving
om.
teries of the darkro
s for handling hay.
system
the
programs. Rotational grazing,
Tuition for courses at
The sixth annual Kentucky pasture fertilization and
center is minimal and covers
Logan
in
Day
nds Field
pasture quality are emphasized
the cost of all materials. Schol- Grassla
chil- County on July 10 will provide on this farm.
for
d
provide
are
arships
s to
The center was founded for
New methods for handling
parents cannot af- an opportunity for farmer
just that purpose: to give chil- dren whose
with the latest
up
catch
will also be featured in the
pay.
to
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ford
''loosen
to
nity
dren an opportu
to recom- developments on growing and afternoon. Visitors can see field
s
teacher
ask
"We
and
up" their creative talents
forages. The field day storage in stacks and round
mend students to us," Mrs. feeding
learn about the arts.
at 9a.m.(CDT)at the
begin
will
we
mes
someti
and
bales, random stacking, and a
Seidelman is never very far Ward said,
Neely farm just
Bobby
and
Ray
rneighbo
the
from
tration of the stack .
n
demons
childre
get
.
from the whirlpool of activity
off Kentucky
wagon for handling conwho ure curious about south of Auburn
He tetwhes a class every other hood
Highway 103.
on here."
ventional baled hay.
session, sometimes to teen- what's going
The Neely Brothers rely
the center
year
this
Earlier
arkinderg
to
agers,other times
totally on stored feed in
received a $12,500 matching almost
ten age children.
of silage, flay and
form
the
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expansi
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from
His office, occasionally grant
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for
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strewn with stuffed animals, is progra
including 200 dairy
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t
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always open to the children.
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410
education pro- cows. They also have 200 acres
The center relies on dona- up a special
In chas grain production.
tions for the bulk of its mate- gram.
Recommended varieties of
Lexof
Society
Orphan
The
rials, and gifts range from
parental grasses and legumes
Vics
spaciou
a
donated
ington
stacks of discarded egg cartons
known as Parker along with some of the
and wooden spools to shelves of torian house
promising new varieties were
Place.
fabric from a dress shop that
are seeded on the Neely farm in the
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educati
Special
went out of business.
ly deprived spring of 1972. Thus, field day
"We're hoping to set up a su- aimed at cultural
n, and visitors can make side-by-aide
childre
d
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retarde
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expermarket in the attic,"
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l
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varieties
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.
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point
.
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61N "market" as a collecti
MODEL
Nineteen variety plots of
said the chilwhere people can bring sup- Mrs. Sheila Dubin
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barley,
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4 PUSHBUTTON CYCLES
special
in
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• Power Segue ttormai Wash
fan- Triticale were seeded on the
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Hotel
&
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go
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use what's on hand.
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Place
Parker
In the "Newspaper Room,"
n's Theater— white clover were overseeded in
example, children make Lexington Childre
for
grainsmall
these
tonall lastalblissi charge
first per- in
its
has
now
which
sculptures from discarded
orchardgrass stands.
Sets,
in
34
years.
home
manent
newsprint. In another room
Half of these plots will be
that had
they make dolls from empty costumes and props
the city harvested as silage, and the
over
all
stored
been
pop bottles.
new facil- other half will be harvested as
A new class in toymaking is were moved into the
was opened earlier grain. Visitors can see which
212 E. Main
being taught this summer and ity when it
small grains and which stages
year.
this
to
the children are learning
Phone 753-1586
'

YOUR OLD
DISHWASHER

children make most of the saggestioos about what to do, according to director James E.
Seidelman.
"They don't even want us to
paint the ceiling, they like it
that way," he said, gesturing
toward the cracking plaster
roof in the attic.
An energetic man in his 50s,
Seidelman was running down
the stairs of the three-story
house with his arms full of
dolls made from bottles and
yarn.
"I'm teaching a class in
painting and I want to show
them some things to get them
loosened up," he explained.
"They've been so tight all

CI

ITOWVOUT
DIRTY CAR

753SERVICI
Immaislmmul

It's so easy to drive a Clean Car! Just wash
at the ASTRO....Only takes a couple of minutes,
your car will look better and last longer. We can HOT WAX
it too, if you wish...Takes no longer!
Give Us A Try... You'll Be Plelsed!
PLEASE NOTE!!

WASH
$1"
— or —

$100
a

Closed Each Sunday

until further notice.
with
For a clean car on Sunday,
any fillup
,wash on Friday or Saturday!

4.•

lip•

Ebbe A
Deal

Hying an
tett of b
equal si
three se
TOR FR

•

INSPICT

--- 1102 CHESTNUT ---

Terrnite

the soil. 1
rain as is
mites. TIN
colonies al
The it
Unfortur
source is o

elle
&
gas
Fir
Silver
Phor

WILL BABY-5.
Phone 7S3-8545.

SALE ENDS SATURDAY JULY 14

W . . FURTHER REDUCTIONS
NOW.
EVEN GREATER SAVINGSM

Miss Y

--

Mondayaluly

REGULAR $41:

•

If NI

ULAR ST
to REG
OCA'.1
11499

fO
romil
ou

• All hrst
60" Wide,QUality,

SPRING

75:

SUMAIER

Before

POLYESTER
KNITs -

After 5:3

Until

75:

BEATLE B

gui3oli,:ssto
• Multi
• Silk &-Color
Stock
• Linen &PolyesJacqua
ter Dords,
ubleMorotr
ICn onics
•lifttect
quantity HDouble Ica
(our entire
stock not or these
inrcludeiclts)

Wishes In Dry Dock? Launch Them!
Float a Loan With Us!
Sea-skimming sailboat or outboard motored fishing
boats? Sleek shiny sports car or practical family
car. Wishful thinkers of every sort can get green,
with pleasure, here. We offer loans for any good
reason . . . like making people happy.

REGULAR $1.99 to $2.99

Pleas

Paper

IRON

OUR FINEST

DREAMS CAN BECOME REALITIES

V‘ $1 00
Caranuba Base

ASTRO CAR 'ASH

$23995

MURRAY
APPLIANCE

HOT WAX .

Beginning next Sunday,
July 8, we will be

WW1' SE OU
NO MORE Ti

TOO FTZIENDI

JUNSOM OFF

SPRING & SUMMER

THE PHI

you sow itxI
FINSA SWAIM
OF VATIPMES!

Stock
• All from our Regular
Cloth
r
Chatte
• Flocktd
reened Cottons
• Imported Handsc
;
Jersey
• Printed Arnel
others
many
many,
and
included)
(our entire stock not

NANCY

HELLO
WHERE
GOING '

WE SELL
LOWER BECAUSE
WE OWN OUR OWN MILLS
olvtSION OF ONE OF THE ilORLD'S FOREMOST APPAREL

UV AB!

MANUFACTURERS

753-1893

4

-
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Call

SERVICES OFFERED

SERVICES OFFERED

billfold
PAINTING-INTERIOR, ex- LOST BLACK mans - credit
,
ication
ng.
identif
finishi
,
rock
=tains
sheet
terior, and
offered
All work guaranteed For free cards and cash. Reward
J9C
estimates phone Sammie Atkins Phone 753-6320.
437ting
Decora
Painting &
July 20C
SERVICES OFFERED
4634.

CAN YOUR NOME ESCAPE??
in:Acmes

e,--c- Know the enem,
th... "..z.
)

Cariry Germs
SIND'it$
CET RID Of
Are Poison
PESTS
TSMOVES
fat Your Home .
spray'em-andstilkthe 'ughensect'
iwat em.. stonip'em.
t households.
s can be tuund in the cleanes

SCARBOROUGH PLUMBING &
Electric. Complete pump repair
service. Let us check your old
pump for you before you buy a
new one. 24 hour emergency
service. Phone 753-5543. July 14C

Flying Ant

Termite Queen

Don't cookie* termites ssith
flying ants Termites have two
sets of brittle. vihtte wings of
equal size Ant bodies have
three segments
FOR MEI
INSPICTIOR
Termites use in colonies ''n
the soil. Each colony can con
rain as many as 100,000 ti mites. There can be hundreds of
colonies around your house.
The termite's food is wood.
Unfortunatelyi. the nearest
source is often yllta house

Brown
Recluse Spider

elley's Termite
Pest Control

g&

24 hours • day.
Flies, Roaches,
Silver Fish & Shrubs
Phone 753-3914

••••••••••••••••••••••

JOHN'S REPAIR Service
Plumbing-electrical-roofing and
carpentry. Phone 753-5897 days or
TFC
753-7RIS nights.

PAVEMENT ANT

••••••••••••••••

With The Same Fine Quality
and The Same Dependable Service

Watch For Our

pENING,-

•Paneling
•Ceiling Tile

Complete Home
Remodeling
FREE ESTIMATES

16 YEAR old, wants to work.
John Gallagher, phone 753J9C
8129.

Lvimetest

NOTICE

1 We're Bock 11

JERRY'S REFINISHING &
Custom Built Furniture, 6 miles
South of Murray on Hwy. 641.
Jerry McCoy, owner. (502) 492. TFC
9837.

TON & JARVIS Painting
Rtr R ASPHALT Paving. Quality'CLAY
ng,
work guaranteed. Business and' Contractors. Homes, charti
in'
te
estima
Free
cial
mmmer
tes.
estima
Free
ntial.
.reside
tion
ing and comple
Phone day or night Mayffeld 247-'cluueb start
1-Fc dates,and complete description
7201.
ScI materials to be used.- You will
Stop
y
ike °Lir qualit andatprices*
WILL KEEP child in my homelwatin'
437-4790 or
call Clayton
days. Can furnish references. 437-4712.
July 10P
J7P
Phone 753-9517.
KELLY'S TERMITE and Pest
WILL BABY-SIT in my home
Control, phone 753-3914, 100 South
with child 3 years or older, $25.00
day you delay
J7C 13th Street,"every
week. Phone 753-0163.
lets bugs have their
way."
AugustfiNC
NOW IS the time for Experienced
work in landscaping, planting,
pruning, spraying and the
Papering
making of flower beds. Phone •
JulY7C •Painting
753-6051.

••••••!...„

NOTICE

NOTictiE

NO/ E

LOST & FOUND

SERVICES OFFERED

753-1916
Call

Next Month

Bill Houghton
753-0961

WILL BABY-SIT in my home.'BULLDOZEFt WORK; trucking, WILL DO baby-sitting in my
JI1C also bank gravel, fill dirt and home during week from 8 to 5
Phone 753-8545.
FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank 6
J9C installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC v
topsoil. Phone Hardin, 3544131 pin. Call 753-3387.
or 354-8161 after 5:00 p.m. TFC
If You
BOYS WANT to haul hay. Have
your additionsCARPETS PROFESSIONALLY crew and truck. Phone 753-5284 or FOR ALL
J6P remodeling, residential or
deem cleaned. Phone Carpet 7534714.
TFC
commercial. New or old. Free
Mister 486-2504.
Please Phone
TFC
estimates. Call 753-6123.
Your
and brush
FOR YOUR building nuada-i WILL DO trash
Phone ROY'S LOCKSMITH Service.
remodeling addition,am or eid, hauling. Reasonable rates.
TFC Phone Paris,642-6561.
.
7534130
Jobs.
small
or
large
C
44725
7954.

* Our stock Is not complete but
.
.
day
y
but Sun
were on the lot every da

Miss Your Paper

•c
,

Paper Carrier
First
If No Results:
Phone

753-1916
Before 5:00 p.m.,
Then
p.m. and
5:30
After
Until 6:30 p.m.

753-7278

ROY HARMON

WASHING. ExWINDOW
perienced. Very reasonable
prices. Phone 767-2352, Mr.
July7C
Thompson.

FINISH CARPENTER
* Cabinets
Houses Trimmed

ALUMINUM SIDING trim and
gutters. We cover all exposed
wood. Custom fit trim. Baked
_ enamel aluminum siding. All
aluminum gutters and down
spouts. Free estimates. Phone
August8C
7534783.

* Doors
Formica Tops, etc.
p
anshi
Workm
* Quality

DORI SE OW LATE
NO MORE TI-IAN TWO
TOO FRiENCti
JUIstiCR OFF-COW

OKAY,

GOLLY! t40W CAN I
NAVE ANY FUN IF
HAVE TO
,
ALL. TMATT.'

-40

WANTED TO BUY

. 1
1
V

,
410.

.
06

THE PHANTOM
, MISTED--

SE
LN‘lign
VII
TO!

00
fr,431
Ur'

WANT-117-BUY trick-houservvflviBL
three or four bedroom,in or close
to Murray:, Will accept small
acreage if out of town. Prefer
house with existing mortgage.
Will pay equity and assume
mortgage. House must be
available on or before August 15,
1973. Contact CW3 George L.
Compton, 191 North Harris
Drive, Fort Rucker, Ala. 36360,
J6C
phone 205-255-6160

CONVINCED ME

S Auction
KELLY'S TERMITE and Pest EMERSON MOVER
July V.
Control, phone 753-3914, 100 South scheduled for Saturday,
off.
lte
called
Furniti
been.
.has
de/ay
you
day
"every
Street,
s
-lets bugs have their way." Aug4C redeemed. Dougla
J8C
+Shoemaker.

TEN-Nti&

"ANT TO BUY toed furniture,
any condition, no aPPuencec
July 23C
Phone 753-8378

ovel'T wAKT To
crlit /VISALL,BL
toi
Mrear
IT side.
OFFER-- PRACTICALLY
.IiCTIMG-

Hwy. 641 - 2 Miles N. ot Benton

Phone 527-1451
•••••••4
*,••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Alp

„do

MOBILE HOMES.

*
*

-- At4r) 50-04Fr
NAVE Tt,o NtUO4
FUN --

•

STARKS' BROS.
il
sg"
.

Call ... 753-0790

BEATLE BAILEY

*
*

Stop In and Say Hello

"•••,‘

"

16% OFF
Sears SEAMLESS
Aluminum Guttering
INSTALLED
Custom-mode at yow Some

by our Foc tor y-on-*A•fels
er Expires July 31, 117

Call 753-23TO
_s

it

-

WANT TO BUY blackberries.L
J6C
Phone 753-5710.
WANT TO BUY 25 to 35 pound
bow for child. PPhons21Re_t______
J7C
9635.
mblr
radisu
,
freezer
USED DEEP
triad. Phone 753-8500. ,.JIOC

NANCY
- 4ifEL,LO, AL-AO
-,
WHERE ARE YOU
GOING?
saes

00,0-114,

DON'T
ASK
ME

HIM

9

keit7t,

for a FtlEE ESTIMATE
Seers Citekg Solos Office
Southside Shopping Center
murray, Ky

EMERSON MOVERS Auction
scheduled for Saturday, July 7,
has been called off. Furniture
redeemed. Douglas
VIC
Shoemaker.

REGISTER FOR free fabric to
be given away each week at
Friday evenings:
your local Singer Sewing Center, Now on
J7C
Belaire Shopping Center,

.Sq.

"60 Minutes"

EMERSON MOVERS Auction
scheduled for Saturday, July 7,
has been called off. Furniture
redeemed. Doug*
J6C
Shoemaker.

Card of Thanks
-r
t via Satellite from
To all our friends, we want (0 England, Saturday, July 7, on
Hersee
to
came
thank all who
NBC-TV for 24 hours.
bert, and those who sent cards
while he was in the hospital.
ChanneLs & 4 '1
11:
To the wonderful nurses and Direc3:
MUSIC
for
cared
doctors who loved and
Brought to you by
Watch thus award -winning
him.
.
4
/
SpecidigsmN1
RONALD W. BESMEAR,
program at 7 00 p m
want
we
death,
his
after
Then
OIANO *1'UNING and Repair. Channel'?
Ma
"I
ul
beautif
to thank all, for the
'Jerry'Cain, 7534712. Registered
NORTHWESTERN
10 you by
flowers cards wonderful words of MUTUAL LIFE •
Agent
craftsman Piano Technician Brought W
BESMEAR, Special
TFC RomAID
couragement. For the beautiful MILWAUKEE
St.
ill Malin
singing and for Brother John
NORTHWESTERN
and
true
.
so
were
organs
and
words
S
his
PIANO
Dale
BALDWIN
MUTUAL LIFE •
comforting. Also the food that BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY Rent to purchase plan. Lonardo MILWAUKEE
was brought to the house. We
Piano Company, across front
1
BAKERY
ll RETAIL
Office,
ce, Faris,Tenwant to thank the Max Citmcniss
...Pod
s.
shed busines
EMERSON MOVERS ._A*1011.
Funeral Home,for their kindne equipped establi
b;L.
otnia
Prneduled for Sonn
Tor making everythingso Reasonable, owner must sell, 1114
.
been
has
or
all
n
to
Baldwi
Love
organ,
ful.
Jamiltl
Write USED BALDWIN
rth health. Call 444-7864
s
KentackY grand piano, Console piano, redeemed. Dougla
Y Midtown Bakery,
,
L..
,
D
r
ker.
JoP Lollard° piano company, across Shoema
"
"
6
.Ave. Paducah, Kentucky.
' 17.
1TP
Wynnona Brim
from Post Offiee,. Paris. Ten- ORB ELECTFUC, electric misfit
J6C
repair and sale. New Cileord
SERVICE PROFtrABLE acLOST & POITNy.
Road,psone 753-8114. Auguld9C
counts in your area!I "Walt
ts". Unusually 1''Ali() TUNING-RepairLOST BILLFOLD, belonging to Disney Produc
the free fabric at
gs!
Inventory in- rebuilding.
high
earnin
MSU
Prompt expert WINNER OF
at
lost
,
Mr. Sandy Forrest
Sewing Center
Singer
local
d $3.290 fully service.. LS years experience.,,rsar
gym locker room. If found you vestment require
Mrs. Bonnie Hahnwas
week
s
-thi
ities
possibil
W.
Income
Ben
ble.
Rebuilt pianos for sale.
may keep money but please refunda
Register now
ant Up to $900 per month. Call Coil-K.; Dyer,Murray,Kentucky, . Phone Route I, Murray.
JfIC
return billfold with import
away.
give
week's
this
for
TFC
J9C Mr. Donner(214)243-1961. JUP'7534911
papers to Southside IG A

ML

41711
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'IT'S EASY_

A

w-

----7
T_Q PICK0 Your
Ltd or & Times...
NOTICE

NI EFICE.

Just Dial A
Friendly, Experienced
Ad-Visor at ...

:---

NOTICE

7534916

EOR SALE

Another View

AKC WEIMARANER Puppies
after 23 July. Ideal hunting,
guard dog, or playmate. Come
see now 1203 Brentwood Paris,
J9C
Tenn. Phone 642-4326.

N'•

15' SKI boat, 40 H.P. Evinrude
motor; set of Northwestern golf
irons. Phone 753-4010 after 6:00
J6C
p.m.
SEAMLESS ALUMINUM gutters. Baked on acrylic finish.
Guaranteed for 15 years. Call for
free estimate Dale Campbell 7537775.
July 20C
MISCELLANEFURNITURE
OUS,some antiques. 1616
July9P
Main.
POODLE PUPPY,white, about 6
weeks old, toy-miniature. Phone
J6C
753-6577.

- MONDAY, JULY 9, at 7 A.M. -

USED RIDING mowers, $39.95
and up. Murray Supply, phone
753-3361.
August8C

Vernon's Boot & Shoe
Store & Shoe Repair

MR SALE

FOR SALE

Sale!

Will Open In Their New Location on
Arcadia across from the Central Shopping Center
.......
And on Monday, Vernon's will be
Three Businesses in one:

v Car and Home Stereos '
v Driftwood Flower Arrangements
v Lamps
v Tape Players
v Cassette and 8 Track Tape Recorders
-TVs
v Novelty & Clock Radios
so, Tapes and Albums
Psychedelic Lights
v Strobe Light

• Vernon's Complete Western Store

TV Service Center

l(41 SALE

FOR SALE

-c
Summer Clearance
All Summer Ito&
Good Selection of
All Merchandise!
- rbelAti,TS

v SUITS

v SHIRTS

v SHOES

v SPORT COATS

v KNIT SHIRTS (good selection), etc.

Sale Starts Thursday Morning,
July 5, at 8:00

The College Shop
Across From MSU Library

SPECIAL 5' fiberglass one piece
tub, $172.50, white and colors. 641
PET Shop. Cocker Spaniel
Murray Supply,753puppies, Chihuahuas, and Irish
August8C
3361.
Setters. Phone 753-1862 or 7539457.
July 24.NC
SPECIAL 34":32" one piece
fiberglass shower stalls. Special
$112.00. White and colors. Murray WRINGER TYPE Maytag
Supply, 753-3361.
August8C washer. Has filter and pump with
aluminum tub. Good as new.
J6C
AIR CONDITIONER, $25.00. Phone 753-4709.
Window screens with aluminum
frames, various sizes. Two UPRIGHT PIANO, good confireside chairs. Phone Mrs. dition. $50.00. Small antique
Overbey at 762-2850 days or see at vanity with mirror. Phone 753J6C
J7C 4813.
1324 Main after 5:00 p.m.
1969 KAWASAKI 350cc, $300.00. 1972 HONDA Mini trail like new.
Also refrigerator and life raft. Ridden very little. Phone 753J9C
8218.
Phone 436-5634 after 4:00 p.m.
JI1C
1971 MOBILE Home take over
SIAMESE KITTENS, beautiful payments. Call,:or aypointment,
and pure bred. Reduced price. 753-7284.
J7C
Phone 753-8258.

Visit Vernon's on Monday

Phone 753-5865

in their new location on kcadia,
off 641 North across fronCthe
Central Shopping Center in Murray.

FOR RENT

1

FOR
SALE

II

CLEARANCE SALE

FOR SALE
1972 FABUGLAS RUNABOUT

Price 1.850
Phone 753-8856

DRESS SHOES -& SANDALS
at /
1
2 Pike

PERRY'S SHOt STORE & DISCOUNT
FURNITURE

REAL EST •

on

SEAMIRSS GUTTERING, white
enamel finish, never needs
painting. Free estimate. Phone
753-8407 or 753-8992. Atkins Gutter
July 10C
Service, Murray.

FOR SALE
RIVER QUEEN
HOUSE BOAT
Sleeps 6. Has Ford Inteceptor Marine engine and
5 KW Generator. Has
electric heat and air
conditioning, water heater
and refrigerator. Has radio
and Sonar depth finder.
May be seen at....
Billington-Forsee
Tractors Co., Inc.
753-2532

BEAUTIFULLY
RESTORED'
COW WITH four month old heifer
LIVING ROOM suite, excellent calf. See Max Glisson or phone authentic pie safe. Phone 7537616.
July 17C
condition. Pair of brown lamps. 437-4382.
J6C
Phone
753-3348
$25.00. for all.
Legal Notice
Excellent after 5:00p.m.
J7C RIDING MOWER, 6 H.P.
CREOSOTE POLES, st to 25, 18" GIRLS Bicycle
Good
Bicycle
Girl
26"
condition,
Craftsman. Looks like new. A-1 THE COMMONWEALTH OF
And treated fence posts. Murray
PLATE
Lumber Company, 104 Maple condition, 12" Boys Beginner
condition. $150.00. Phone Fred KENTUCKY, CALLOWAY
J7e Bicycle, Fair. Phone 753-7477. J9C
Street.
Phillips 753-0891.
J9NC Circuit Court HAYDEN MORRIS
AND WIFE IONE MORRIS
Sear's
VA LOANS, no down payment for GAS DRYER, Kenmore,
PLAINTIFF, VERSUS EUPLE
753Phone
$50.00.
new.
Like
best.
to
years
12
veteran.
qualified
MOBILE HOME 45'x12', car- BEANE
AND HUSBAND,
J10C
pay. Drive on out almost to 7340.
peted in living room, central JAMES LEE BEANE; and
Clarks River Bridge on Beltline.
heat. Reasonable. Phone 753- REKIE CARE AND HUSBAND,
J6C CONRADE CARE; AND EULA
Bank financing on spot. Bill's LADY'S CLOTHING, excellent CLOSE OUT specials. Moving to 0662.
MObile Homes, 3900 South condition, $1.00. to $5.00. Phone new location behind Tom's Pizza
JACKSON AND HUSBAND,
Beltlin•NHighway, Paducah, Ky., 753-4388.
J6C Palace to open up our new 1972 HONDA Mini trail Z-50, gold. JEWELL
JACKSON; and
FOR SALE
OK RENT
FOR RENT4434150
J7C
Western Store and a new boot and Recent tune up. Excellent con- ELMUS MORRIS AND WIFE_,
shoe store. Vernon's corner of 4th dition, $175.00, helmet included. RUTH MORRIS. DEFENDANT.
TWO BEDROOM duplex, less FURNISHED HOUSE - and DUNE BUGGY, phone 753-401
J6C
ARGEST A GOOD buy...give it a try. Blue &Sycamore. Open Sundays TFC Phone 753-1898.
NOTICE OF SALE
than one year old. Phone 753-5998 apartments. Near univagaity. after 5 p.m.
J9C KENTUCKY'
favorite
carpet
America's
variety of pistols.
while Lustre
By virtue of a judgement and
or 75344C11.
JI1C Newly decorated. Boys or girls.
ShopBelaire
shampoo.
Big
K,
you can still get
at
Phone 753-7575 or 753-0669. July
J7C YAMAHAS- 125MX,125 Enduro, 11,000 FACE Brick, unused. Good order of sale of the Calloway
ping Center.
VICTORIA FAINTING couch reasonable prices. Country
Circuit Court rendered at the
175 Enduro. 125 Penton. Three
TWO BEDROOM brick duplex 24C
and matching ladies and gen- Stores, the pistol people. 9 miles
quality. Left over from large June 8 Term thereof 1973, in the
bike trailer. 1957 GMC panel
unfurnished, carpeted and air
fabuglas
bass
rose
ottoman
FOOT
and
5
deliver.
tlemen chair
from Hopkinsville, Junction 117 19
construction job. Will
above cause, for the DIVISION
truck. Phone 753-9761 or 753conditioned. Two blocks from
J6C OF PROPERTY . and its cost
Phone 753-8479.
color cut velvet upholstery. and 164. Open Sundays until 4:00 boat and trailer, 1971-80 h.p.
J11P
8167.
University, available July 10,
Beautiful mahogany wood trim. p.m.
J7C Mercury motor completly rigged
Nice furnished 3 bedroom
therein I shall proceed to offer for
$100 a month. Deposit required,
or will take off part of equipment
Perfect condition $800. 753college
5
or
MOBILE HOME, 1971 t 12 x 65) sale at the Court House door in
3,
4
house
for
call 753-6421 after 5 p.m. J1ONC
J12C.
753-7728.
J9C ARROWHEAD CAMPER Sales. for less. Phone
2587.
FARM EQUIPMENT for Sale central beat, window air con- the City of Murray Kentucky, to
girls, for the fall semester.
Mayfield, Kentucky, on the
outstanding 430 John Deere ditioner, also underpening. Call the highest bidder, at public
753days,
753-5865
Phone
LARGE BRICK ranch home,
Benton Highway. Travel trailers, 1967 CHEVROLET Impala, 2 Tractor, 3-12" plows, two rgtv 49241858 after 4 p.m.
July6C auction on the 23rd day of July
p.m.
6
5108
after
bushels
of
beans,
12%
SEED FOR
three bedrooms, built-in kitchen,
with air conditioning. Also John Deere drill, John Deere
1973, at 1:00 o'clock p.m., or
York anctl'hadhel of Kent,$10.00 pickup camper, toppers. We also door
wall to wall carpeting, drapes,
Honda with extras. cultivators, 6' John Deere 15' BOAT, motor and trailer with
J9P rent campers by the week or 1972-350
thereabout, upon a credit of six
Po blocks from campus. At- TWO-THREE room apartments. a bushel. Call 753-4733.
J9C
753-5037.
Phone
weekend. Call 247-8187 or 489mower, bush hog, John Deere accessories. Phone 753-1514. J10C months, the following described
tractive terms available to Downton area. Phone 753disc. For further information call
2303.
J7C
property, to-wit:
July6C THREE BIRCH doors, complete
couple who will manage six 72
FOR SALE E. Gleaner Combine 753-5602 or nights 753-4672. July7C
BABY BED-used, new mat- A tract of land lying on the
rental rooms in rear of building
with hardware. Phone 489condition with cab,
good
real
CAMPERS!
in
CAMPERS!
A
lot
_
tress. Good condition, $15.00. south side of the Beane Road I a
1626 Hamilton Phone 436- ?WO BEDROOM brick home, 2624.
J7C full of them at prices you
couldn't robot contorl, and grain head. 1972 YAMAHA 175 endure, only Phone 753-8477.
J6C County road) and which is more
5479
J17C carpet, drapes, built-in oven and
information call 753- 1600 miles on road. Phone 767range. Attached garage and city MOBILE HOME-64'x12' Hen- lieve, starting at $450.00. Full For further
particularly
described
as
J12C
753-4672.
nights
or
type,
5602
2357.
fold
down
and
July7C
motor homes.
TRUCK LOAD sale-Armstong follows:
TWO BEDROOM trailer with pull water. Nice country home with ske, two bedrooms, central heat New and used. At Bill's Camper
Beginning on the south side of
turck tires, first line;
out extension, air conditioned and garden for couple only. Located 9 and air, bath, shower doors, twin Corner, located at Bill's
Mobile 1973 HONDA C L 125, 3 months 14' GLASSPAR G3 boat, 50 h.p. 825x20 - 10 ply $46.90 + ip.14
the Beane Road I which runs from
water and storage building miles north of Murray on High- sinks, dishwasher, refrigerator- Homes, 3900 Clarks River
Phone
condition.
excellent
old,
1972
Evinrucie
40
hours.
$1300,
Road,
way 641. $135.00 a month. Phone
Irvan Cobb to Pottertown) and at "
furnished. Phone 489-2513.
J9P trailer included. See 1613 Sunset, 900x20 - 10 ply $59.18 +$7.33
freezer, garbage disposal, Paducah, Ky. Phone collect for 7534571.
J6C
436-5479.
JullOC
the northwest corner of James
1000x20 - 12 ply $69.95 + $9.10
washer-dryer, carpeted, un- information 443-6150.
753-7129.
July7C
J7C
Arrnstong's best highway tread Beane property and which point
-FURNISHED -APARTMENTS, TWO BEDROOM brick house in derpenned. Ready to live in.
FURNITURE, USED and new.
of beginning lies on an exhisting
truck tires;
living room, kitchen, bathroom, Hazel, Kentucky. $50.0n. a month Phone 753-2744.
J7C MINI WASHER and dryer, Used bedroom suite, also new
YAMAHA-1971 250 MX, rebuilt 825x20 - 10 ply $54.16 + $6.14
barbed wire fence; thence in a
1TP
and shower and bath. One or two phone 492-9733.
floral
with
couch
and
almost new, $250.00. for both. dinette
engine. Also 1973-750 Yamaha, 900x20 - 10 ply $65.43 + $7.33
southerly direction to a branch;
bedrooms. Zimmerman ApartGRANDFATHER CLOCK. CS Phone 753-9799.
and complete bed. Call
ihittern,
J7P
under 2,000 miles. Also motor- 1000x20 - 12 ply $76.68 + $9.10
FOR SALE
thence following the northeast
ments, South 16th Street, 753with crown markings on works.
JI2C
after 12 noon 474-7382.
cycle trailer. Phone 396Armstrong's best traction type edge of said branch in a westerly
July 28C 1981 LA SABRA Buick, must sell, Phone 753-2744...
/IC HONDA SLI00, good condition,
J I1NC truck tires;
4264,
and northwesterly direction to
good condition. $150.00, call 753Price $250.00 Phone 753-5093. J7C
825x20. 10 ply $65.21 + $7.25
tMTcititredge of the Beane Road
SLEEPING ROOMS for men, 0154.
J12C TWO NEW axles for horse
FLUFFY soft and bright are 900x20 - 10 ply $71.14 + $8.51
road which runs from Irvan
. furnished, private entrance, air
utility trailer, four tires, springs 1972 FORD pickup truck; porcarpets cleaned with Blue Lustre. 1000x20 - 12 ply $83.09 + $10.52. Cobb to Pottertown) thence in a
conditioned, refrigerator. OAT, MOTOR AND trailer and mountings, electric brakes, table sewing machine. Victor
Rent electric shampooer Si. Roby Sales, Highway 68, Benton, easternly direction along the
, Zimmerman Apartments, South • II. Call after 1 p.m. 492$210.00. Phone 753-5370 between adding machine. Phone 753Awilt-Pik Market,Five PointKy.
July 14NC south boundary of said road to the
16th. Phone 753-6609.
July 26C
J7C 5031.
J9C 8:00a.m.and 4:00p.m.
J7C
s. • J7C
point of beginning. SUBJECT to
moving
To
family
Rig
almost
(
LS2)
.
YAMAHA 100
GUTTERIN(l BY Sears. Sears the use as a passway on the west
• ONE BEDROOM furnished
REGISTERED DACHSHUNDS ONE STORM door 79102"
family
and
outfit
,our
sale:
brand new, less than 400 miles.
long,
iearriltss gutters, installed per side of the house and between the
-'-----------apartuaent and -air conditioned
ARC papers. Two male, one 911
%our home. 8:00 a.m. till
/
2" wide. Eleven storm winGets around 100 m.p.g. $37s, call
BOY'S THREE speed Raleigh your specifications. Call Larry branch leading to a barn.
female. Phone 753-2378
Adjacent to MSU campus.
mriC
dark. Saturday. July 7. at
dows 33"x39".701 Sycamore. J7P
753-0014 anytime.
J9C
bicycle in excellent condition. Lyles at 753-3310 for free Being a part of the property
Couples only. Phone 753-3805. J9C
1601 Sunset Drive. right off
girl's 26" Sears bicycle heavg estimate.
TFC conveyed to Marvin Morris et ux
SQUARE VICTORIAN dining FULL SIZE
Street.
south
16th
bedspread and
1970 YAMAHA 90 Enduro, low
duty frame, cheap. Phone 753by Vivian Sliger on January 22,
table, look like new. Phone draperies'.Lady's
clothes, size 12TWO BEDROOM unfurnished mileage, good condition, $200.00.
=34 after 6:00 p.m.
J6C ICIRBY VACUUMS-The shag 1952 as recorded in Deed Book 94.
753-1836.
J7C 14.Phone 753-5644.
J9C
JI1C
duplex apartment, central heat Phone 753-3267.
rug specialist that adjusts to any Page 132 in the
office Of the Clerk
_
and air, ceramic tile bath with
carpet. New and used vacuums of the Calloway County Court.
SPECIAL
14
H.P.
J.
Deere
shower. Carpet trra
for sale. For demonstration
uighou.
!, uiJFor the purchase price, the
lawn and garden tractor with
in oven. $125.00. per m
phone Mike Hutchens, your local purchaser must execute
Girls
and
Little
ladies
All
bond,
Phone 753-7850.
Kirby distributor. 753-0752 or 753- with approved
J19C number 48 mower. Regular
securities, bearing
$1985.00. Through July or
0359.
Jul31C legal interest
from the day of
Lasts $1695.00. Murray
supply lasts
sale, until paid, and having die
TWO ,BEDROOM house, good Supply, 753-3361.
Augustae
AIR
CONDITIONER,.
10,000 force and effect of a judgement.
* Walk-Through Windshield
location, family only. Phone 753•
BTU. Good condition. Phone 753- Bidders will be prepared to
Some Men's Shoes at Vi Price
3895 or 753-3482.
J9C IRISH
SETTER
puppies,
4126.
s
-1-45 Merctiry
comply promptly with these
Selling Below Cost
champion blood lines, all shots
terms.
•
_
and' wormed. Eight weeks. old.
BUILDING SPACE for rent, Phone
ONE MOBILE Linear amplifier, Frank L. Ryan
*
'31 ft'
753-4825.
three floors size 33' x 68'. Floors
rated at 100 watts P.E.P, will go Master' Commissioner
can be rented separately. Phone NEW HOLLAND bailer- 268
SSB or AM. Phone 753-8578 alter CA LLOW A IrCircuitCourt. July
Hwy. 94 at Lynnville •••••••
4.00 p.m
J6P 6, 13, 20-1973(' 753-9885.
.11113
312NC Phone 753-5186.

Central Shopping Center
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A Classified A

7.5349.16.

REAL ESTA fE FOR SALE

HEAL ESTATE f'OR SALE

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

Personal Assistance
-in
Real Estate
LET AN EXPERT

BEAUTIFUL NEW HOME in Bagwell Manor is brick with 3 bedrooms, central
heat and air, carpet, 3 baths, all built-ins, family room, 2 car garage and
storage galore. On lot 150' x 180' and immediate possession. Call to see this one.
ON BAGWELL BOULEVARD is a nearly new 3 bedroom brick home with all
draperies. built-ins, 2 baths, central heat and air, double garage, paved drive.
Extra nice and owner occupied.

CALL
OFFICE • 753-3597
HOME - 753-5068
of Difference
in Realtor Service

HELP WANTED

Immediate opening available. Must be neat,enthusiastic
energetic and able to assume responsibility. Attractive
salary and other benefits offered. Applications taken day 25 p.m.

Contact:

Mr. David Bradford
In person or send resume to BURGER CHEF, 1304 W. Main.

mg on the
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I ' 1 and at
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which point
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Court, July

REAL NICE TWO BEDROOM BRICK HOME IN DEXTER. Has two-car
garage,fireplace, and a new well. House built in 1969. Priced at $17,000.00.

PEALTOir

Night Manager Needed

inand
Has
air
beater
radio •
finder.

LTH OF
LOWAY
MORRIS
MORRIS
EUPLE
SBAND,
E• and
SBAND,
I 1 EVLA
USBAND,
N; and
WIFE,
ENDANT.
LE
ement and
Calloway
ed at the
973, in the
DIVISION
its cost
to offer for
door in
tucky, to
at public
y of July
p.m., or
edit of six
described

FINE LARGE OLDER BRICK HOME in new condition. On large corner lot,
11th and Popular. Has 5 bedrooms, 2 baths, central heat and air, 3 fireplaces, 3
car carport, dishwasher, disposal, basement, large patio, all modern conveniences and extremely well built. I.ocated near schools and downtown. Shown
by appointment only.

Multiple Listing Servke
753-3597
304 Main Street
HELP WANTED

RED
•
753July 17C

1209 DORAN ROAD—BEAUTIFUL three bedroom brick veneer house on large
corner lot with 3 baths,fully carpeted. double carport, central heat and air and
plenty of built-ins. Yard is professionally landscaped. Must.see. Call for an
appointment.

REALTY CO.

G, white
needs
. Phone
Gutter
July 10C

AGRICULTURAL FRANCHISE
Exclusive Distributorship
Available. Excellent opportunity.
Rural agricultural sales, exclusive franchised area, proven
products, national and local
training. This is your opportunity
for a satisfying position and high
income. Send information for
personal contact to Mike Johnson, 3021 Chippewa Drive,
Hopkinsville, Kentucky
July9C
42240. .

WATER FRONT, large lot, a
choice area, Phone 436-2323 after
JI1NC
7p.m.

p••••*******••••••••11

FOR SALE

•
•
•.

BY OWNER
Four bedroom brick house
on deep lot. Two bathe,!
living room, dining room, le
large paneled den with
fireplace, kitchen, with lots•
of cabinets, full basement.
•
Located at 512 Broad.
Cash Price $21,00S.N
Phone 753-3863

DEPENDABLE
WANTED
woman to slay in my home with 2
year old child, beginning August ON KENTUCKY lake; four large
1, from 8:00 a.m. till 5 p.m. bedrooms, 2 baths, large kitchen
References required. Phone 753- and living area, breakfast bar,
J6Clireplace, central heat and air,
9235.
PROFESSIONAL HELP wanted: boat dock, large patio. May be
Full time or part time purchased furnished. Phone 436J12C
registered medical technologist 5574.
for a private doctors Clinic. Send
references and qualifications to
AUTOS FOR SALE
box number - 32E, Murray,
J9C 1968 FORD pickup, automatic,
Kentucky.

HELP WANTED
PERMANENT OFFICE POSITION
Must be a reliable, mature person who is willing
-to learn a difficult job.
Apply In Writing to:
P.O. BOX 574
Giving
age, experience, education and marital status.

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

ON COMMERCIAL LOT-104 S. 12th St. Exceptionally nice frame house with
basement 4 bedrooms, family room. IL, baths. Nice patio, built-ins, carpet.
Real nice home and investment.

Whether
Buying or Selling

(4‘1OFFITT

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

For Buying and Selling Real Estate Contact Guy Spann Realty. We have a
large staff of Qualified Salesmen to serve you.

Help You
With Your Real Estate Needs

KEITH E. MOFFITT

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

Call
753-1916

air conditioned, with topper. Two
VW's 65 and 67. Can be seen at 916
N. 18th.
July6C
TRTUMPH-- GT6,--11107, six
cylinder,four speed,60,000 miles,
$12,000.00. Phone Benton
J1OP
527-7540.
USED TRUCK—GMC, would
make a good farm truck. Phone
Porter White,753-4434.
J6C

504 BEALE STREET—TWO BEDROOM FRAME house on 621t'x150' size lot
and real sharp. Imagine sitting on a wooded lot with aluminum siding.
$16,100.00.
37 ACRES ON DR DOUGLASS RD. with new well and pump-approximatley 6
miles east of Murray. Don't pass up this bargain.$12,000.00
FOUR MILES NORTH OF MURRAY we have the Herman Lovins home and
used car business for sale. House consists of 3 bedrooms, kitchen with all builtins, large living room with fireplace, beautiful family room, full basement,
central heat and air. Has both garage and carport, all fenced with chain link
fence. Several out buildings, good pond. Clean up shop is 50'x46'. Lots of parking
out front, office space. All this and 6 acres of land. Give us a call and look at this
beautiful ham and business.

(`ORNER OF nth and Sycamore is a good piece for future profit Frame in fair
condition. Has 3 bedrooms, gas floor furnaces.
1510 CARDIN NI. DRIVE is a beautiful Brick home on 110)(185' lot.A11 built-ins..
(bedrooms, central heat and air. fireplace A really fine home and well located.
Must see to appreciate.
a..
TRES OF fine developing land in city limits and on S. leth St. The best piece
of land left in the city. Call for details.
KIRKSEY—BEAUTIFUL THREE BEDROOM brick veneer house, all built2 acres, has 2 car work shop and
/
ins, 2 baths, beauty shop in house, built on 11
waiting for new owner. $37,000.00.
1613 BE:LMONT—THREE BEDROOM brick veneer home with central heat and
air, 2 baths, new carpet, all built-ins and nice size out building Look only
$27,000.00.
ON OLIVE STREET,four bedroom home with central gas heat, bath on each
floor, separate garage in the back yard, also has fireplace. This price is
$16,900.00. Better hurry,, it won't last long.
LYNN GROVE—BEAUTIFUL THREE BEDROOM brick veneer house on
approximately one acre, with central heat and air, two baths, fireplace and
large family room. 22'x22' work shop in back. Can't pass up at $33,000.00.
ON 94 HIGHWAY,"Z MILE WEST OF TEL CITY, three bedroom frame house,
newly decorated, carpeted, good garage, stable and crib,511 acres of land, over
500' highway frontage. On community water system.- Extra building lots on
highway. Price $15,000.00.
THE MAX OLIVER FARM, 11,2 miles southwest of Kirksey. 117 acres of fine
land and a three bedroom brick home. This is a fine dairy farm with silo, 4
tractors, milk barn,63 milk cows, 110 cattle, lots of other farm equipment Also
tobacco barn. Call for other details.
NICE FOUR BEDROOM ALUMINUM SIDING HOME AT 307 N. 7th STREET.
Has carpet. 2 car garage and in good condition. 80 x 450 lot. Budget Price at
$12,800.00

PRIME LOCATION. Large commercial lot on 641 S across from Holiday Inn.
150'frontage and extra deep. Ideal for most types of businesses. Call for details.

ELM GROVE—LOOKING FOR A GOOD HOUSE WITH ACREAGE? Here it is.
A three bedroom brick veneer house and 12 acres. There are two good outbuildings and a log barn. $40,000.00.

FIVE ADJOINING WATER FRONT LOTS ON Barkley Lake. All are wooded
and with view of Highway 68 bridge, On paved road and city water. This is a
prime location and priced right,

DUPLEX-901 STORY—TWO BEDROOMS each, brick veneer with central
heat and air, all built-ins, fully carpeted and in good location. Priced right.
$27,5000.80.

NEW HOUSE ON 1208 PEGGY ANN DRIVE, three bedroom birck veneer
house, central heat and air, fully carpeted, two baths, built-ins to include all
dishwasher and single carport. You can't turn this one down at $25,500.00.

ON GRAHAM RD. ABOUT 2 MILES FROM MURRAY. A nice 2 bedroom brick
and frame home on 5 acres. House is brick and frame and has a !replace and
garage and the price will please you $19,950.00.

1524 OXFOFtD DRIVE—CANTERBURY ESTATES. Absolutely beautiful four
bedroom brick veneer house on exceedingly large lot. Built in 1971'. 262 baths,
central heat (gas I and air, split level with 3 bedrooms up and one bedroom
down. Fully carpeted. Space is not availabe to expound on the quality of this
house. Call and look.

CABIN ON KENTUCKY LAKE near Kirby Jeenings Trail.
beautiful stone fireplace in big den. Just right for-the family who wants to "Get
Away Form It All" $13,500.00.

AT 416 SOUTH 1611I STREET,four bedroom brick veneer Large living room,
family room, large kitchen and dining area. 3 baths, central heat and air,
garage with automatic door opener, paved drive and patio. On nice corner lot.
NICE DUPLEX AT 1100 Fairlane. Two bedrooms each side. Drapes and air
conditioners. Pull down stairway for storage. Range and refrigerator in one
apartment Call for details.
AT 112 S. 10TH IS A FOUR BEDROOM CAPE Cod home with basement.
On nice lot and has two air conditionally See to appreciate.$17,500.00.
NEW —807 GUTHRIE—THREE BEDROOM brick veneer house with central
heat (electric) and air, fully carpeted, two baths, single car garage and plenty
of built-ins. Almost ready for occupancy. Call for an appointment.--$27,500.00.

partly furnished.
COTTAGE NEAR LAKE—TWO BEDROOM frame cottage
four tenths of mile north of Morgan's Boat Dock. $7,250.00
1601 CATALINA DRIVE—THREE BEDROOM brick veneer house on wide and
deep lot. An kitchen appliances( GE1 with plenty of cabinets, washer and dryer.
furniture in one bedroom. Really a bargain at $24,900.00.
CORNER OF BAGWELL BLVD., AND GOODMAN Street. —New attractive
three bedroom brick veneer house with central heat and air, two baths, two car
garage,fully carpeted,and almost ready for possession. Must look at this price
_
—
234,500.00.
1810 MONROE—BRICK VENEER duplex, three bedrooms each side. Central
heat and air, built-ins. Fine investment $35,000.00.
824 NORTH 19TH—THREE BEDROOM BRICK VENEER house on 80'x150'
size lot with hardwood floors. Single carport. Real sharp and in perfect neighborhood. $24,000.00.
Manor. Has
A LARGE LIBRARY IN THIS LOVELY BRICK home in Bagwell
reduced.
three bedrooms, central heat and air, 3 baths. built-ins. Drastically

AI.240 HEIGHTS—FINE FOUR BEDROOM Brick house on approximately 134
DUNE BUGGY-1968 metallic
acres with 11
2 baths. carpeted. A good size outbuilding and lots of big trees.
/
green, mag wheels. Must sell.
230,000.00.
CEMENT FINISHERS wanted. $650.00. Phone 753-3734 or 436• AUCHON SALE
r<
LAKE LOTS, City and County lots. Some small,
WE HAVE SEVERA I
Needed now. Experienced in- 2348.
JI0C
905 GATESBOROUGH DRIVE. Here is a brand new 4 bedroom brick veneer
AUCTION SALE SATURDAY, dustrial slab finishers only.
some large. All different price ranges. Check with us for residential or'comhouse with central heat and air, fully carpeted, all built-ins, dishwahser inJULY 7, at 10:00 a.m. at the Allen Wanted at the Fisher Price CHRYSLER NEWPORT-1964,
mercial lots
cluded and two baths. Right time for good buy at $35,500.00.
Henley Home on Hwy 94, in Tri building on 641, two miles north of four door sedan. All power and
City, Kentucky. Will sell house of Route 121 in Murray, Kentucky. air conditioned. Good condition.
NICE BRICK DUIILEX AT 3D4 IRVAN on nice shady lot. Two bedrooms and
HARDWARE STOREIN HAZEL. All stock, building and lot Building is in good
bath each apartment. Drapes sad air conditioners. Also 12'x18' storage
Phone 753-0233.
nice furniture and appliances, $6.70 per hour. See Charley
Kuhn
J7C
condition. Can be bought at a bargain.
on
_ie.
a.m.4:00
7:00
,
and
china
glass,
utensils,
cooking
building. Priced right.
9700
call
shop
antique items. Carpenter,
2 MILES NORTH OF MURRAY - West of Almo-hasn't been
70 ACRES-5/
1
502-753-6478 after
p.m., DODGE DART-1965, new
and gardening tools.
BEAUTIFUL WATER FRONT LOT, she 50'x120', Pine Bluff Mores--Let's
weekdays
farmed recently but has approximately 55 acres tenable. Bush hogged recently.
weekdays only. An equal op- battery and engine, some body
Look!
A few items are a hide-a-bed portunity employer.
Good well. $25,000.00.
JI1C damage $250.00. or best offer.
with innerspring mattress, odd
Write P.O. Box 862, M.S.U. or
EXTRA
Brick
ONE
Ave.
NICE
BEDROOM
AND
Pogue
910
at
BATH
HOME
chairs and recliner. desk and WANTED PART time kitchen phone 767-2414.
J11C
121 HIGHWAY WEST, IMMEDIATLEY OUTSIDE CITY LIMITS. Two
and stone, carpet, large living room. $8,950.00.
•.bench, G. E. Television in good help.Apply inperson to Captain's
bedroom brick veneer house on approximately one acre. Nice double car
condition, 14,000 BTU Fedders Kitchen,Highway 641 North. J7C E0ONOLINE 900 Ford vanAT WISWELL IS A LARGE METAL OFFICE BUILDING ON TWO ACRE• garage with apartment. Good income.Npo ope.gir brick garage behind house.
air-conditioner, Singer electric
1970, V8 engine, automatic
Priced to sell, $37,500.00:LOT.
Has four offices on one end and large shop on other. Central heat and air
sewing machine, portable
transmission, long wheel base,
rent.
or
sale
and two baths. For
312 AND 314 NORTH 12TH—BOTH MUST BE SOLD together, 312 has three
heaters. Philco electric 30 in.
side windows. Price $1,925.00.
WAITRESS & COOK
J10C
range, Philco refrigerator, frost
bedrooms, dining room, living room, kitchen and bath. 314 has two bedrooms,
Phone 489-2626
COTTAGE IN PANORMA SHORES,on Kentucky Lake. A perfect place to get
free, like new, Maytag automatic
dining and living room, kitchen and bath. Fine investment property:$29,500.00.
away from it all. $15,500.00.
1970 VW, white with red interior,
washer. Nice poster bedroom
good condition. $900.00, phone
suite with triple dresser, maple
Apply-In Person to.
753-6579
J9C
Prentice Dunn 3515725
bedroom suite withStio.dresser.
Nice pictures, limps; *mints;4-1
4-4011I1S BAR-B-QUE_I
Our.Sates Staff. . .
Glenn Wile& 7512761
linens and drapes. Antique
1966 MUSTANG automatic
Guij_Spann 153-2587
sewing rocker 135 years old, like
transmission, one owner, price
Buddy Sykes 7513465
LADY TO live in home with $400.00., call 753-0744.
new.
J9C
Member of Multipl. Listings
753-2409
Baker
Louise
or
Call
elderly
753-4478
couple.
Tripp Williams 753-6422
Flat top trunk, antique coffee
. Phone 753-7724
901 Sycamore Str.
J9C 1986 VOLKSWAGON, like new,
Jack Persall 153-8961
table and drop leaf center table, 753-9135.
call 753-5572 before 5 p.m. or 753nice cedar chest and many more
2598 after 5 pm.
items of antique furniture.
ITC
INSURANCE SALESMAN
Cream aladdin lamp, lots of
Need two men or women in
1966 PONTIAC Bonneville contimes of nice glass and china, old
your area to help me
PROPERTY for sale or NINETEEN
and LOVELY 3 bedroom house, 11
ACRES
2
/
large lot, a 210.00. DOWN and $10.00. per INCOME
vertible, call 436-2427.
stone pitcher and jars. Too many
service our present clients
J9C WATER FRONT,
furnished central buildings on Route 732, one mile garage, large lot, electric heat,
lot
partially
large
month
wooded
will
a
buy
trade
after
436-2327
choice
Phone
area,
good items to describe and list
full time. Commission plus
condition, from lake. Phone 436-2378.
J6C air-conditioned, fireplace, 1616
J6NC at Keniana Shores. Lake access— air and heat. Excellent
1972 MODEL 18 foot turbocraft 7 p.m.
separate.
renewals and bonus. For
Main Street.
July 9P
central septer—all weather immediate possession. Monthly
jet boat and trailer. Has been
For information call Chester
full information and perGatesborough: streets. Phone 436-2473. August9C income $570. Priced at $49,500 BY OWNER in Gatesborough •
BY
in
OWNER
uNed 10 hours call 436-2427 after 7
and Miller Auction Service 435sonal interview write to or
2 bath home on
/
located 1626 Hamilton. Phone 436- four bedroom, 21
bath home on
COUNTRY LOTS; trees, water,
J12C four bedroon, 244a
p.m.
J6C
KENTUCKY lake; four large,5479.
4042, Lynn Grove.
phone :
July14NC
ON
foyer, large
entry
lot,
spacious
large
foyer,
entry
spacious lot,
fireplugs. Extra large. High and
kitchen
large
baths,
2
bedrooms,
or
den
large
room,
living-dining
Mr. John W. Isbell
or
living-dining room, large den
dry after rains $3500.00. Phone
bar,
breakfast
area,
great
and
living
fireplace,
room
with
Pyramid Life Inc. Co.
house
FOR SALE OR RENT
rec,
spacious
BY OWNER:
rec. room with fireplace, great
Harris 753-8061
Sam
AugustSC
WANTED
TO
Itlel‘
air,
arid
heat
central
Box 442
with large swimming pool in kitchen with all built-ins (double
kitchen with all built-ins ( double fireplace,
NICE MOBIL Homes for rent
May be beautifully landscaped rock self cleaning ovens), breakfast
patio
large
dock,
boat
Fulton, Ky. 42041
WANT TO RENT"two or three self cleaning ovens), breakfast
• also for sale. Sizes lox 55. Phone
purchased furnished. Phone 436- garden and privacy; *in- nook with view. Completely KENIANA SHORES-Larga
Phone -472,3925
bedroon house, unfurnished nook with view. Completely
• 753-1561 and ask for Mrs. Dill. J9C
J6NC tergarden; large family room carpeted, custom drapes, centril wooded lots for sale-as little A/
5574.
central
drapes,
custom
J6C carpeted,
Phone 7534190.
with fireplace; living rilom, three heat and air, large utility room, .$895 with ILO down & $10 Per
room,
heat and air, large utility
PEST CONTROL
acre, bedrooms, 2 baths; fully paneled two car garage with month-central water-lake acres.lot,
CORNER
WOODED
paneled two car garage with
FOR TRADE
on all weather streets. From New
wants per- electric eye. Built in grill on located at Elm Grove. sub- equipped Tappan kitchen; electric eye. Burn in
FOR THE best in pest control125Elir-rAmnx
Concord drive North East on 444
WILL TRADE harnpshire boar— service and termite control call manent home to rent. Four or patio. Closets, cabinets and division. City water hook up central air and heat. Call 753-8052 patio. Closets, cabinets and
five miles and follow Kersiana
or
-days)
week
(
753753-5005
Phone
Phone
galore.
appointstorage
for
m
p
7:00
753-8002
after
over 200 lbs for rote tiller. Phone Superior Exterminating Com- three bedrooms. Phone
storage galore. Phone 753July 26C
July7C ment
JulyfiC signs to office
July7C 8965.
July6C 8965.
J6P pany, 753-7266.,
July7NC 753-2667(week-ends)
435-5261.
TFC or 753-2337
10
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Reports 'Grim' For Economy•
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American Acknowledges
Illegal Contributions
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Before 60-Day-Piice FreeieWASHINGTON (AP)-Reports scheduled for release today by the government show a
"rather grim" price picture nationally just before President
Nixon ordered a 60-day price
freeze last month.
However, the reports also
show an encouraging decline in
the nation's jobless rate, which
fell below 5 per cent for the
first time since 1970.
The statistical data comes a
day after the government
raised to five per cent the permissible interest rate banks
may pay on passbook savings,
the savings method favored by
many American consumers.
The agencies approving the
higher rate indicated the move
is designed to draw more savings into financial institutions
and cool off the economy.
The interest-rate ceiling for
savings and loan association
deposits also was raised, as
was the maximum allowable interest rate for federally backed
home mortgages.
In yet another move to restrain rising costs at homethis time in the area of farm
products and meat-the administration Thursday further limited sales abroad by slapping
export controls on 41 agricultural items.
The items on the new list include peanuts, alfalfa meal,
edible oils, animal fats and
livestock protein. The purpose
of the controls-related to the
wholesale price picture-was to
reduce the costs of feeding livestock and poultry and, in turn,
reduce the cost of meat to the
consumer.
Earlier export controls on
soybeans and cottonseeds
prompted overseas consumers-anxious for high-protein feed and edible food oilsto shift to importing substitute
items. The new list plugs that
loophole. It is retroactive to
June 13.
The price report shows a
sharp rise last month, just before Nixon froze retail prices
tor ee days.
Sources described the wholesale price index for June as
"rather grim" because it went
up by more than two per cent,
or an annual rate of 24 per
!Wholesale prices have skyrocketed in the first half of
1973, pushed upward by food

Rotary ...
(Continued tram Page 1)
been a member of the club since
1968.
Henry, who calls himself "a
fifth generation Calloway
Countian," is the newest
member of the dub among the
new officers, having joined the
club in 1872. He was president of
the Murray Optimist Club in
1969:-before joining •thaaotary
club.
Hendon retired from the
postal service in 1969 after 47
years handling the mails. Hells
now associated with the
Woodmen of the World.
At Thursday's meeting, Mrs.
Joanne Simmons, secretary to
Buford Hurt, was presented
with a silver platter and given
special recongition for her work
during the past 13 years in the
printing of the club's weekly
bulletin, The Rota-Patter, so
named by the club's oldest
charter member from the point
of continous service, Vernon
Stubblefield, Si-.
_

Wade Graham-Rites
Wag Held Today
Graveside rites for Wade
Graham will be held today at
four p.m. at the Murray
Cemetery with Bro. Alonzo
Williams of Paducah officiating.
Grahan , age 52, died suddenly at his home in DanvWe on
Tuesday. He was a graduate of
Murray Training School,- attended Murray State, and
received his B.S. from the
University of Kentucky. He had
been with Allied Mills at
Danville for over twenty years.
Funeral services were held
this morning at the Preston- Pruitt Funeral Home,
Survivors are his wife, -Mrs.
Mary Callus Graham and three
sons, John of Louisville,
Stephen and Terry of Danville:
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Carmon
Graham of Murray; brother,
Gene Graham of Urbana, Ill.

prices, strongly rising prices
for goods in heavy demand
around the world and the booming economy that is pushing
many industries to capacity.
Meanwhile, the U.S. Chamber
of Commerce urged the administration to lift the price freeze
and most other wage-price controls being exercised under the
Economic Stabilization Act.
"It is obvious that the price
freeze and other controls aren't

working, and to perpetuate
them will only delay the day
when we can return to a free
and balanced economy," said
Charles H. Smith Jr. of Cleveland, chairman of a chamber
committee on wage-price controls.
Smith headed a chamber delegation that met Thursday with
Treasury Secretary George P.
Schulz and John T. Dunlap, director of the Cost of Living
Council.

Five Dead After
Ghetto Murders
NEWARK, N.J. (AP) Teams of detectives scoured a
ghetto neighborhood today for
clues to the killer of a boy, his
mother, grandmother, greatgrandmother and another woman. They were stabbed with a
sharpened broomstick and beaten with a heavy frying pan.
Two young playmates of the
boy were in the house with the
victims and may have witnessed the killings.
The victims, including a
woman visitor from Philadelphia, died of multiple stab
wounds of the head, neck and
chest. Dr. Edward Murray, Essex County medical examiner,
said some of them appeared to
have had their throats slashed.
Anthony B. Mautone, Assistant Essex County prosecutor,
said it "did not look like any of
the victims put up a struggle
before being killed."
Police said that the boy, 6year-old Jerry Faulk, was
stabbed at least 12 times. The
other victims were his mother,
Alberta Faulk, about 20; his
grandmother,Bertha Faulk, 40;
his great-grandmother, Mabel
Page, 57; and Ramona Russell,
21, of Philadelphia.
The medical examiner's office fixed the time of death at
about 1:20 pro. Thursday. Mrs.
Page was seen running from
her nearby home to the Faulk
home about that time. A police

source theorized that she may
have been called to help quell a
disturbance.
The bodies were discovered
by her husband, Robert Page,
after a neighbor could not get
into the house at 587 S. 12th St.
to pick up her two children who
had been playing with the
Faulk boy.
Page used a ladder to climb
through a second-floor window
where the the children who escaped the bloodbath were eryin8 •
Page searched the house and
found the five bodies in the living room, kitchen and two bedrooms.
Then he ran from the front
door holding the two youngsters

214
READING CLUB MEMBERS--The Murray-Calloway Library is sponsoring a summer reading
club. Shown above, marking the number of books they have read in the past week are from left to
right, Kris Marquardt, Stephen Stone and Lisa Russell.
(Staff Photo by Mike Brandon)

Sherman Farris
SuccumbsToday
At Westview

New Members, Oaks
Country Club, Are
Approved-w bird_.-

Sherman Farris of 609 South
9th Street, Murray, passed
away this morning at 5:20 at the
Westview Nursing Home. He
was 87 years of age.
A retired farmer, the
deceased was a member of the
Coles
Camp
United
Methodist Church. His wife,
Mrs. Myrie Dick Farris, died
August 20, 1962. Born January 2,
1886, in Calloway County, he
was the son of the late Billy
Berry Green Farris and Elmer
Hensley Farris.
The Murray man is survived
by one daughter, Mrs. Mary
Lou Sumner, 103 South 8th St.
Murray; eight sons, Richard
Farris of Benton, Leon and Bob
Farris of 609 South 9th Street,
Murray, Rudd -Farris of Effingham, Ill., Asher and Dee
Farris of Murray Route Three,
W. J. Farris of Flora, Ill., and
Billy Joe Farris of Hardin;
fifteen grandchildren; eight
great grandchildren.
Funeral services will be hail
Sunday at two p.m, at the
chapel of the J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home with burial to
follow in the Coles Camp
Ground cemetery.
Friends may call at the J. H.
Churchill Funeral Home after
six p.m. tonight Friday).

— _
•
Seventeen ssiikralp
plications have ban -approved
by the board of directors and
officers of the Oaks Country
Club.
Approved at Tuesday night's
meeting of the board were:
Kenneth Humphreys and
family; Jerry Bibb and family;
Lawrence Foster and family;
Junior Garrison and family;
James 1.. Baker and family;
Max Boyd and family; and
Larry Paschall.
Applications approved earlier
-"
-We:for: Billy Dan Crouse and
foully; Charles Outland and
family; James Sykes and
Emily, Dr. Castle Parker and
family; Richard Stone and
family; William Terry Shelton
BEVERLY HILLS, C,alifN
. and faintlY;
f
dln
i
( AP)- About SOO persons at- and family:
tended funeral services Thurs- and familY: William Lair
day for actress Betty Grable, and family; and Mark Bailey,'717EINOIVI PENH-Mr-- Government troops who fought all
"the girl with the golden legs."
day Thursday to recapture the
Miss Grable, 56, is best reHighway 4 village of Prey
membered for a bathing suit piPhclau, were driven from it
nup which was admired by GIs
Thursday night by reinforced
in World War II. She died of
(Combined from Page 1)
insurgents, the Cambodian
lung cancer Monday.
Dr. Harvey D. Thatcher, command reported today.
She was to have a private
..--e54.
9litin New York.
It also reported intense f tr. tria7."
1886 Automatic bottle-fillet ing on two Tither fionEs-a
A spokesman for Al] Saints
and capper patented.
Phnom Del-Chilea, the junction
Episcopal church said those at1890 Tuberculin testing of of Highways 6 and 7 some 20
tending the 30-minute service
included Miss Grable's former dairy herds introduced. Test for miles north of the capital, and
fat content of milk and cream at Kompong Kantuot, 11 miles
husbands, bandleader Harry
James and actor Jackie Coo- perfected by Dr. S.M. Babcock. to the south on a road linking
1892 Certified milk originated southbound national Highways
gan.
and 3.
She was married to Coogan by Dr. Henry L. Colt in Essex
Insurgent troops had
in 1937 and divorced two years County, New Jersey.
1895 Commercial pasteurizing trated the market place of
later. Her marriage to James
Phdau, 19 miles west of Phnom
lasted 22 years and ended in di- machines introduced.
1908 First compulsory Penh on Wednesday and
vorce in 1965.
pasteurization law ( Chicago) blocked traffic along Route 4,
applying to all milk except that Phnom Penh's highway to the
from tuberculin tested cows.
port of Kompong Som. Before
1911 Automatic rotary bottle retreating the next afternoon to
filler and capper perfected.
bunkers down the road, they
1914 Tank trucks first used for burned the village, a spokesFederal State Market News transporting milk.
man said.
- 1919 Homogenized milk sold
Service July 6, 1973
Despite strike all day by
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog successfully in Torrington, US.fighter-bombers, the emirMarket Report Includes 9 Cthin.
gents returned to Prey Phdau
1932 Ways of increasing Vit. D that night and
Buying Stations
took over the
Receipts: Act. 612 Est. 1600 In milk made practicable.
road for a mile to the east and
1933 Fluid milk included in a mile to the west of the
Barrows & Gilts mostly steady
viiInstances 25 cents lower Sows Array ration.
1938 First farm bulk tanks for IngTehe command gave no casusteady.
US 1-2 200-230 lbs., 40.50-41.00 milk begin to replace milk cans. alty reports on the
fighting at
1942 Every-other-day milk Prey Phdau and no details
US 1-3 200-250 lbs., 39.75-40.50
on
US 2-4 240-260 lbs, 39.00-39.75 delivery started (fietially as a Phnom Del-Chilea or
Kompong
US 3-4 260-280 lbs., 38.50-39.00 war conservation measure).
Kantuot. But it was known that
1946 Vacuum pasteurization
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 lbs., 34.50-35.50 method perfected.
1948 Ultra-high temperature Rev. W. Edd Glover
US 1-3 350-650 lbs., 33.50-34.50
US 2-3 450-650 lbs., 32.50-34.60 pasteurization is introduced.
1948 First plastic coated Gives Sermon Topic
Boars 28.0042.50
paper milk cartons introduced
Rev: W. Edd Glover will
commercially.
speak on the subject,"The Loss
SAFE BOATING
1950 Milk vending machines of Splat
ual Power," at the
On craft of closed con- win place in distribution.
. eleven a.m.services on Sunday,
struction with permanent tanks,
1955 Flavor control equip- July 8, at the North Pleasant
close all hatches and ports while ment for milk is
introduced Grove
Cumberland
fueling. Before darting, open commercially.
Presbyterian Church. His
the hataii anapotS-rof- 1964 Plastic milk container scrlpfulftle11711foAfludgd8
Ventilation, and run the bilge introduced
16:19-211. commercially.
blower for a least five minutes.
196' 7 Nondairy milk substitute
Sunday School will be held at
Sniff around the lower part of introduced in several
markets. ten a.m. and evening worship
the tank and engine corn1968 Official acceptance of will be at 6:30 p.m. Wednesday
partments - if you small electronic testing
for milk fat evening Bible study will be at
gasoline, don't start!
content.
seven o'clock

600 Attend
Funeral Of
Betty Grable

WASHINGTON (AP)-The
government has increased the
rate of interest both banks and
savings and loan associations
may pay on passbook savings,
one of the most popular methods of savings used by American families.
At the same time Thursday,
an increase in the maximum
permissible interest rate on
goveriunent-backed home mortgages was announced, to take
effect later this month.
The old interest ceiling for
banks' passbook savings was
4ei per cent. The increase to
five per cent, approved by the
Federal Reserve Board and the
Federal Deposit insurance
Corp., is retroactive to last
Sunday, July 1.
For many savers, the passbook boosts will be one of the
few direct benefits they will receive from the trend this year
toward higher interest rates
throughout the economy, For
example, an account with $2,000
in it for a year would now produce about $100 in annual interest, compared with the $90 under the previous ceiling.
The higher interest rates
stem from growing demand for
loans, especially by business,
coupled with efforts by the gov-

Troops Driven From
Prey Phdau Thursday

Seen & Heard...

Purchase Area
Hog Market

Savings Interest
For Banks Raised

the insurgents' presence In the
two areas prevents the government from overland reinforcemerit and resupply of its garrieons farther out.
In Saigon, the South Vietnamese military command reported
47 Communist truce violations
in the 24 hours ending at dawn,
the Itlixrest nurnsince - ffiecease-fire went into effect Jan.
28.
It also said a South Vietnamese helicopter crashed 160
miles northeast of Saigon, killing all 10 Vietnamese aboard.
The cause of the crash was onlulm
Them Viet Cong announced
that a search for two Canadian
peacekeeping officers missing
for more than a week would begin Saturday.
US. sources say the men,
Capts. Ian Patten and Fletcher
Thomson, are being held in a
Viet Cong zone 35 miles northeast of Saigon and are being
well treated. .The. Wet. Cong
.01_!Y_ do Dot bow Their
whereabouts.

Final Rites Held
For Mrs. Easley
Final rites far Mrs. Vernon
Easley of Farmington, Route
One were held this morning at
10:30 at the chapel of the Byrn
Funeral Home, Mayfield, with
Rev. Harry Nall officiating.:
Pallbearers were Sidney
Easley, Jerry Rickman, Dan
Easley, Steve McCuan, Charles
Jetton, and Jeffrey Don
Howard. Interment was in the
Burnetts Chapel Cemetery.
Mrs. Easley. age 80, died
Wednesday at her hone.She is
!waived by one-daughter. Mrs.
Robert McCuan, two sons, Rev.
Johnson Easley and Harland
Easley, two sisters, Mrs. Fain
English and Mrs. Hugh
Houston, four grandchildren,
and three great grandchildren

ernment to slow the rapid business expansion.
The Housing and Urban Development Department (HUD)
Thursday announced the increase in the maximum allowable interest rate on mortgages
insured by the Federal Housing
Administration (FHA) and
guaranteed by the Veterans Administration.
The increase will be to 724
per cent from the present 7 per
cent.
It will take effect when Congress extends the power of the
department to insure and guarantee home mortgages, pow&
bly next week.
In approving the new interest
ceiling on passbook savings for
its member banks, the Federal
Reserve Board said the purpose
was two-fold:
-To provide a more equitable rate of interest for savers.
-To help banks compete
more effectively for the deposits of consumers who might be
attracted to other investments
offering higher rates.

City Board . ..
(CastianadlrasaPap 1)
teacher it Murray High,
Schultz said. Morris is reportedly moving to Louisville
Debra Mabry Greenfield was
named as a part time spanish
and speech teacher, and
Margaret Sams was named as
a part time English and Social
Studies teacher. Barbara
Wildy was also named as an
elementary school teacher.
Mrs. Eva Kenley, Mrs. Billie
Shelton, and Richard Rodman
were hired as bus drivers,
Shultz said. Puritan Insurance
Company was named to write
thrlitident insurance -for -next
year.
The cafeteria report of the
city schools indicated a net
income of income over expense
of $3,405.43. Total income for the
cafeterias was $103,024.97,
Schultz siad.
The board did not adjourn the
meeting, rather they recessed
to re-covene next week to
discuss the new budget, Schultz
said.

Funeral Saturday
For Pete Kinel
Funeral services for J.R.
(Pete) Kinel will be held
Saturday at 2:30 p.m. at the St.
John's Baptist Church, iihere
he was a member, with Rev.
C.E. Timberlake officiating.
Interment will be in the
Murray Cemetery with the
Cosmopolitan Mortuary of
Paducah in charge of the
arrangements. The wake will be
held tonight (Friday) from
seven to ten p.m. at the home
of Mr. and Mrs. Marion McPherson, 101 Spruce Street,
Murray, where the body will be
until the funeral hour.
Kinel,age 48, died'Wednesday
at 12:15 a.m, at the MurrayC.alloway County Hospital.
Survivors are his *rife, Mrs.'
Joe Helen Kinel, Murray; three
sisterkidra. Marie:McPherson
and.. Mrs. Mary
Hornbuckle, both of Murray, and
Mrhelma Cavitt of Detroit,
Mini.; two brothers, Robert
Bailey of Murray and Arthur
Kinel of Paducah

WASHINGTON (AP) - given, American was attemptAmerican Airlines stated publi- ing to merge with Western Aircly today that it made illegal lines, a move that required apcorporate donations to Presi- proval of both the White House
dent Nixon's campaign in 1971 and the Civil Aeronautics
Board. The merger was disand 1972.
The money was given after approved by the CAB last sumNixon's personal lawyer, Her- mer, and didn't go through.
Spater said he admitted the
bert W. Kalmbach, asked for
$100,000 from the company, corporate donation to Cox "beAmerican Airlines chairman fore any knowledge of these
George A. Spatter said in a facts had reached the governstatement. He declined to an- ment from other sources."
However, a spokesman inswer questions about the matdicated Spater was aware that
ter.
Federal law provides penal- officials of Nixon's campaign fities of up to two years in jail nance committee were moving
and a $10,000 fine for those who to reveal lists of secret donors.
Common Cause, the selfgive or receive campaign donastyled citizen's lobby, is suing
tions from corporate funds.
Special Watergate prosecutor the Finance Committee to ReArchibald Cox said American elect the President for full dishad made its admission volun- closure of its receipts and extarily, and said this "will be penditures before April 7, 1972,
considered as a mitigating cir- when a new law took effect
ciunstance in deciding what ending secret donations. Lawyers for the committee recently
charges to bring."
Cox, in Etwo-page statement, have promised to give such an
said he hoped other corporate accounting.
executives would admit any
Spider said he fully supports
similar illegal gifts.
-props* by Common Cause to
But he indicated that Jell reform election laws, arid
terms and fines might await called on other businessmer)
corporate officers who attempt who have made illegal corpoto keep such gifts secret. rate gifts to come forward and
"Whether they come forward admit it.
or not we intend to get to the
bottom of illegal funding practices," Cox said.
A spokesman for Cox said no
charges have yet been placed
The funeral for Murray
against American Airlines offiDickson, brother of Mrs. Ouida
cials.
Tucker of Murray, was held
Spater said Kalmbach told
Wednesday at two p.m at the
him "we were among those
from whom $100,000 was ez- chapel of the Lindsey Funeral
Home, Paducah, with Rev.
W.H. Mann officiating.
Spater said he was aware
Pallbearers were Paul Clark,
that Kalmbach was Nixon's attorney and also counsel for Joe Clark, Emmett Clark,
United Air Lines, American's Harold Hodges, Bill Moss, and
Joe Moss. Burial was in the
major competitor.
Woodlawn
Memorial Gardens
American
direction,
- "At my
Dickson, age 69, of Paducah,
officials made payments of
died at 5:06 p.m. Monday at his
$75,000 in cash in five installments from November 1971 home. A native of Hollow Rock,
through March 1972, of which Tenn., he was an electronic
the first four, totaling $20,000, technician for RCA Service
came from noncorporate Company until he retired in
sources and the last 656.000, 1968.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
paid in March 1972, came from
corporate sources," Spater Dorothy Andricht Dickson; son,
Murray F. Dickson
of
said. He declared he took full
corporate responsibility for the Louisville; sister, Wt. Guide
decision to make the contribu- Tucker of Murray; two grandma,Mark F. and Michael F
tions.
At the time the money erne Nehmen, Louisville.

Brother Of MutTay
Woman Succumbs

Two Accidents Reported
To City Police Thursday
Two accidents were reported
yesterday to the Murray City
The first collision occurred on
Chestnut Street at 1:33 p.m.
Policemen said that a 1973
two door driven by Guy Mitchell
Cunningham of 501 North 16th
was backing onto Chestnut out
of the Tape Hut parking lot,
preparing to go west on
Chestnut.
Officeee, said that:a_ second
car driven by 'Cowell Freeman
Outland of Murray Route Five'
was making a left turn onto
Chestnut from the parking lot at
the Dixieland Shopping Center
and tlis two cars collided.
Damage to the Cunningham
vehicle was to the right side
while the Outland pickup truck
had damage to the right front,
Investigating officers said.
A car driven by Ramona Fay
Edwards of Paducah was involved in a hit and run collision
at 3:45 p.m. on Highway 94.
Police said the Edwards car
was traveling west on 94 and
another car was going east on
94. A third vehicle turned onto
94 from 18th Street in front of
the Edwards car and the second
vehicle, officers said.

According to the police
report, the Edwards car
swerved to avoid a collision and
the second car swerved left to
avoid the collision and struck
the Edwards car in the bet
rear.
• -1 Investigating officers Atie.
that the second car failecItoAcjp
after the accident.
T.(
The Edwards auto received
dsunage to the left rear, officers
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perience, and $7,840 with ten
years experience.
Rank II teachers with no
experience will receive $6,520
and those with ten years will
receive $8,310. Rank II teachers
hold a Master's degree.
Rank I teachers, those with
thirty hours over a Master's,
will receive $7.120 with no experience, and $8,820 with ten
years experience.
The board also apporved a 5'2
per-cent
professionnemaaa
ial staff,--'--1"1.a-ll:
-7lam- In other routine business, a
bus drivers clinic was approved, to be held at Benton
High School July 19-20. Mrs.
Doris Boggess was named bus
driver of the year, an award
John Pocock of Atlanta. based on safety and economy.
Georgia,110Cmes _Murra
Miller also reminded citizens
resident, has accepted the that the board office-Tuis been
position of Interior Display Co-- moved to 401 N. 16th.
ordinator for the Ethan Allen
The schedule for the school
Carriage
Houses
in
year 1973-74 was also released
Metropolitan Atlanta.
Pocock is responsible for co- by Miller today. August 20 will
ordinating and decorating 144 mark the beginning of the
permanent display rooms in the school year, with August 17, as
Atlanta and Decatur, Georgia, an in-service training for
stores, including layouts, teachers. May 24, will be the
furnishings, fabircs, and ac- last day of school. Other
holidays will include September
cessories.
The former Murray, than 3, Labor Day; October 12,
cavityed .hia." certificate in. FDEA; Nodember 22-23,
residential interior design from "Thanksgiving; December 19.
Christmas;
the Atlanta School of Interior Jarniary . 2,
Design on May 30 and he ,at- February 1, in-service for
tained the third highest overall teachers; a April 15-19, Spring
prroefa
ess
it;ionalacia
ndy. May
23,
grade: average in the school for B
the 1972-73 school year.

John Pocock Named
To New Position

Member of

